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Introduction
The Cross Art Projects is a contemporary art
project space situated in a busy laneway in
Sydney’s Kings Cross. Its location, exhibition
program and stage-like shopfront help
to foreground the multiple relationships
between art, life and the public sphere. The
audience is primarily local and informed:
from the homeless to epidemiologists
and, of course artists, writers and other
creators—all despite the gentrification that
is common to large cities.

of working that acknowledges its partial yet
interlinked character. In this way the gallery
connects Kings Cross to artists, art centres
and politics in remote Northern Territory and
the Kimberley, and to Timor-Leste, Indonesia
and other South East and South Asian
communities. This active linkage is sometimes
integral to the project, as in the pioneering,
collective creativity of Womanifesto: An
International Art Exchange in Thailand, which
significantly involved Sydney artists.2

Kings Cross was the first place in Sydney to
host high-rise residential architecture, from the
architecturally grandiose to intimate studios.1 The
neighbourhood has fought a 50-year contest
over access to inner-city housing and the right
to be heard in public spaces: from the Green
Bans (1971–74/5), to the seminal gay rights
march of 24 June 1978 on Darlinghurst Road,
that ended with the arrest and charging of 53
participants and morphed into Sydney’s Mardi
Gras Festival. It is not a shy place. Over the
years Kings Cross has fostered innovations
in queer, feminist and counter-culture, music
culture, food culture and art culture.

Part 1 of this publication considers how
remote art centres generate art training and
employment, the challenges families face to
live on their ancestral lands because of the
lack of service provision (exacerbated by the
Intervention) and the menace of large-scale
environmental degradation. First Nations artists
have a tight message to deliver to a political
class that is, in large measure, not listening.
Curator Djon Mundine posits these histories
as national history, while Jasmin Stephens
imagines, after Édouard Glissant, the exhibition
as an archipelagic site resistant to homogeneity
and capable of embracing new temporalities.

Connectedness: The Cross Art Projects
2003–2021 comprises two books with six
sections, three to each book. The curatorial
work sits under six intersecting themes that
span almost two decades, selected to reveal
expanded ideas of art, archives and history. The
exhibitions foreground artwork using archival
material, from natural and ecological archives
such as rock art, to archives of Indigenous art
centres, feminist archives and those relating to
Australia’s geographic context.

Part 2’s themes are feminist, collective and
archival. They use the conversation as a
shared curatorial model, and in different ways
explore the idea of ‘getting the word out’
as a hypothetical, grass roots aesthetic. As
such, these exhibitions revisit the interactive
spaces of artist collectivity, inter-disciplinary
actions, urban resistance and community
archives. Some artists in this forthcoming
publication rematerialise or re-present
and enliven historical information that has
become vulnerable, lost or displaced. They
remind us that archives matter: that what
and how we remember will determine not

Each exhibition proposes a different form of
aesthetics and active engagement, and a way
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1
The Kingsclere, built in
1912, was the area’s
solitary Edwardian
landmark, until recovery
from WWI and the
subsequent boom of
the 1920s, allowed
Kings Cross to become
renowned for Art Deco
and modern residential
apartment blocks.
2
The Cross Art Project’s
contribution to this
project is summarised
within the exhibition
Archiving Womanifesto:
An International Art
Exchange, 1990s—
Present, featured in
Connectedness: The
Cross Art Projects
2003-2020 Part 2.

3
Curated by Brook
Andrew, 2020
4
The Cross Art Projects’
selected exhibitions
with Iltja Ntjarra/Many
Hands Art Centre artists
are documented in A
Widening Gap, The
Intervention 10 Years On
(2017) and Particulate
Matter: A fossil fuelled
future? (2020).
5
At this time, The Cross
Art Projects was colocated with our sister
The Cross Art and
Books at 33 Roslyn
Street before moving to
8 Llankelly Place, Kings
Cross in 2008.

Right The Cross Art Projects,
Llankelly Place, 2018, featuring
Minstrel Kuik, Old Wave Brings
Empty Shells.

introduction

introduction

just our past but also our present and future.
Our national repositories are thus crucially
important. But as art historian Catriona Moore
notes, feminism may have also begun in
your mother’s house, cluttering the kitchen
cupboard and bedside table.
The power of the archive remains an
undeniable force and organising structure in
contemporary exhibitions—as in the NIRIN,
22nd Biennale of Sydney,3 where Iltja Ntjarra
artists of the The Namatjira Art School, cannily
displayed plastic ‘divorce bags’: one side
with the word ‘Homeless’ and the other with
a glorious Aranda landscape. The beauty of a
small space such as The Cross Art Projects,
is it can present ‘chapters’ of such bodies of
work as a historical work-in-progress.4
Like the exhibition space it documents, this book
is itself an archive that reflects upon successive

moments. The space first opened with the
exhibition Gina Sinozich: The Iraq War Paintings
in 2003,5 which responded through painting
to the daily media coverage of the American
invasion of Iraq during the Bush presidency.
Such criticality and task-taking of prevailing
powers has been evident in projects since.
This book is a response to the vulnerabilities
of the Covid-19 times, and an enforced
opportunity for archival reflection. These
events along with a City of Sydney Cultural
Resilience Grant, have created the space
to think about the larger purpose of art
exhibitions, particularly the idea that small interdisciplinary spaces can present big ideas.
Thank you for your generous support. Without
the artists, curators, colleagues and you this
would not be possible.
—Jo Holder
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Homelands:
Keeping Art,
Country &
Culture Strong
By Christina Davidson
with Djambawa Marawilli AM
Conclusion by Jo Holder

In 2012 The Cross Art Projects was honoured to present
the Sydney debut of two commemorative projects. One was
Big Family: ANKAAA25, Keeping Art, Country and Culture
Strong. As ANKA Chairman Djambawa Marawili AM, explains,
‘ANKAAA was—is—an organisation for Aboriginal/Indigenous
people and still remains.’ The other was Yirrkala After Berndt:
1947–2013. It was a reassertion of customary Indigenous
inheritance envisaged as a contemporary honouring of the
exhibition Yirrkala Drawings at the Art Gallery of NSW—the
first major exhibition to focus specifically on the collection
of drawings held by the Berndt Museum at the University
of Western Australia in Perth. Both exhibitions showed how
First Nations Elders were sharing their knowledge as part of
their ongoing task of renewing and enlivening the Law. Their
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren inherit that
Law and the task of celebrating it.

It is time to listen to the Indigenous voices, who
have been patiently explaining the importance
of homelands for the last 50 years and longer.
Today homeland centres continue to develop
projects under very challenging conditions.
The most familiar is contemporary international
Indigenous art. Less familiar are the fire
management/carbon abatement projects, first
used in West Arnhem Land in 2006 and now
used across northern Australia—an essential
method of caring for Country.1
ANKA’s Homelands: Keeping Art, Country and
Culture Strong mapping and research project
is documented in the special 2019 ‘Homelands
Edition’ of Arts Backbone.2 The issue
researches past and present to pay respect to
the people, including artists, who voted with
their feet—walking back to their homelands in
acts of resistance—and who continue to work to
make it viable to live there. ANKA is dedicated
to occupying a future that honours this legacy.
The concept of ‘homeland’ is referenced in
two main ways. The first is homelands on
ancestral Country. Referring to the individual
ancestral clan estates (the Country) of the
diverse Aboriginal peoples of northern Australia
whose families have cared for their land since
time immemorial—over 60,000 years by current
scientific estimates. The second way refers
to homeland centres: small contemporary
Aboriginal settlements where people dwell.
Often also called ‘outstations’ or ‘blocks-onCountry’, these settlements are typically located
on or close to people’s ancestral Country.

The Cross Art Projects foregrounded the two-way didactic intent of
both projects and continues to do so with its exhibitions. It is in this
spirit that the following short essays by Djon Mundine OAM and
Christina Davidson with Djambawa Marawilli AM are presented.

Previous spread Mumu Mike Williams,
Nyaa Manta (detail), 2016, tea, ink, chalk
pastel on 2 sheets of paper, overall 200
x 150cm. Artwork + image courtesy the
artists’ estate and Mimili Maku Arts.
From the exhibition A Widening Gap: The
Intervention 10 Years On (2018)
Overleaf Nongirrna Marawili, Rock and
Seaspray, 2015, bark painting, 77 x 78 cm.
From the exhibition Mother to Daughter:
On Art & Caring for Homelands (2015)
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‘Homelands are the backbone for
Aboriginal art. They are where all the
patterns and designs come from—from the
land.’ —Djambawa Marawili AM, 2019

Particulate Matter:
voice,
A Fossil
treatyFuelled
& truthFuture?
telling

Homelands:
Particulate Matter:
KeepingAArt,
Fossil
Country
Fuelled
& Culture
Future?Strong

The contemporary Aboriginal art movement,
which has so captured the imaginations
and hearts of Australian and international
audiences over the last 50 years, is intimately
linked to the homelands movement. This
homelands movement in northern Australia,
involved the return of Aboriginal people from
1
‘Country Needs People, by Sam Johnson
and Ari Gorring, Homelands, Arts Backbone, 2019,
pp 19. Fire management uses knowledge with modern
science and satellites, to burn early and keep fuel loads
down. This dramatically reduce destructive wildfires.
2
Arts Backbone Vol.18 Issue 2 & Vol 19
Issue 1, August 2019, Homelands Edition.

the late 1960s, to live on the country they
had been displaced from under the violence
of colonialism. In the 1970s and 1980s the
movement was the source of a determined
Indigenous-lead revival of traditional
knowledge, involving the reinvigoration
of language and knowledge of Country,
ceremonial practice and cultural forms
including song and dance cycles and inherited
patterns and designs. The contemporary
renaissance of Aboriginal art is grounded in
this classical revival based in the homelands.
In North East Arnhem Land, Frances and
Howard Morphy explain that after the Mission
Time (1935–1970), ‘Blue Mud Bay homeland
centres allowed Yolngu to re-emplace a regional
system of relationships (gurrutu) that had been
disrupted in the early decades of the 20th
century as the region came increasingly under
Australian Government control.’
The homelands of Blue Mud Bay in North
East Arnhem Land are the places of
production of much of the great art made in
northern Australia over the last half-century.
Artworks from these small homeland centres
are collected and exhibited by leading art
institutions and private collectors across the
world. The homeland centres at Blue Mud Bay
started in the 1970s. The largest, Baniyala/
Yilpara, was established in 1972 when the
great Madarrpa Clan leader and artist Wakuthi
Marawili (1921–2005) walked back with his
people to their ancestral Country from the
Rose River Mission at Numbulwar.
As Djambawa Marawili AM states, ‘Our
homelands are where we hold Ngarra: holy
ceremonies that honour our spiritual foundation
on our land and sea country. These are really big
gatherings that bring together people from many
clans. It is where we go much more deeply into
our sacred places and lands. These ceremonies
are what feeds our art, makes it strong and lets
it speak of what I am, who we are.’
The health of homelands today has not been
nurtured by recent government policy. The
last in-depth national evaluation of homelands
was the 1986–87 House of Representatives
inquiry Return to Country: The Aboriginal
Homelands Movement in Australia, which took
a very positive view of homeland centres and
their futures. However the tendency in policy
11
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since has been to view homelands through
a deficit lens as a drain on the public purse,
rather than appreciating the very significant
strengths of homelands and homeland people,
and the many benefits they continually provide
Australia, including land care, art, and a
continually developing understanding of the
continent and its national identity. It is time for
a fundamental re-think of the role of homelands
and what they have to offer Australia as a
whole in an era when technology means they
are no longer ‘remote’ to other places.

By Djon Mundine OAM

The names of 729 homeland centres in ANKA’s
regions of northern Australia were listed on
the cover of the ‘Homelands’ edition of Arts
Backbone. The country between the big
Aboriginal settlements in northern Australia is not
empty but is full of art and culture. The homeland
centres are where a plethora of art is produced
and functions as the conceptual heartlands
of the Aboriginal art movement. Art centres
market and help nurture, sustain and preserve
Aboriginal art as well as undertake training
and sustainable economic development work.
But it is tough: John Mawurndjul’s major
retrospective I am the Old and the New
(2018) has toured Australia to great acclaim.
However, Mawurndjul laments that being the
new is a lot harder and less desirable than
the old. In 2019 he told Jon Altman, ‘What
makes me happy is when I can go to my home
out bush…I can paint.’ Altman, who made
profound contributions to the Senate Inquiry
has observed that, ‘Living at outstations is a lot
more difficult for Kuninjku people today. Basic
citizenship services like education and health
are provided in the township of Maningrida.
People are required to work for the dole, for an
impoverishing pittance, and half that welfare
money is put on the BasicsCard tying people
to shops. Since the Intervention there has been
no new housing at outstations; it is difficult to
obtain guns for hunting and vehicles to collect
art materials because of excessive police
scrutiny…I have still got the same law, but the
government keeps changing their rules.’3
Despite these draconian impositions,
many so bizarre as to be nonsensical, a
line of magnificent exhibitions have toured
3
John Mawurndjul and Jon Altman in Altman,
‘Aboriginal Art and Outstations: Then and Now’, ‘Homelands’ edition, Arts Backbone, 2019, pp 12-13.
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When the Australia Council for the Arts
was established in the early 1970s, the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts
Board funded Aboriginal visual arts at
two levels: by funding community-based
art and craft advisor positions (formerly
positions held by missionaries), and by
funding a marketing company, Aboriginal
Arts and Crafts Pty Ltd. (‘the company’), to
lift the status of this art into the ‘fine art’
world. These moves were made, a little
naïvely, to remove con artists and crooks
from the marketing of Aboriginal art. It
should be noted that on the whole, this
art was defined as that created in remote,
‘traditional’ communities only.
In the 1980s both these funding responsibilities
were transferred to the newly created
Aboriginal Development Commission (ADC) to
release Australia Council funds and to utilise
the supposedly abundant monies of ADC.
In the same period a loose association of
federally funded community artist cooperatives
was formed in Arnhem Land, largely led by Peter
Cooke, based in Maningrida. The organisation
was similar in purpose to other industry
associations: to discuss ‘the market’, to set
ethical and employment standards, and to define
its role in that particular historical (colonial)
moment. There was an inkling that the present
funding situation was not likely to continue.

the country, showing audiences how
homelands are vitally interlinked with the
wider contemporary world and bound to their
ancestral language, culture and land. Those
referred to in this section include from North
East Arnhem Land: Saltwater (2019), Dalkiri/
Standing on their Names (2010), Desert
River Sea: Portraits of the Kimberley (2019)
and Midawarr/Harvest (a collaboration
between Mulkun Wirrpanda and John
Wolsley in 2017). Excerpts or extensions of
these ANKA or DesArt projects have been
seen in The National, Sydney Biennale and
the standout community development and
contemporary art project Tarnanthi at the Art
Gallery of South Australia, developed and
curated by Nici Cumpston and her team.
Crossing several regions are the fashion and
silk-screen textile projects that continue to
delight: works by Babbarra Women’s Centre
and Merrepen Arts are featured here. The

Cross Art Projects is honoured and thankful
to modestly continue the representation of
such achievements.

In the late 1980s the federal government
moved to change the funding source of
the salaries of community positions, by
making them positions of the company
now known as Inada Holdings Pty Ltd. This
would have, in effect, given ‘the company’ a
monopoly over Aboriginal art production and
deprived a ‘grass roots’ voice of their artistic
expression. It was against the principle of selfdetermination in that it took control of visual
art expression from local community artists.
A number of meetings, which included the art
communities of the desert as well as the Top
End, were hurriedly organised and a press
conference held in 1987 to announce our
action and the formation of the Association
of Northern and Central Australian Aboriginal
Artists (then called ANCAAA). The press
conference was fronted by the late Milingimbi
Birrkili arts worker Alfred Gungupun, who

Homelands: Keeping Art, Country & Culture Strong
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stated that the government’s proposal was
a real threat to Aboriginal artistic expression
and practice that would potentially turn it into
a mere tourist product. Control would be
given to bureaucrats in that most culturally
and spiritually vacant place—Canberra. We
made the front page of the NT News (‘Let My
People Go’) and ABC Radio National.
Initially we fought for a report on the place of
visual art in the communities concerned, and the
placing of said artworks in the Western art world.
We then pushed for the implementation of that
document, the Altman Report.1 A few years later,
art advisors themselves took a step back, allowing Aboriginal artists to run our arts organisations
as was the original intent of our political actions.2

Djon Mundine OAM is a member of the Bundjalang
people of northern New South Wales. He worked as an
art advisor at Milingimbi, Maningrida and Ramingining
from 1979 to 1995, spending 11 years with Bula Bula
Arts. Djon was very important in the foundation and
early years of ANKAAA. He was an active member
of the governing committee in the initial years when
non-Indigenous people were the main people working
at board level.
At the all-Indigenous ANKAAA AGM in 1995 at Black
Point, Cobourg Peninsula, Djon reminded members of
the change made after the desert people broke away
to form Desart in 1992—when new rules were made so
‘you had to be an Aboriginal person to be a member
of ANKAAA’. But still for a time, ‘quite often the art
advisors, mainly white people, came as representatives
of Aboriginal people’.3 Mr Ngarralja Tommy May recalls,
‘We were only Blackfella people…and we did it. We
had one Blackfella from somewhere away [Djon], and
he helped us to do everything alright. Very kind’.4

1
Aboriginal Arts and Crafts Industry, Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1989.
2
This essay was originally published in Arts
Backbone, ANKAAA 25th Anniversary, Volume 12,
Issue 1, August 2012.
3
Minutes, ANKAAA AGM December 1995, p. 3.
4
Recorded interview with Chris Durkin, 19
June 2012.
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Connected
to the Land
Angelina Karadada Boona
Betty Bundamurra
Mary Punchi Clement
Mrs Taylor

20 June to 1 August 2020
Co-curated by Angelina Karadada Boona,
Kira Kiro Artists, Leana Collier (Waringarri
Aboriginal Arts) and Jo Holder

Conversation with Angelina Karadada
Boona and Betty Bundamurra with Emilia
Galatis (co-curator of Desert River Sea:
Portraits of the Kimberley, Art Gallery WA)

The exhibition Connected to the Land paid
tribute to three senior women artists; Betty
Bundamurra and the late Mary Punchi
Clement and Mrs Taylor, presenting work
selected by their colleague—curator and
artist Angelina Karadada Boona. The works
originated from a small tin shed, an art
centre called Kira Kiro Artists in Kalumburu—
an isolated settlement in north-east
Kimberley, co-founded and run by the artists.
The artists’ work is sustained by the rock art
tradition; the Drysdale River catchment has
one of the earliest and securely dated sites
for Aboriginal occupation at 50,000 years
ago. Highlighted in the paintings are Wandjina
and older Kira Kiro1 figures, and secular but
related themes of totemic animals, sea-life and
seasonal flora—notably bush foods such as
yam, honey, bush fruit and medicinal plants.
Nothing is superfluous. `
The artists’ styles are distinctive: Betty
Bundamurra paints bold Kira Kiro dancers
or hunters, each with a unique personality.
Mary Punchi Clement is a colourist whose
richly hued palette and layered or patterned
brushmarks show elegant, travelling Kira Kiro—
their feet never touching the ground—and a
delight in the patterns of the land.
Mrs Taylor’s luminous paintings recall a more
recent bittersweet past: her joyous journeys to
her husband’s Country and a special place called
Omari on the Berkley River. Darker memories
include the troubled Oombulgurri Mission
(now abandoned) near the site of the Forrest
River Massacre of 1926—her home until her
husband’s death in 2005. Taylor’s parents told
her of the massacre. She speaks of the stone
cairn memorial and cross made of water piping
built in August 1927, at a hill overlooking the
mission and floodplains of Oombulgurri: ‘There
you hear dogs singing out, babies crying…
Policemen shooting them. Olden days’ time.’2
1
In Ngarinyin, Wunambal and Worrrora language known as Gwion Gwion.
2
Interview with Mary Teresa Taylor for Desert

2020
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Angelina Karadada slowly reveals ethereal
Wandjina emerging from natural ochres—
prized onmal (white) and, in this series, goorin
(white gum sap) and charcoal gathered locally,
just as the cloud-shaped Wandjina manifest
their presence. The most recent works by
Betty Bundamurra and Angelina Karadada
mark the hand-over from artist-to-artist as Kira
Kiro Artists senior artsworkers.
The artists’ tender, theoretically informed work
sits at the intersection of raw colonial and
post-colonial histories. The majestic sweep
of subjects and use of materials transforms
their paintings of lands and paths crossed by
ancestral beings and the signs and customary
objects of another time and place into
something boldly contemporary. The artists
know the significance of their work. Betty
Bundamurra, also a poet and storyteller with
the instinct of an archivist, writes the story for
each artwork by hand, and sends the texts to
Waringarri Arts for cataloguing.
Surrounding the ‘tree tops, valley, river and
sea’ are low sandstone formations that
house the environmental archive of Lalai (The
Dreaming). Here is the parallel time dimension
in which plants, animals and landscape were
created and where laws governing human
behaviour began. Mulberry, red or black
coloured shadows signal the presence of
Kira Kiro: finely painted human-like figures in
elaborate dress, accompanied by a rich range
of artifacts and ornaments dating back 12,000
years. Kira Kiro co-exist with, and are guardians
and assistants of, the powerful Wandjina, more
recent figures dating to the last 4000 years.
Wandjina are Creator Beings associated
with the Creator Snake (Ungud) and can be
repainted to ensure annual renewal of the
seasonal cycle and the associated periods of
natural fertility brought by monsoonal rains.
Each Wandjina has a name, a moiety and a set

River Sea: Portraits of the Kimberley filmed with Indigenous Community Stories, Kalumburu, 8 July 2015.

Opposite Mary Punchi Clement, Wandjinas,
2009, natural ochre and pigment on paper,
76 x 56 cm
Above Betty Bundamurra, Kira Kiro Happy
Spirits, 2018, natural ochre and pigment on
canvas, 60 x 60 cm

Voice, Treaty & Truth-telling
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of totemic symbols from which each clan is
directly descended.3 Wandjina take the shape
of cumulus storm clouds and are painted in
red, yellow and black pigments on a white
background: red for blood and white for water.
They stand frontal, solid, head-and-shoulder or
full length, standing or laying across rock faces.
Wandjina, the unique stars of the grand stone
and rock art galleries of East Kimberley, have
astonished explorers and scholars since 1837.
Misperceived as ‘art produced elsewhere’, they
were suspected as being the work of artists from
Asia, Moors, Hindus, prophets, or outer-space
guest workers. A century later the anthropologist
A.P. Elkin deemed them painted by Aboriginal
people—a superb case of cultivated blindness
or ‘hidden in plain sight’.4 Wandjina artists have,
however, appeared in ethnographic museum
exhibitions since the 1925 Exhibition of World
Cultures at the Vatican in Rome (Kalumburu
being a Spanish Dominican mission formerly
called Drysdale River Mission, influencing
this inclusion).5 Most breathtakingly and
contemporarily, giant Wandjina with halo-like
headdresses, large round eyes and mouthless
faces resembling owls, appeared in the
opening ceremony of the Sydney Olympics in
2000, designed by Donny Woolagoodja.
The Kimberley has slowly emerged as a force in
contemporary art, with such exhibitions as those
held in Perth in the 1970s (organised by Mary
Macha working for the Aboriginal Arts Board),
3
David Mowaljarlai, Patricia Vinnicombe et al.,
‘Kimberley ideology and the maintenance of sites’, in G.
K. Ward (ed.), Retouch: Maintenance and conservation
of Aboriginal rock imagery, 1992. Occasional AURA
Publication 5, Australian Rock Art Research Association, Melbourne, p 10.
4
Sir George Grey, Expeditions in Western
Australia, 1841. Cited in Ian Crawford, The Art of the
Wandjina, 1968, pp 64-8.
5
In 1943 the mission was the site of a WWII
airbase and became an essential part of the North
West air effort. Those killed included mission superior
Rev. Thomas Gil, Aboriginal mother Veronica Cheinmora and four children: Sylvester, Dominic, Benedict and
Jeremy (family names unknown).

and the first serious institutional exhibition
Images of Power: Aboriginal Art of the
Kimberley, held in 1993 at the National Gallery
of Victoria.6 Curator Judith Ryan argued that the
art sought to be a visual ‘voice’, reinforcing the
prerogative of Aboriginal land rights.
Kalumburu’s isolation and lack of an art
studio, however, left it as a footnote in this
orchestration of the Kimberley art schools. The
astute champion of First Nation’s art, Mary
Macha, focused on the quality of materials
and reputations, including those of Angelina
Karadada’s parents Lily Karadada and Jack
Karadada—celebrated for their depictions of
Wandjinas.7 Former Kira Kiro artworker Philippa
Jahn argues (following Marcia Langton) that
at Kalumburu, ‘rather than a cultural genocide,
cultural praxis was transformed’.8
Betty Bundamurra and the late Mary Punchi
Clement and Mrs Taylor with Gwen Clarke and
Mercy Payrrmurra Fredericks, were at the heart
of creating the centre in 2009. They persisted,
wanting to teach the story that is in the Land
and share their knowledge about this lifeworld.
Here languages are respectfully crossed,
from Wunambal or stone Country languages
6
Judith Ryan with Kim Ackerman, op cit, p.16.
Ackerman argues Wandjina in art are specific to Worrorra, Ngaryin and Woonambal people who trace their
own descent from Wandjina spirit ancestors. But more
broadly Wandjina is a generic term relating to spirit
ancestors in N.W. Kimberley.
7
Mary Macha under the auspices of the
Aboriginal Arts Board emphasised quality and integrity of materials and initiated artist training and held
exhibitions at Aboriginal Traditional Arts, Perth, which
included the Karadada family and Ignatia and Waigan
Djangara. The first solo show was by Alec Mingelmanganu. See Ryan and Ackerman, op cit, ‘Shadows of
Wandjina’, op cit, p.16. Macha’s archive is vested in the
Battye Library, Perth.
8
Philippa Jahn, ‘Between Rocks and Hard
Places: Mary Puntji Clement and the Kalumburu Art
Project’, in Indigenous Archives: The Making and
Unmaking of Aboriginal Art, eds Darren Jorgensen and
Ian McLean, 2017. Philippa Jahn, a former Kira Kiro
Artists manager, cites Marcia Langton in The Oxford
Companion to Aboriginal Art and Culture, 2000,
Kleinert and Neale, eds.

to Kwini languages ‘from the east’.9 In this
exhibition, two artists represent each language
group. Despite inaccessibility of art materials
(Waringarri Arts supplies paper, canvas and
ochres from Kununurra about 550k away
by the post plane or a 16 to 20-hour drive),
patchy internet and the additional adversity
of the Covid-19 restrictions, the art centre
continues to link the voices of generations.
Over a six year period, the thoughtful project
Desert River Sea: Portraits of the Kimberley,
initiated by Art Gallery of Western Australia in
association with Indigenous art centres and
trained Broome-based artsworkers, captured
this history and created artist archives, with
an exhibition in 2019 as its superb finale.
Connected to the Land continued this example
of respectful exchange, teaching the basics
of traditional culture and connections to the
land through contemporary art. These artists’
powerful works speak to the need to conserve
and protect world heritage cultural sites.
In May 2020, mining corporation Rio Tinto
destroyed Juukan Gorge—one of more than
463 sites that mining companies operating in
Western Australia have applied for permission
to destroy or disturb since 2010.10
At the end of their activities on earth, Wandjina
lay down in a cave and turn into a painting. As
Betty Bundamurra states, ‘The rocks where
warriors are buried are painted with white
ochre…Warriors and Elders past and present
from generation to generation.’11
9
Francis Kofod, ‘Kimberley Languages’ in
Judith Ryan and Kim Akerman, Images of Power: Aboriginal art of the Kimberley, 1993, pp 6-9.
10
See The Conversation by Samantha Hepburn, May 2020: https://theconversation.com/rio-tintojust-blasted-away-an-ancient-aboriginal-site-heres-whythat-was-allowed-139466. See also Elizabeth Fortescue,
‘“Broken” heritage laws: Australia launches investigation
after 46,000-year-old Aboriginal rock art is obliterated’,
The Art Newspaper, July 2020: https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/juukan-gorge-a-sacrifice-site
11
Carly Lane, Desert River Sea: Portraits of
the Kimberley, p. 82.

Above Mary Punchi Clement, Sea Totems, 2009, natural ochre and pigment on paper, 76 x 56 cm
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Above Mary Punchi Clement, Kirra Kirra, 2011, natural ochre and pigment on paper, 28 x 38 cm Below Mary Punchi Clement, Dancers, 2011, natural ochre and pigment on paper, 38 x 56.5 cm

Above Betty Bundamurra, Wandjina, Gwion and Tools, 2010, natural ochre and pigment on paper, 76 x 56 cm
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Angelina Karadada Boona: Co-curator’s Statement

20 June, 2020

My name is Angelina Karadada Boona, and this is why
I chose the artworks of these three great ladies: Mary
Punchi Clements, Mary Taylor and Betty Bundamurra.
They inspired me with their knowledge of the land and
the sea. Their works are so unique compared to the new
generation we have here today.
Their art represents the bush where our ancestors lived
a long time ago, and the corroborees they used to have.
When they used to dance with their families, and some of
their Elders would sing their songs and dance about their
homelands. And where they would go bush hunting and
gathering—yams, berries, bush honey, fresh fish and fresh
water turtles. The older men would go hunting for sea
turtles, fish and crabs. You can see all this in their artwork.
Even walking to the different parts of Country, climbing big
hills, or over rocks.

Above Works by artist and co-curator of Connected to the Land, Angelina Karadada
Boona, installed at The Cross Art Projects.

The Gwion Gwion figures—or the Kira Kiro’s—are the
gatherers. They gather the wild berries, wild bush honey,
yams, and they are hunters too—they hunt for goannas,
fresh water turtles and fish.
So Mary Punchi Clement and Betty Bundamurra’s works
are about these Kira Kiro—representing the gatherers and
the hunters.
As for Mary Teresa Taylor, she talks about the Berkley River
where she originally came from and where she used to
travel with her husband, through the hills, climbing rocks,
and going into the streams to collect little rocks—’aru’. Aru
means rocks.
That is why I love these three great ladies’ paintings.
Thank you.

Above Angelina Karadada Boona, Wandjina Emerging IV, 2020, white gum sap and charcoal on
paper, 37.8 x 29 cm
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Angelina Karadada Boona: Co-curator’s Statement

connected to the land

Above Angelina Karadada Boona, Wandjina Emerging II, 2020, white gum sap and charcoal on paper,
37.8 x 29 cm
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Above Angelina Karadada Boona, Wandjina Emerging, 2020, white gum sap and ochre on paper, 100.3 x 80.3 cm
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Above Angelina Karadada Boona, Wandjina Emerging, 2020, white gum sap and ochre on paper, 100.3 x 80.3 cm (K02221-20)
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A Widening Gap:
The Intervention,10 Years On
Anon (young Artist in Don Dale
Juvenile Detention Facility) w/
printer Franck Gohier
Alison Alder
Nick Bland
Margaret Boko
Miriam Charlie
Brenda L. Croft
David Frank
Iltja Ntjarra/Many Hands Art
Centre (Benita Clements,

Mervyn Rubuntja, Reinhold
Inkamala, Vanessa Inkamala
Gloria Pannka and Betty
Naparula Wheeler)
Fiona MacDonald w/
Intervention Rollback Action
Group (Alice Springs)
Chips Mackinolty
STICS (Stop The Intervention
Collective Sydney)
Teena McCarthy

Sally M. Mulda
Open Cut (Jack Green, Sean
Kerins and Therese Ritchie)
Jason Wing
8 June to 8 July 2018
Counihan Gallery, Brunswick
Co-curated by Jo Holder and
Djon Mundine OAM
Conversation by Jon Altman
and Djon Mundine OAM

‘Ghost Citizens follow us and infiltrate our
daily lives. In a continent full of the ghosts
and shadows of colonialism, the historical,
social, and physical landscape is pitted.
Each story is a ghost story loaded with
shadows—a kind of “scar” story.’
—Djon Mundine OAM, 2013
A Widening Gap: The Intervention 10 Years
On witnessed a world that is remote from the
essential services that the rest of Australia takes
for granted. Unlike the 50th anniversary of the
1967 referendum to remove two references in
the Australian Constitution, which discriminated
against Aboriginal people, and the 25th
anniversary of the Mabo High Court decision
recognising the land rights of the Meriam
people in the Murray Islands in the Torres
Strait, the tenth anniversary of The Intervention—
the Northern Territory National Emergency
Response—was not celebrated. It was observed
with significant protests and actions around
the country. In 2013 The Cross Art Projects,
presented Ghost Citizens: Witnessing the
Intervention as the first Intervention ‘witnessing’
project, taking place at Counihan Gallery in
Melbourne and NCCA in Darwin.
The Intervention was about taking land
and silencing Aboriginal people. Instead of
schools, new police stations were built in
communities and police search and arrest
powers extended—leading to a surge of
people in remand for minor offenses. The
brutalising of children in detention disturbed
Australian amnesia when, in August 2016,
the ABC’s Four Corners team investigated
CCTV evidence of the systemic use of force
and abuse of Aboriginal children in juvenile
detention in Darwin and Alice Springs. National
outcry forced a Royal Commission into the
Protection and Detention of Children in the NT,
otherwise known as ‘The Don Dale Inquiry’.  
On the eve of a federal election, Prime Minister
John Howard used a report into the protection
of Aboriginal children from sexual abuse

Above David Frank, Policemen, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 45 x 90 cm. Courtesy: private collection.
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called The Little Children are Sacred1 as
an excuse to send in the Australian Army,
the Federal Police and doctors to ‘stabilise’
virtually every Aboriginal community. He posed
for photographs with troops and boasted
about ‘closing the gap’. To do this, the Racial
Discrimination Act was disabled, at odds with
International Human Rights conventions. They
forced many communities into 99-year leases
to access essential services.
Ten years on Pat Turner, an Arrente woman and
CEO of the National Aboriginal Community
Controlled Heath Organisation, said of The
Intervention, ‘nothing has changed for the better.’2
The artists in A Widening Gap: The Intervention 10 Years On were from the Northern
Territory as well as from across Australia; were
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal; and included
a young former resident of Don Dale Youth
Detention Centre. Their works proclaim The
Intervention as a thinly disguised land grab
to benefit the mining and resources industry.
The ‘Stronger Futures’ movement delivered a
future that impoverished and removed agency
from Aboriginal people and their organisations,
leaving communities struggling to sustain
valued ways of life, art and culture.
A Widening Gap included a rare work made
by a youth at Don Dale Youth Detention Centre
in Darwin. The ‘Don Dale’ Royal Commission
into the abuse of children in juvenile detention
looked at torture techniques: spit hoods and
restraint chairs, unlawful duration of solitary
confinement, gassing and strip searches at
whim (including of young girls). They found that
youth arrests increased over the past decade
by 1571 per cent for Indigenous females and
224 per cent for Indigenous males.3

1
Patricia Anderson and Rex Wild, 2007
2
ABC Radio, The Drum, Interview on the
Intervention, 19 June 2017.
3
Royal Commission into the Protection and
Detention of Children in the NT, NAAJA Submission,
p. 9. Final Report November 2017.

The government was choosing
to condemn and torture young
people in adult prisons rather than
make any substantial attempt to
provide education or support.
The Intervention has failed, yet it continues
with its key measures in place, despite over 50
damning reports into the ‘widening gap’. They
quietly extended The Intervention until 2022,
with only two of the 97 recommendations
in The Little Children are Sacred being
implemented. A change of federal government
amounted to barely more than a change in the
occupation’s name to ‘Stronger Futures’.  
  
In stark contrast to the Intervention’s numbing
brutality, The Uluru Statement from the
Heart (June 2017) presented not protests
but three simple recommendations as a way
forward for the nation: a Voice to Parliament,
treaties (described as a Makaratta—a ritualised
ceremony of reconciliation), and a truth
commission to enable constitutional reform and
recognise the rights of First Nations people.
—Jo Holder and Djon Mundine OAM
____
With thanks to the artists and Murray Mclaughlin
(editor, Land Rights News) for the title; Counihan
Gallery (Melissa Kavenagh) and Moreland Council
for the ongoing support for The Intervention project.
The following art centres: Desart (Phillip Watkins), ltja
Ntjarra/Many Hands Art Centre (Iris Bender), Iwantja
Arts, Mimili Maku Arts (Heath Aarons) and Tangentyere
Artists (Sue O’Connor). Kind assistance from Alcaston
Gallery, Black Art Projects (Andrea Candiani), Chloe
Gibbon, Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous Education
and Research, UTS (Paddy Gibson), Damien Minton,
Red Hand Press Archive (Franck Gohier), UNSW
Gallery (Lucy Ainsworth) and UNSW Law (Gemma
McKinnon) and Phillip Boulten. Collectives: Intervention
Rollback Action Group (Meret McDonald, Barbara
Shaw) and Stop the Intervention Collective (Cathy Gill,
Sabine Kacha, Hans Marwe, Emily Valentine).
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Above Miriam Charlie, Nancy Kidd, Garrwa One Camp (from the series My Country No Home), 2015, C-type pigment print, 40 x 56 cm. Thanks to: CCP Declares: On the Social Contract, 2016, Centre for
Contemporary Photography, Melbourne.

Above Miriam Charlie, Jacky Green, Garrwa One Camp (from the series My Country No Home), 2015, C-type pigment print, 40 x 56 cm. Thanks to: CCP Declares: On the Social Contract, 2016, Centre for
Contemporary Photography, Melbourne.
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Above Chips Mackinolty, Treaty Where?, banner, 1.25 x 5 m (above) and Jason Wing, Biripi Nation suite: Daily News, 2017, photocopies on paper, 55 x 40 cm. Photography: Janelle Low.

Above Alison Alder, Australian Political Disasters, 2017, installation comprising 10 prints, 118.9 x 84.1 (each)
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Above Nick Bland, Don v. Dale, 2017, ink on paper, 48 x 35 cm, edition of 10. Courtesy of the artist and Land Rights News.
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Above Anon (young Artist in Don Dale Juvenile Detention Facility) w/printer Franck Gohier, All your freedom gone, Don Dale Juvenile Detention Facility, 2000, silkscreen. Courtesy Red Hand Archive, Darwin.
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Stills
Opening talk of Ghost Citizens: Witnessing the Intervention
The Cross Art Projects, Sydney, 23 June 2012
Digital video with sound, 11 minutes
Camera and editors: Sabina Kacha and Hans Mauve
Speakers
Jo Holder (Director of The Cross Arts Projects), Djon Mundine OAM
(exhibition co-curator), Paddy Gibson (Jumbunna Indigenous House
of Learning, University of Technology, Sydney), Eva Cox (Jumbunna
Indigenous House of Learning, University of Technology, Sydney)
Watch online
https://vimeo.com/44793237

Karrang Kunred/
Mother-Land
Susan Marawarr
Jennifer Wurrkidj
Deborah Wurrkidj

				
20 April to 30 June 2018
Seminar by the artists with
Sydney University students
			
Opening talk by Janet Marawarr
and Ingrid Johanson with live
dance performance by the artists

Co-curated by the artists, Kate
O’Hara (Maningrida Arts and
Culture) and Ingrid Johanson
(Babbarra Women’s Centre)

Presented in collaboration
with Maningrida Arts &
Culture and Babbarra
Women’s Centre

The exhibition Karrang Kunred/MotherLand along with its sister show Báb-barra:
Women Printing Culture,1 celebrated the
strength of traditional culture and the
contemporary dynamism of women’s art in
Maningrida in north-central Arnhem Land.
The artist-initiated alliance brought together
two institutions, renowned Maningrida Arts
and Culture and Babbarra Womens’ Centre,
to show the feminist, cultural and economic
framework for art practice in Maningrida.
The sisters Jennifer Wurrkidj and Deborah
Wurrkidj and their aunt Susan Marawarr are
senior Kuninjku women of the Kurulk clan.
Karrang Kunred in Kuninjku means ‘mother’s
homeland’ or ‘the country of my mother’.
The artists chose the title as they share
one mother country, the stone country near
Mumeka and Barrihdjowkkeng homelands.
In general speech the artists refer to this
country as their ‘mother’, which reveals the
deep cultural connection to place. Speaking to
the significance of Karrang Kunred, Deborah
Wurrkidj explains, ‘We are thinking about
our land. Our thoughts always return to our
homeland. The old people, they taught us all
this a long time ago. My father’s sisters, my
mother’s mother and my aunties, they taught
us, and now we know.’
The women selected traditional bark painting,
lorrkon (hollow logs) and mimih carving to
place beside experimental textile prints.
The key motifs of Kunmadj (dilly bag) and
Mandjabu (fish trap) celebrated their utilitarian
as well as cultural (and symbolic) significance.
Their concept was to merge ceremony and
culture with intimate connections to the
surrounding bushlands, bush foods, sacred
sites, ancestor spirits and everyday objects.

Above Artists Deborah Wurrkidj, Susan Marawarr and Jennifer Wurrkidj collecting pandanus leaves at their ‘mother country’ near Mumeka and Barrihdjowkkeng homelands, West Arnhem Land in 2018.
Photograph: Ingrid Johanson, courtesy Babbarra Women’s Centre.
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1
Báb-barra: Women Printing Culture
featured the work of Raylene Bonson, Lenni GoyaAirra, Jennifer Gandjalamirriwuy, Melba Gunjarrwanga,
Linda Gurawana, Belinda Kernan, Belinda Kuriniya,
Helen Lanyinwanga, Janet Marawarr, Susan Marawarr,
Elizabeth Wullunmingu, Deborah Wurrkidj, Jennifer
Wurrkidj & Lucy Yarawanga, exhibited at The Cross Art
Projects from 4 November to 16 December 2017.

The delicately gridded and finely dotted rarrk
designs on both bark paintings and textiles
interpret a metaphysical experience with
country—communicated through ceremonial
body-paint designs—which in essence work to
successfully bring together the experience of
‘outside’ and ‘inside’ phenomena.
To show the country and its palette—rocky
sandstone escarpments scattered with rock
art, dense paper bark forest, freshwater rivers
and seasonal floodplains—the installation
featured only barks painted with natural
pigments collected on Country, baskets crafted
and coloured from natural fibres from Country
and textiles printed in colours chosen to mirror
these hues. The eternally popular mimih who
live in the stone country made an appearance:
their tall, sculptural bodies introduce the
humour that surrounds beliefs in naughty and
at times salacious beings, who are so thin that
a gentle wind can break their necks.
Ingrid Johansen, co-curator and manager
of Babbarra, writes: ‘Amongst the Kuninjku
people certain sites are associated with djang.
Djang relates to the ancestral beings and
powers of country. Djang sites and stories
belonging to Karrang Kunred country are
depicted throughout the exhibition, including
the yawkyawk female water spirit living
in certain Arnhem Land freshwater rivers
with long hair (which can be mistaken for
seaweed), bare breasts and a fish-like tail.
For the Kuninjku, yawkyawk is also the word
used for “young woman”. Wak wak is another
sacred djang story that relates to the black
crow ancestor called djimarr. Susan Marawarr
and Deborah Wurrkidj’s textile works, titled
Wak Wak, are variously a two and four-layer
screen design with intricate rarrk layers coming
together to create the feeling of movement and
depth. On bark the rarrk technique is created
by painting consistent cross-hatched strokes
over many layers. The artists paint rarrk using
native reed stems that have been whittled
down to create thin brush-like utensils.’

Above Susan Marawarr, Yawkyawk,
2014, natural pigments on bark,
164 x 52 cm
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Jennifer Wurrkidj explains the
cultural significance: ‘Us bininj
(Aboriginal) mob, we are same
like our country. That country
is like us, and we are like that
country, like family. We are just
one, same like them animals,
snakes, birds—any type really. And
when we pass, it just goes back
in like one circle, you know. Like
that, that’s the story.’
The three women live on homelands and in
Maningrida. James Iyuna—the celebrated uncle
of the Wurrkidj sisters—taught his two nieces
how to paint. Susan Marawarr’s startling
black and white palette pushes new ways of
painting, perhaps to differentiate her hand
from that of her brothers John Marwurndjul and
James Iyuna. John Mawurndjul AM is a National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Award
winner, lauded by a travelling retrospective
exhibition, I am the Old and the New, which
opened at the Museum of Contemporary Art
concurrently with Karrang Kunred, just over a
decade after his retrospective exhibition at the
Museum Tinguely, Basel, in 2005.
In contrast, survey exhibitions of work by
women artists have been sporadic. Their work
has been the focus of key group exhibitions:
Susan Marawarr for example, in the acclaimed
Crossing Country (2004)2 and Fine Lines:
works of ornamentation and decoration by
Maningrida Artists (1999), an exhibition of
works made by women throughout the 1980s.3
This is changing. The women of Maningrida
are a large part of a lively contemporary art
scene and are strong voices advocating for
change—cultural, economic and environmental.
2
3

Curated by Hetti Perkins, AGNSW.
Curated by Diane Moon, MCA.

The group exhibition, Báb-barra: Women’s
Printing Culture (2017) featured Susan
Marawarr, who since 2001 has worked at
Babbarra as a senior artist mentor. She
collaborated with Waanyi artist Judy Watson
on the touring exhibition Bush Colour, and
toured the USA promoting female printmakers
and supervising bark-painting workshops.
Through the Babbarra Women’s Governance
Group, the artists are lobbying for better health
services in Maningrida, for environmental
protection against fracking, and supporting
people’s return to life on homelands.
Bábbarra artists are saltwater and freshwater
people living in a region encompassing
7000 square kilometres. Bábbarra is a
word in the Ndjébbana language of the
Kunibídji people on whose Country the
community of Maningrida lies. It is the name
of a place belonging to the Dukúrrdji clan.
Bábbarra Women’s Centre has a proud
history of positive social impact and works
to change the narrative about the economic
vulnerability of Indigenous women. Bábbarra
Designs—the major activity at the Women’s
Centre—has been in operation since 1989.
The centre provides employment and training
opportunities by operating sustainable
business enterprises. The centre also runs
an op-shop and other activities, and has
refurbished five homeland women’s centres.

are illustrative of the artistic innovation
in Maningrida since the 1990s. Deborah
Wurrkidj is a graduate of the ANKAAA Arts
Worker Extension Program. She states, ‘I want
to be a leader and help others understand
more about the business side of making art.
I have enjoyed looking at different galleries.’
Jennifer Wurrkidj is also a graduate of the
important ANKA Arts Worker Training Program.
Anthropologist Jon Altman explains, ‘The
strategic use of art as a source of political and
economic power has provided Kurulk with a
means to define their difference, mark social
and geographic boundaries, substantiate
claims to country and find an economic
means to live on country. This has seen the
emergence of new artistic social relations very
evident in place-based and stylistically distinct
schools of art, where people live together,
work together and teach each other.4
____
The Cross Art Projects wishes to thank Kate O’Hara,
Ingrid Johanson and Michelle Culpitt (Bawinanga
Aboriginal Corporation); Fiona MacDonald and
Dr Catriona Moore (Art History, Sydney University)
and Contemporary Art and Feminism.

Bábbarra Designs is one of a small group of
Indigenous textile-producing art centres in
Australia that design, print and sew product
onsite in community. The innovative variation
in design reflects artists working in over 12
language groups and from many different clans.
This immense cultural and linguistic diversity is
shown in each silk-screened or lino-printed textile
that tells the life of the land and its bush crafts as
well as ancestral stories, or djang/wangarr.
Since 1991, Deborah Wurrkidj has worked
alongside her mother Helen Lanyinwanga,
and sister Jennifer Wurrkidj (since 2007) at
the women’s centre. Their intricate designs

4
Altman, Mumeka to Milmilngkan: Innovation
in Kurulk Art, 2006, p.26.

Above Susan Marawarr, Man-monan/Billy goat plumb tree (Terminalia carpentariae) (detail), 2018, silkscreen on fabric, size variable
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Above L to R: Susan Marawarr, Yawkyawk, 2014, natural pigments on bark, 164 x 52 cm. Deborah Wurrkidj, Waterhole at Barlparnmarra, 2011, natural pigments on bark, 238 x 74cm. Deborah Wurrkidj, Wak
Wak, 2010, natural pigments on bark, 191 x 77 cm.

Above Deborah Wurrkidj, Wak (Sacred Site) (detail), 2018, silk screen print, silkscreen on fabric, size variable
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Stills
Opening of Karrang Kunred/Mother-Land
The Cross Art Projects, Sydney, 20 April 2018
Digital video with sound, 1:21 minutes
Filmed and edited by Ella Colley
Live dance
Performed by artists Susan Marawarr,
Jennifer Wurrkidj and Deborah Wurrkidj
Watch online
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNnAZKiuPdQ&feature=emb_logo
40
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Mother to Daughter: On Art
& Caring for Homelands
Seven mothers and their daughters:
Mulkun Wirrpanda + Yalmakany Marawili
Nongirrna Marawili, Marrnyula Munungurr +
Rerrkirrwana Munungurr
Malaluba Gumana + Djurayun Murrinyina
Banduk Marika + Ruby Djikarra Alderton
Gulumbu Yunupingu + Dhambit Munuggurr

Galuma Maymuru + Liyawaday Wirrpanda
Naminapu Maymuru-White + Narrawu Wanambi
							
30 April to 6 June 2015
Conversations: Kade McDonald, art co-ordinator, Buku-Larrngay
Mulka and ‘Another way of telling the story’: Experimental
Printmaking at Yirrkala with Denise Salvestro.

Mother to Daughter: On Art and Caring for
Homelands contributed to Future Feminist
Archive, a year-long series of exhibitions,
workshops and talks at The Cross Art
Projects and elsewhere which investigated
and reviewed changes over the decades
since International Women’s Year (1975).
We evaluated how feminism broke new
ground in Australian contemporary art
by documenting and theorising feminist
aesthetics, organisational methods and its
political effectivity.
In the late 1970s and 1980s, the radical
changes introduced by the homelands
movement and the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act 1976, helped set
aside the divisive art world categories of
urban versus traditional, or innovative versus
static contemporary Indigenous art. One of
many decisive moments was when a number
of senior lawmen taught their daughters to
paint sacred imagery onto bark at Yirrkala, an
innovation that produced some of the most
renowned Australian painters of the late20th century. They knew that the Indigenous
cultural knowledge base and contemporary
art was of inestimable value for Australia and
the world, and needed to survive destructive
impacts, such as that of a bauxite mine they
had recently fought so hard to stop.
One of the first to break the curatorial silence
on art by tribally oriented Aboriginal women
in feminist discourse was Banduk Marika.
In 1982 she mounted the first of several
exhibitions of women’s work from Arnhem
Land at Seasons Gallery in North Sydney
(which she ran with writer Jennifer Isaacs).
When Banduk and her family returned to
Yirrkala, she managed Buku-Larrnggay Mulka
Art Centre.1 Banduk is affiliated with Yalanbara
and Gulurnya homelands—the land on which
the art centre stands. At the art centre today
the primarily Yolngu staff of around twenty

Above L to R: Nongirrna Marawili, Yathikpa, 2014, ochres on bark, 76 x 25 cm. Nongirrna Marawili, Rock & Seaspray, 2014, ochres on bark, 77 x 71 cm. Nongirrna Marawili, Yathikpa, 2013, ochres on bark, 148 x 78 cm.
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1
Banduk Marika interviewed by Vivienne
Johnson in Dissonance: Feminism and The Arts 19701990, Catriona Moore ed., 1993.

service Yirrkala and surrounding homeland
centres. A print workshop and digital
production studio—the dream of Banduk
Marika—give options for experiment and a
place for youngsters, such as her daughter
Ruby Alderton, to learn on the job.2
Amongst the first women to paint sacred clan
designs was Galuma Maymuru, instructed
by her father, the great Narritjin. Gulumbu
Yunupingu was instructed by Munggurrawuy
Yunupingu, while Banduk Marika and her
sisters were taught Rirratjingu clan designs
by their father, Mawalan Marika. Naminapu
Maymuru-White was taught to paint Mangalili
clan designs by two well-known Yolngu artists—
her father, Nanin Maymuru, and her father’s
brother, Narritjin Maymuru. These celebrated
women in turn teach their daughters how
to paint the minyitj of their homelands while
working from these autonomous centres. Most
artists also teach or work as rangers.
The mothers (and some daughters) in Mother
to Daughter: On Art and Caring for Homelands
were finalists in the National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Art Awards at the Museum
and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory, winning
several prizes. Their brilliant paintings detail the
bonds between people and their heritage, and
make complex allegorical and moral references
that show, as anthropologist Howard Morphy
observes, ‘the values of their way of life and the
core structures of their society’.3
Generational shifts and changes in materials
have transformed the ‘classic’ Yolngu aesthetic,
by enabling brighter cross-hatching and the
easy moves from body scale to museum
scaled work, for example. Some artists, such
as Naminapu Maymuru White and Gulumbu
2
Dr Denise Salvestro, ‘Another way of telling
the story: On the development of the Print Space at
Yirrkala’, talk at The Cross Art Projects, 2015 and
Balnhdhurr—A Lasting Impression, a touring exhibition
presented by Artback NT in association with BukuLarrnggay Mulka Centre.
3
Howard Morphy, Becoming Art: Exploring
Cross-Cultural Categories, 2007.

Yunupingu (dec.) or Malaluba Gumana (dec.),
paint in secular styles of intricately repeated
expanses of stars, water lillies or swarming
crabs. Their shimmering white surfaces urge
us to look deeper into underlying symbolic
connections and mythic connotations, perhaps
to reach further than the last stars.
Yolngu artists continue to use art to fight for
lasting rights and equality, resolute against the
undermining of hard-won legal victories like the
Land Rights Act—however inadequate these
victories may prove in the face of colonial powers—
and to continue to fight against diminishment.
This exhibition was set against the background
of predatory threats from governments to close
homelands. The federal government’s militarystyle ‘intervention’, undertaken hand-in-glove
with the Northern Territory administration,
emboldened resource-rich Western Australia to
announce (in late 2014) the closure up to 150
communities by denying basic services of water,
power and schooling. This policy has since
been reversed but has left lasting damage.
As Eminent artist and Yolngu cultural leader
Djambawa Marawilli beautifully expresses: ‘We
are the archaeologists and anthropologists.
Our Elders are passing on traditional
knowledge in Yolngu and ancient Indigenous
languages and university systems, which are
still strong and real and rolling on…We want
Australians to properly understand that our
traditionally grounded contemporary art is not
principally about beautiful objects, but, with
ancient patterns and designs, shares our
living ancestral understanding and specific
connection to Country…The community
Art Centre network across Australia is an
outstanding example of contemporary Indigenous
agency. Our inherited patterns and designs are
our identity and also a “talking stick”, title deed,
weapon, and means of economic empowerment.
Please join to walk with us.’4
4
Djambawa Marawilli, ‘On Art and Caring for
Indigenous Knowledge’, ANKA Arts Backbone, Volume
14: Issue 2, December 2014/January 2015.
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Above L to R: Marrnyula Munungurr, Djapu Gapu, 2015, 72 x 26 cm. Marrnyula Munungurr, Djapu Gapu, 2013, 86 x 18 cm. Marrnyula Munungurr, Djapu Gapu, 2014, 76 x 25. cm. All: ochres on bark.

Above L to R: Rerrkirrwana Munungurr, Djapu Miny’tji, ochres on bark, 45 x 37 cm. Rerrkirrwana Munungurr, Djapu Gapu, 2015, ochres on bark, 59 x 39 cm.
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Above Mother to Daughter: On Art and Caring For Homelands Installation view. Left: Gulumbu Yunupingu (dec.), Dhambit Munuggurr. Right: Naminapu Maymuru-White and Narrawu Wanambi.

Above L to R: Narrawu Wanambi, Molk Larrkiji, 2015, ochres on bark, 40 x 22 cm. Narrawu Wanambi, Djerrka ga Djarwit, 2015, ochres on bark, 58 x 20 cm. Narrawu Wanambi, Djerrka, 2015, ochres on bark, 49 x 21 cm.
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‘We want Australians to properly
understand that our traditionally
grounded contemporary art is
not principally about beautiful
objects, but, with ancient patterns
and designs, shares our living
ancestral understanding and
specific connection to Country.’
—Djambawa Marawilli
Eminent artist and Yolngu cultural leader

Right Malaluba Gumana, Dhatam at Garrimala (detail), 2011, larrakitj (ochres on hardwood), 174 cm (h)
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One Lore, Two Law, Outlaw:
Dhakiyarr vs The King
Mulkun Wirrpanda

The story reaches back to the early years
of the 20th century. In 1933 in North East
Arnhem Land, Dhakiyarr Wirrpanda, a
Yolngu Elder, was found guilty of spearing
a policeman, Constable McColl, who had
chained up Dhakiyarr’s wife. This was
Dhakiyarr’s land and that was his law.
Dhakiyarr went to Darwin to explain his actions
and his people’s ways to the Northern Territory
Supreme Court. For the first time in Australian
history there was organised and vocal support
for an Indigeous man, bringing the treatment
of Aboriginal people to international attention.
Dhakiyarr was sentenced to death.

25 October to 8 December 2007
Opening talk by Marion Scrymgour
(Member for Arafura in the Northern
Territory Legislative Assembly) and
Wukun Wanambi in the presence of
Mulkun Wirrpanda

It was the first meeting of these
two laws, and they couldn’t
recognise each other.1

Three conversations:
Sarah Pritchard (lawyer) on the human
rights issues at stake in the Northern
Territory Intervention
27 October

An appeal to the High Court made this the first
case of an Aboriginal Australian to be heard
in that court. The Court’s decision overturning
the jury’s verdict and the judge’s sentence,
affirmed the right of Aboriginal people to a
fair trial in Australian courts: an extraordinary
event in 1934, and one that set a precedent
that we are still struggling to uphold today.
The case, however, ended in tragedy. Within
24-hours of his release, on return home from
his seven-month incarceration in Fannie Bay
Gaol, Dhakiyarr vanished.

Chips MacKinolty (artist) on the impact of
The Intervention on artists and art centres
in the Top End
27 October
Professor Howard Morphy (academic)
and Francis Morphy (Yolngu linguist) on
the art of Mulkun Wirrpanda and Dhakiyarr
Wirrpanda’s cross-cultural legacy
8 December

Dhakiyarr’s descendents have taken steps
to restore his honour. Seventy years after his
disappearance, the Wirrpanda family held a
Wukidi or burial ceremony in Darwin, a ceremony
to resolve conflict between tribes that have
wronged each other: liberating his spirit and
cleansing those who were involved in his death.

Curated by Andrew Blake in association
with Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Art Centre

A majestic commemorative artwork was
installed in the Darwin Supreme Court: a
group of nine larrakitj, or ceremonial log
coffins, presented by the Dhudi Djapu Clan of
Above Mulkun Wirrpanda, Walu Daykun, 2007, natural earth pigments on bark, 157 x 68 cm
Opposite Mulkun Wirrpanda painting at Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Art Centre. Photo: Jo Holder.
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1
Quote from Wuyal Wirrpanda, from the film
Dhakiyarr vs the King (Film Australia, 2004).

Dhuruputjpi at a reconciliation ceremony held
at the court in 2003.
The late Mulkun Wirrpanda was the daughter of
Dhakiyarr Wirrpanda and painted Dhudi Djapu
miny’tji (sacred clan design) depicting her land
at Dhuruputjpi—continuing Dhakiyarr’s legacy.
The exhibition and accompanying seminar
were set against the background of the
Howard government’s abrupt ‘national
emergency’ response to child abuse in
Aboriginal communities in the Northern
Territory. The legislation included a ban on
consideration of cultural background or
customary law in sentencing. This exhibition
takes up the struggle for equal justice.

The Intervention failed to redress the historic
deficits in community development, health,
housing, and education in communities
and homelands. For 90 or so art centres
representing some 6000 Indigenous artists, the
sudden withdrawal of funding (initially from the
Community Development Economic Program
(CDEP)) had a catastrophic impact. Productive,
economically viable jobs were transitioned into
inappropriate welfare-based activities.
Mulkun Wirrpanda’s ongoing projects
included Djalkiri: We Are Standing on Their
Names (2013) and Midawarr/Harvest: The
Art of Mulkun Wirrpanda and John Wolseley
(2017)—both of which archive her stunning
efforts as an advocate of her ancestral legacy.
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Opening Talk by Wukun Wanambi

25 October, 2007

‘On behalf of the Old Lady I would like to say
thank you. There is only a few Old Ladies like her
actually doing painting. For a young person like
myself she carries the knowledge, the wisdom
of our people. It is a shame the European
doesn’t come to see our art and who we are.
Our art is so beautiful, so talented and also a
story that you never know. I am glad we came in
unity in one to this little place here. I hope you
pass on the message about who we are, about
our identity. We are doing it all over the place.’
Old Lady uses human hair, women’s hair as a brush. The
significance of the hair can make a fine piece of art. It is
passed on from generation to generation. That is how we
build up our identity and we walk together. We are having
a rough time with John Howard and you know that. We are
also are public people. Under right of public we are able to
vote. Those who sit here in their little house doesn’t know
who we are and I would like to share around who we are.
Thank you.

Senior artist Wukun Wanambi presented his opening
statement of One Lore, Two Law, Outlaw: Dhakiyarr vs
The King on behalf of Mulkun Wirrpanda.

Above Mulkun Wirrpanda, Lutumba, 2013, natural earth pigments on bark, 92 x 41 cm
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Artists’
CounterInterventions
By Jo Holder

Mining, the Gas Route and Water
Exhibitions can help us understand complex
relations; art’s discursive strength and cultural
authority are being used in campaign work,
planning and site-specific research projects.
First Nations and feminist artists have helped
create this ground. First Nations artists have
fought more than their fair share of battles for
Native Title, environmental justice and the Uluru
Statement (2017) for Voice, Treaty and Truth.1 We
now acknowledge that recognition, respect and
environmental sustainability are related issues:
that people’s health and the health of Country are
interconnected, part of a living tradition of land
care stretching back 60,000 years.
Art historian Catriona Moore has called this
world view ‘speaking for Country’—art as
ecological communication.2 Other curators,
such as Jasmin Stephens in Novel Ecologies
(2013), approach climate change by
embracing work that crosses performative
registers and processes, reflecting humour
and the uncertainty of our times.
Art ‘speaking for Country’ can be seen as early
as 1963, when a bark petition by Yolngu Elders
protested the alienation of traditional lands for
bauxite mining at Yirkalla in North-East Arnhem
Land. While the petition to the Australian
Parliament was unsuccessful in the short
term, it provoked the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act 1976, which galvanised
the homelands and art centre movements. Will
Stubbs, co-ordinator of Buku Larrnggay-Mulka
Art Centre at Yirkalla, called it a response to
the ‘shock of dispossession’.3 As demonstrated
in One Lore, Two Law, Outlaw: Dhakiyarr vs
The King (2007), Yolngu have a long history of
challenging the colonial process that brought
British sovereignty into the Yolngu domain
through the medium of the legal system. Others
have faced different circumstances.
The colonial savagery of the Northern Territory
Intervention (the colloquial name for the NTER
or Northern Territory Emergency Response)

Previous page Jack Green, Yee-haw,
Money trucks (detail), 2017, acrylic on
canvas, 87 x 100 cm
Opposite Map of Northern Territory
Petroleum Leases. Source: https://
www.ecnt.org.au/
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1
On the journey see Thomas Mayor, Finding
the Heart of the Nation, Hardie Grant Publishing, 2019.
2
Catriona Moore, Not just a pretty picture,
Art as Ecological Communication in Water Wind Art
and Debate. How environmental concerns impact on
disciplinary research, Sydney University Press, 2007.
3
Will Stubbs, ‘A short history of Yolngu activist art’, Artlink, Issue 36:2, June 2016.

introduced in 2007 by Prime Minister John
Howard as a military intervention on the eve of a
federal election, dovetailed with federal policy to
‘Develop the North’.4 They suspended the antidiscrimination act and, by default, the concept
of a social licence for resource extraction.
In 2020, the blasting of the 46,000 year-old
rock shelters in Juukan Gorge in Western
Australia—executed against the wishes of the
Traditional Owners—sparked a global outcry.
After swift investor engagement, mining giant
Rio Tinto adopted a conciliatory approach;
sacking senior management, forming an
Indigenous advisory group to point to gaps in
existing protocols for managing First Nations
cultural heritage, and promising not to repeat
the destruction. Others refuse to change their
spots. The unfolding McArthur River Mine
disaster and the neglect and suppression of
Indigenous people in the Northern Territory,
the dredging of the Great Barrier Reef to
facilitate coal exports from the Galilee Basin in
Queensland, and the exploitation of Australia’s
scarce water resources (from the Great
Artesian Basin to Sydney’s Water Catchment)
are clear examples of mining to extinction.

McArthur River Mine
McArthur River Mine near Borroloola is the
world’s largest zinc and lead deposit. The
McArthur River from which the mine takes its
name, is seasonal, changing from peaceful in the
dry to a tropical torrent in the wet season. The
river’s journey takes it 300 kilometres across
lands managed by people of five language
groups; Garawa, Gudanji, Mara, Waanyi and
Yanyuwa to the south-west Gulf of Carpentaria.
Their voices have not been heard. In 2003,
Gudanji Traditional Owner and artist Harry
Lansen was questioned about the expansion
of the underground McArthur River mine on his
ancestral Country, to an open-cut pit. There are
11 registered sacred sites close to McArthur
River Mine and another 11 recorded sacred
sites. Lansen raised significant environmental
and cultural concerns: ‘If they’re going to make
4
Despite the spectacular failure to meet its
targets, The Intervention has been extended past 2022
and has spread beyond the Territory as ‘income management’. See: Land Rights News (Northern edition),
July 2017, on the 10-year anniversary of the NTER.
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it a big river down there, big dam, they’re going
to kill me, my spirit is still there you know, my
song and my spirit…I’ll be sick if they cut the
place, you know because my spirit is there, all
my songs for crossing the river.’5
Plans to expand the underground mine were
announced in 2005. As the main ore body
lies directly beneath the McArthur River, the
expansion required the diversion of 5.5 km of its
length. The river diversion was controversially
approved by the Northern Territory Government
a year later. Although barriers to accessing
justice present themselves in many forms
(usually those of standing, costs and an inability
to access legal assistance), Traditional Owners
appealed to the Supreme Court of the Northern
Territory. The Court ruled in their favour, stating
that the Minister used the wrong power to
approve the change to open-cut mining. Three
days later the Northern Territory Assembly
passed new legislation to override the Court.
In early 2009, the Federal Environment Minister
Peter Garrett formally approved the expansion.
In his painting Flow of Voices (2013), Garawa
Traditional Owner and artist Jack Green
shows how the justice path can lead to a cruel
process of political manipulation.
The McArthur River Mine is perhaps the worst
mine in Australia. The mine’s remoteness and
cost of access keeps media and monitors at bay;
Darwin is a thousand kilometres away and road
closures are frequent in the wet. There is heavyhanded surveillance in Borroloola township.
Environmental impacts include enormous
smouldering waste dumps that emit plumes of
sulphur dioxide; seepage and contamination of
waterways and regional ground-water along with
destruction of saltwater dugong feeding grounds
(at Bing Bong Port). Overshadowing operations
is the instability of the major structures; first and
foremost the diversion channel and flood bunds.
Long before Traditional Owners resorted to legal
challenges, they raised strong objections to
the mine in relation to the protection of sacred
sites and potential environmental impacts.
Anthony Young writes of the catastrophe,
‘Aboriginal Traditional Owners are being subject
to governmental pressure, obstruction and
chicanery at almost every turn.’6
5
BC, Stateline Northern Territory, 7 March 2003.
6
Anthony Young, ‘McArthur River Mine: The
Making of an Environmental Catastrophe’, Australian
Environmental Law Digest, 2015.
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The McArthur River Mine operator is Swissbased resources giant Glencore, which also
holds the mineral and pastoral leases.7 The
company has a record of allegations including
7
Known as Xstrata, then GlencoreXstrata
until Glencore purchased all shares. Wholly-owned
subsidiaries of Glencore, Mount Isa Mines (MIM) holds
the mineral leases and the pastoral lease (it is within
the boundaries of the McArthur River Station) and
McArthur River Mining Pty Ltd (MRM) is the operator.

human rights abuses, complaints and toxic
spills in multiple countries including Bolivia,
Canada, Australia, Zambia, Colombia, and the
Democratic Republic of Congo. Their model
is to establish a resource monopoly.8 Like all
mines, it is obliged to run a Community Benefit
8
In 2014 Matt Tabbai wrote a series of articles for Rolling Stone Magazine on the huge transnationals Goldman Sachs and Glencore.
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Trust to be invested in the region (here $30
million) but it can handpick the board, shape the
rules and call the winners: a top-down model
that works to over-rule the poor and the Black.
In 2011, three months before he passed away,
Harry Lansen summed up the disastrous
cultural impacts. ‘Then this mine comes along
and takes over the place. They didn’t see us
the Traditional Owner…that’s my Country…
they diggin’ that hole, my heart been there and
it’s no good. It’s like some other Traditional
Owners been dead there…that’s my father’s
land. That’s my family land. That’s my hunting
land. We all been together like a ceremony
site. That mine been affecting me and all my
family and all my kids…it takes the life away
from me. Mining company just worried about
money, money, money, all the time. I don’t want
the money, I am worried about the land.9
In 2016, Borroloola residents called for
a full public inquiry. Traditional Owners
commissioned the Mineral Policy Institute’s
Dr Gavin Mudd to investigate pollution,
complex risks such as acid drainage and
other damage. He reported, ‘There’s been a
litany of mistakes in the history of MRM, its
environmental assessment and approvals,
and a lot of the environmental risks have
always been underestimated.’ Mudd agreed a
public inquiry was needed. Northern Territory
elections were held in August 2016. The new
Labor government promised transparency
but evasive governments can call information
‘commercial’ and exempt from being made
public.10 Artist Jack Green appealed against
the government’s decision to withhold the
dollar figure of environmental security bonds
used to cover the cost of mine rehabilitation.
Disregard is ongoing: some workers were
not offered compensation or assistance
for respiratory problems caused by sulphur
dioxide plumes. They said staff were ordered
to cover up the extent of a fire in 2016 on the
mountain of waste rock.11
9
Harry Lansen video interview with artist
Jessie Boylan, 2011.
10
Mineral Policy Institute, ‘The McArthur River
Project: The Environmental case for Complete Pit
Backfill’, 2016; ABC News, 28 October 2016, report
by Sara Everingham.
11
ABC News, 29 November 2016. In late 2017,
truckloads of rocks (63 were counted) were ‘incorrectly’
dumped in a waste facility and combusted. ABC News, 21
December 2017 by Neda Vanovac and Jacqueline Breen.
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‘Monitoring the Monitor’—a new report by the
UNSW Global Water Institute—also points
to the long history of decisions by the mine’s
appointed Mining Monitor, which have resulted
in ‘unacceptable’ risks to the environment and
downstream community. Each decision (more
than six) has doubled production despite
the enormous toxic waste problem that has
worsened since the dump started spontaneously
combusting in 2013.12 The Independent
Monitor’s office has been used as an excuse
for delay by the Northern Territory Government.

Art Speaking Out
The artists in the three-part exhibition Flow of
Voices have curated and spoken out, convened
actions and performances and fundraised for
underfunded environment defenders. Their
impressive list of exhibitions include Flow of
Voices (Parts I & II featuring painters Jack
Green, Stewart Hoosan and Nancy McDinny
in 2014), Flow of Voices III: Social Licence
(on gas prospecting in 2016) and Open
Cut (featuring Jack Green, Therese Ritchie
and Seán Kerins and exhibited at NCCA,
Darwin and The Cross Art Projects in 2017;
later shown within A Widening Gap: The
Intervention, 10 Years On at Counihan Gallery
in Brunswick, Melbourne in 2018). Miriam
Charlie’s photographs of shocking housing
conditions in Borroloola—temporary shelters
erected after a 1980s cyclone—were shown
at the Centre for Contemporary Photography,
Melbourne (2014) and Tarnanthi at Art Gallery
of South Australia (2019). Green, Hoosan
and McDinny’s works have been shortlisted in
the prestigious NATSIAA at Museum and Art
Gallery of the Northern Territory and included
in The Salon des Refusés at Charles Darwin
University, in addition to being represented in
the British Museum. All curatorial partnerships
upheld the right to speak to Country as culture
and law; for the song-lines and ceremony.
Despite such accolades, the artists were run
out of town, lost their jobs and experienced
their art centre, Waralungku Arts, closing for
a period of time. The mine’s influence was
12
Glencore appointed an independent environmental monitor Advisian (part of the Worley Group) who
wrote Annual Independent Monitor Reports from 2011
to 2018. UNSW and Environment Centre NT, Report,
‘Monitoring the monitor: a temporal synthesis of the
McArthur River Mine Independent Monitor reports’, 2021.

felt further afield: The Cross Art Projects
was asked to provide MRM with a copy of
wall-texts for Flow of Voices prior to opening;
reviewers of Flow of Voices found the use of
terms such as ‘ceremonial ground’ questioned
by MRM (as did Arts Hub’s visual arts writer,
Gina Fairley), and the venerable Art Asia
Pacific magazine, based in Hong Kong, was
forced by a legal notice to ‘take down’ a news
item on the art centre’s forced closing.13
Residents and Traditional Owners from the
Gulf region are part of alliances (Don’t Frack
the Territory, SEED Indigenous Youth and the
like), take part in protests and speak at local
and national events to highlight the risks of
fracking to Country and culture. Artist Nancy
McDinny staged a gas ‘drill-in’ on the lawn
outside Northern Territory Parliament. In the
Gulf the Nawimbi and Garawa Land Trusts have
voted unanimously to veto shale gas exploration
on their land trusts covering the townships of
Borroloola and Robinson River.

Particulate Matter: the Gas Route & Water
The geographic settings in the 2020 exhibition
Particulate Matter. A Fossil-fuelled Future?
are representative of what is happening across
the great quarry, linked by coal, gas and oil
cartels that include port monopolies. Current
Prime Minister Scott Morrison, backed by
coal industry election funding, calls for climate
‘resilience’ while planning for more coal mines
and 84 new coal-fired power stations. They
promote a long, slow detour through ‘the gas
route’, with governments spending hundreds
of millions to fund gas exploration, allegedly for
its lower carbon dioxide emissions. In Central
Queensland in the Galilee Basin, the export
of coal from Alpha Test Mine and Waratah
Coal—owned by billionaires Gina Reinhardt
and Clive Palmer—depends on Adani’s railway
line to an Adani-owned Abbot Point operated
by Xstrata (Glencore). For coal export in NSW,
Glencore has a monopoly over Newcastle and
a controlling share in Port Kembla ports.
In Namatjira Country a new high-pressure
Northern Gas Pipeline has enabled Mereenie
field west of Mparntwe (Alice Springs) to ramp
13
Crystal Wu, ‘Indigenous Australian Corporation
Accused of Censoring Aboriginal Artists, Art Asia Pacific,
2017; Gina Fairley, ’Flow of Voices’, Arts Hub, May 2014.
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up production, Palm Valley to re-open, and for a
new Dingo gas field south of Mparntwe to begin
business. Under Namatjira Country is the Great
Artesian Basin, which covers 22 per cent of
Australia and is the only reliable source of water
across vast areas. Gas mining allows drilling into
basin aquifers or right through the basin, risking
dewatering or contamination. The new pipeline
crosses the Barkly Tableland, connecting to
the Carpentaria Gas Pipeline near Mount Isa in
Queensland. 14 more exploration drillings are
underway—commencing anywhere, anytime—
and over half of the Northern Territory is covered
in exploration licences for oil and gas. They call
it the ‘natural’ gas route.
The Northern Territory is a mendicant territory
of the federal government. In September 2016,
the new Northern Territory Chief Minister
Michael Gunner said, ‘There is a moratorium
on hydraulic fracturing, or fracking…but general
exploration activities are all fine.’ The Northern
Territory Fracking Inquiry released a finding in
March 2018 that fracking is risky, especially
for Aboriginal communities. The Chief
Minister agreed to implement the report’s 135
recommendations, many useful, for example
that all emissions are to be offset to mitigate
these risks—but there is no implementation
schedule. Anti-fracking alliance members
across Australia say no number of regulations
will protect Country, groundwater and climate
from thousands of new gas wells. The Fracking
Inquiry was a missed opportunity with few
recommendations likely to be implemented, let
alone monitored, by a statutory authority. The
most likely outcome is zero jobs with the best
case being perhaps a couple of hundred.
In late 2019, Santos, an oil and gas exploration
and production company holding resources
across northern Australia and in Darwin, was
enabled to commence fracking in the Barkly
Tableland and McArthur Basin despite fierce
resistance from environmentalists, health
professionals and local communities. The
state of NSW, is also slavish towards federal
government ideology. Sydney’s drinking water
catchment, which provides clean drinking
water to over 4 million people, is at risk
from underground coal mines (Peabody and
BHP) that have already caused cracking and
pollution of creeks. Succeeding exhibitions
Undermining Rivers: Sydney’s Drinking Water
Endangered by Longwall Coal Mining and
Particulate
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Grounded: Art, Environment, Activism (both
2007) reviewed the catastrophe in partnership
with Rivers SOS. Recent research has shown
the damage to Sydney’s drinking catchment
and degradation of swamp filters in Dharawal
National Park and Metropolitan Catchment
areas may be irreversible.14

site authority. It also reduced the mine’s
security bond from $519 million to $400
million. When environmentalists warned that
ultimately taxpayers would foot the clean-up
bill, the Minister said the reduction was due to
‘improvements’ in technology and waste-rock
management. The security bond only covers
25 years, while maintenance is expected to
take several hundred.

Comical Thinking
When Glencore applied to both the Northern
Territory and Federal governments for the
McArthur River Mine to keep producing zinc
and lead for another 30 years, a report titled
‘Wishful Zinking’ questioned the corporation’s
economic arguments. Rod Campbell, author of
the Australia Institute’s 2017 report, said, ‘The
only known royalty payment [to the Northern
Territory Government] of $13 million came in
2008 after a historic peak in the zinc price.’15
‘Wishful Zinking’ raised multiple questions
about the company’s argument that the financial
benefits offered by the project outweigh the
environmental risks: ‘Based on the company’s
analysis, it’s very unclear how you could come to
a conclusion that the McArthur River Mine is even
a net positive to the Northern Territory economy.’
Glencore estimates MRM will pay a total of
$435 million in royalties to the Northern Territory
Government, but Campbell said the figure was
unrealistic because, ‘In most years, Glencore
doesn’t pay royalties for McArthur River Mine
at all.’ Glencore’s own data shows that in 2019
no royalties were paid, again.16 Most corporate
projections are for less than two decades,
making Glencore’s attempts to model economic
impacts over 1000 years ‘unprecedented’ or
‘comical’. In 2018 the Glencore group moved
$30 billion of resource projects out of the
Australian tax net after a $16 billion write-down.17
Late in 2020, the Northern Territory
Government announced approval to again
double the size of the mine pit and waste-rock
dump, against the advice of its own sacred
14
ABC Illawarra, 22 March 2021: ‘Scientists
warn of ‘irreversible’ damage to endangered swamps
near Sydney if longwall mining continues’ by Kelly Fuller.
15
ABC News, 12 September 2017 report by
Jane Bardon.
16
Glencore, Payments to Governments
Report, 2019.
17
Australian Financial Review, 8 October,
2018, article by Neil Chenoweth.

Annual emissions of fracking for gas in the
Northern Territory could be as large as 22 per
cent of Australia’s current annual emissions
and require more offsets every year than have
ever been issued in Australia to date. Facing
sustained pressure to adopt a 2050 target
of net zero emissions, Australia continues to
resist, despite signing The Paris Agreement,
which has that ambition embedded within
it. The government plans instead to develop
the technology roadmap as the cornerstone
of the LNP Coalition’s mid-century emissions
reduction strategy. Australia digs deeper into
groundwater and artesian water in its efforts to
be the world’s biggest quarry.
____

Further resources
Jon Altman & Dr Sean Kerins, People on Country, Vital
Landscapes, Indigenous Futures, 2013, Federation
Press, Sydney
Jessie Boylan, Interview with Harry Lansen, on
McArthur River Mine, Borroloola 2011. 3:44 mins,
linear HD video. http://vimeo.com/28258062
Rod Campbell, Wishful Zinking, 2017, Australia
Institute
Gavin Mudd, ‘The McArthur River Project: The
Environmental case for Complete Pit Backfill’, Report of
Minerals Policy Institute, 2016
Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the
Northern Territory, chair Justice Pepper, 2018; at https://
frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/inquiry-reports/final-report
Tom Swann, All It’s Fracked Up to Be, Australia
Institute, February 2020
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Particulate Matter:
A Fossil-Fuelled Future?
Alison Clouston & Boyd
Jack Green
Benita Clements
Ricky Connick
Selma Coulthard
Vanessa Inkamala
Gloria Pannka
Mervyn Rubuntja
Hilary Wirri
Betty Namatjira Wheeler
Fiona MacDonald

At the end of 2019, much of Australia’s
east coast (NSW and VIC) and the Flinders
Ranges and Kangaroo Island (SA) went up
in flames. ‘The Black Summer’ collapsed
the tyranny of distance when smoke
crawled into every set of lungs, near or
far, as particulate matter: particles that
are small enough to enter and damage
human lung tissue. For months, Australians
breathed air pollution up to 26 times above
levels considered hazardous to human
health. Climate emergency is now a thing
that envelopes and entraps us all. We are
a continent of dead rivers and dying koalas,
black oceans and bleached coral; a vast
laboratory of the unpredictable crisis.
Particulate Matter: A fossil-fuelled future?
breathed an alternative landscape tradition;
one that fights land appropriation and
resource extraction without consent. Critical
engagements by artists matter deeply as
they can enable a change of mind, heart and
legislation: critical double-takes in battlegrounds. Artists memorialise dying species,
loss and ruin, and the destruction of Dreaming
storylines. Traditions of witnessing and mass
interventions—from the riot of hand-made
signs in school children’s climate protests, to
persistent Knitting Nanas and the spectacular
choreography of Extinction Rebellion—challenge
the complexities of politics, state and corporate
propaganda, heavy-handed laws and the
‘push-back’ Intervention and mass incarceration
of Aboriginal people.1 The drought, mass fish
deaths, infernos and lurid orange sunsets, show
water is an increasingly scarce resource.

6 March to 2 May 2020
(extended due to COVID-19)
Opened in the presence of
Iltja Ntjarra Many Hands Art Centre artists
Talks by Mervyn Rubuntja & Marisa Maher
Guest Speaker Dany Celermajor
(Professor of Sociology and Social Policy,
University of Sydney where she leads to
the Multi-species Justice Collective)
Presented in collaboration with
Iltja Ntjarra Art Centre (Alice Springs) and
Waralungku Arts (Borroloola)

In Particulate Matter: A fossil-fuelled future?
twelve artists called for water not ‘natural’
gas, joining wider actions against ecocide

Watercolour Workshop
with Iltja Ntjarra artists
5 March

1
In the Northern Territory a huge prisons industry locks-up mostly Indigenous people. In 2018, 84
per cent of adult prisoners in the NT were Aboriginal,
despite Aboriginal adults accounting for 25.9% of the
NT’s adult population. Figures for young people are
much worse (almost 100%).

Co-curated by Jo Holder and Djon Mundine

Above Alison Clouston, Coalface 4, 2020, recycled aluminium, wool, coal, dimensions variable
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as advocates and historians. Three distant
but linked areas of fossil fuel exploration
and development were represented: Central
Australia and the Great Artesian Basin (one
of Australia’s most significant hydrogeological
entities), Barkly Tableland and the Gulf of
Carpentaria, and the Galilee Basin in central
Queensland. A new high-pressure Northern
Gas Pipeline runs from Mparntwe/Alice Springs
across the Barkly Tableland and connects
to the Carpentaria Gas Pipeline near Mount
Isa in Queensland and thereafter to eastern
ports for export. The new gas pipeline joins
Amadeus Basin Gas Pipeline, which has been
piping gas to Darwin from the mid-1980s.
The exhibition’s scheduling accompanied the
22nd Biennale of Sydney, NIRIN, where Iltja
Ntjara artists participated as The Namatjira
Art School. In NIRIN, curator Brook Andrew
brought a First Nations worldview to the
Sydney Biennale—founded 47 years ago.
That’s how long it takes to ‘get a go’ in
Australia. The artists’ Biennale works also
focused on mining and dispossession. In
the Biennale their ironic installations of
portable plastic ‘divorce bags’—one-side
painted with words ‘Homeless’ and the other
with an incandescent image of the artist’s
‘Homeland’—summed up the position of
Traditional Owners of Central Australia. The
lands now known as Palm Valley and Mereenie
gas fields were painted symbolically by Mervyn
Rubuntja’s father Wenten Rubuntja and his
cousin Vincent Namatjira. Mervyn Rubuntja
and others in the ‘school’ as well as Jack
Green continue the tradition.
During the period of alienated modernist
landscapes of mute bush peopled by antiheroes or marginalised folk, the watercolours
of Western Aranda-speaking artist Albert
Namatjira became increasingly popular and a
few bark paintings found their way into public
art collections via anthropological ‘expeditions’.
To honour the heritage of Albert Namatjira
(1902–1959), his descendants and kin set
up Iltja Ntjarra; an art school and art centre

in Mparntwe (Alice Springs) in 2003.2 In
mid-2016, Iltja Ntjarra artists invited Sydneybased Tony Albert to hold collage workshops
confronting matters such as homelessness
and health—key issues the NT Intervention
has miserably failed to address.3 In NIRIN, a
collaborative work by Tony Albert and Seed
Indigenous Youth Climate Network pointed
to the strength of collaboration: dramatically
spelling out Don’t Frack the Territory on the
MCA’s walls. Australians recognise ‘Namatjira
Country’: blue skies and violet ranges, white
gums in red ochre earth. Our familiarity with this
landscape directs our gaze in new directions:
to the social commentary works in Particulate
Matter: A fossil-fuelled future? where wry
watercolour and collage images such as Mervyn
Rubuntja’s camel carry a ‘No Fracking’ placard
across desert and Vanessa Inkamala reclaims
Meparntwe as a women’s dreaming site.

Particulate Matter breathes an
alternative landscape tradition;
one that fights land appropriation
and resource extraction
without consent.
The Iltja Ntjarra artists explain: ‘This body
of work explores the overlay of modernity
on the traditional Indigenous way of life. It
delves deeply into the psychological process
of alienation and the deep-seated need and
determination to hold fast what has been
entrusted by past ancestors. It is a reflection of
the past and a window to the future. Intrusions

2
Iltja Ntjarra is independently governed by
chair Mervyn Rubuntja and a board of senior artists. They
extend the famous Hermannsburg School to film or performance such as with BigHeart theatre group in 2015.
3
Kieran Finnane, ‘Namatjira family: Getting
listeners ‘through our art’, Alice Springs News, 6 July
2016. On Iltja Ntjarra’s early ‘social commentary’ work:
https://www.alicespringsnews.com.au/2016/07/06/
namatjira-family-getting-people-to-listen-through-our-art
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and uniforms may change, but “Tjina Nurna-ka,
Pmarra Nurn-kanha, Itla Itla Nurn-kanha”/”Our
family, our country, our legacy”, does not.’
Jack Green is known for paintings and words that
monitor McArthur River Mine; the world’s largest
open-cut lead-zinc mine owned by Glencore,
a transnational operating across 18 countries.4
Green’s radiating lines or stripes simultaneously
convey energy and meditation; the land is still
breathing. Green, like his esteemed Gudanji
kin Gordon Landsen Milyindirri—a founder of
Waralungku Arts and a leader of the Borroloola
Land Claim (1979)—paints in a figurative style
influenced by Landsen’s associations with
Albert Namatjira in the 1950s. Into this sacred
landscape Green narrates destruction caused
by acting with disregard and impunity.
Jack Green comments upon his Wound the
Serpent; Wound Us (2016): ‘This painting
is about the old snake [Rainbow Serpent]
underneath the earth. When the Gas mob
drill down into the earth they drill into his back
and suck the gas out and then pump it away
in a pipeline. The gas is part of his spirit and
they are taking his spirit away. You gotta be
careful with that old snake. He’s powerful,
you wake him up and he’ll cause trouble, big
cyclones, strong wind and that kind of thing.
Us Aboriginal people, we hurt inside when
they drilling him. Me, and all my kids, we all
connected with that snake, his spirit is in
inside all of us. They are damaging the country.
That’s where our spirit comes from.’
The Bimblebox Art Project was based on
artist residencies at Bimblebox Nature Refuge
in the Galilee Basin and initiated by artist Jill
4
McArthur River Mining (MRM) mines the
world’s largest zinc and lead deposits. Established as
an underground operation in 1995, MRM controversially converted to open-pit mining in 2006. In 2007–08
they built a 6km diversion of the McArthur River. The
current mine life extends to 2036. Waste discharges
and impact reporting is self-monitored. Rehabilitation
is by MRM (e.g., planting seedlings). Remediation
defaults to the NT government.
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Sampson in 2012. Bimblebox: Art, Science,
Nature curated by Beth Jackson was its wildly
successful national touring exhibition—one of
a vital genre of exhibitions that create discussion platforms in conservative rural or remote
communities by using a familiar canon to incorporate science and culture. Fiona MacDonald
and Alison Clouston and Boyd contributed
their expertise as researchers who work with
controversy or overlooked regional archives.
Alison Clouston and Boyd create multidisciplinary activism (soft sculpture,
documentary, soundscapes) and Fiona
MacDonald’s digital photographic series
Mining Galilee (2014) defined the conflict
between energy resources and natural
heritage—a propaganda flash point for
politicians. MacDonald’s drawing of a ‘Test
Mine’ at Alpha in the Galilee Basin (owned
by the mining tycoon Gina Reinhardt), was
overlaid on studio portraits of Alpha citizens
taken in a primarily agricultural age where
mining was small scale—members of the
artist’s own Rockhampton-based family worked
in the mines. To indicate the massive scale
and destructive impact of open-cut mining she
painted the test mine on the gallery window.
Clouston and Boyd link the social situations
of the street to immersive ‘social archives’
of deep, even geological time, or cyclical
time experienced in a gallery installation. The
adjoining window presented two of Alison
Clouston’s Coalface death masks (2020)
from performances with Extinction Rebellion
at climate emergency rallies such as National
Day of Action (Sydney Town Hall, 22 February
2020), where these works made their debut
accompanied by Boyd’s sound composition.
In Queensland, billionaire Clive Palmer’s
Waratah Coal (former China First) mine is four
times the size of internationally controversial
Adani coal mine. As Waratah Coal applied for
a Mining Lease and Environmental Authority,
Palmer donated more than $80 million to scare
advertising and claims credit for Prime Minister

Scott Morrison’s 2019 election win. Gina
Reinhardt’s donations extend to donating $5
million to extreme right-wing advocacy body the
‘IPA’ or Institute of Public Affairs, the ‘Voice of
Freedom’. While the fossil-fuel industry remains
the highest donor to major federal political
parties, a flourishing future is as unlikely. The
fight against the Imperium has always been
disproportionate.5 The decision by the High
Court in the Timber Creek appeal launched by
the late Mr Griffiths from Warringarri Arts in
Kununurra, awarded Timber Creek native title
holders $2.5m, partly for ‘spiritual harm’.6 It is
cold comfort but gives heart.

Intrusions and uniforms may
change, but ‘Tjina Nurna-ka,
Pmarra Nurn-kanha, Itla Itla Nurnkanha’/‘Our family, our country,
our legacy’, does not.
Over the Black Summer, author Richard
Flanagan wrote from Bruny Island, off the
coast of Tasmania, ‘Australia has only one
realistic chance to, you know, survive: Join
other countries like those Pacific nations
whose very future is now in question and seek
to become an international leader in fighting
for far stronger global action on climate
change. But to do that it would first have to
take decisive action domestically.’7 Flanagan
5
The Environmental Defenders Office launched
a challenge on behalf of the owners/caretakers of Bimblebox Nature Refuge and The Bimblebox Alliance.
6
At https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-0313/native-title-high-court-land-rights-spiritual-connection/10895934
7
Richard Flanagan, How Does a Nation
Adapt to Its Own Murder?, New York Times, 25
January 2020. Flanagan cites Danielle Celermajer.
At https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/25/opinion/
sunday/australia-fires-climate-change.html and Danielle
Celermajer, ABC Radio, ‘Omnicide: Who is responsible for the gravest of all crimes?’ https://www.abc.
net.au/religion/danielle-celermajer-omnicide-gravest-of-all-crimes/11838534
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dramatically introduced Danielle Celermajer’s
idea of ‘omnicide’ to capture the scale and
breadth of the killing. Celermajer, a Sydney
academic who specialises in multispecies
justice, says that ‘More than ecocide,
“omnicide” is the killing of everything—human
and morethanhuman’. Across our region from
the Pacific to the Indonesian archipelago,
there are pleas for Australia’s leaders to
listen to the scientists and stop evading the
environmental emergency and destruction.

We thank and honour the firefighters and vast crews
of volunteers who fought and worked so bravely and
those who travelled to join in solidarity. During Black
Summer 2020 we mourned 33 human deaths and 12.6
million hectares burnt to the ground causing over a
billion animal deaths and over 100 species’ extinctions.
The world lost 80 per cent of the Blue Mountains
World Heritage area and 50 per cent of the Gondwana
World Heritage rainforest. The Cross Art Projects also
thanks Danielle Celermajer and Richard Flanagan.

Above Ricky Connick Jakamara, Solid rock, standing on
sacred ground, 2020, watercolour and collage on
Arches paper, 53 x 35 cm

—Jo Holder and Djon Mundine OAM
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Above Vanessa Inkamala, Rutjipma (Mt Sonder), Always Was Always Will Be, 2020, watercolour
and collage on Arches paper, 54 x 35 cm Below Selma Coulthard, Time Travel, 2020, watercolour
on Arches paper, 54 x 34 cm

Above Benita Clements, Homeless, 2020, watercolour and collage on Arches paper, 54 x 36 cm
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Above Vanessa Inkamala, Untyeytweye, 2020, watercolour and collage on Arches paper, 54 x
35 cm Below Vanessa Inkamala, Roll back the intervention, 2020, watercolour and collage on
Arches paper, 73 x 54 cm
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Opening Talk by Guest Speaker Dany Celermajor

5 March, 2020

Since the fires hit the east coast and a lot of people who
had been protected from the ravages of environmental
destruction felt its brunt, there’s a lot of talk about
the climate catastrophe. Indigenous peoples have, of
course, long been living within conditions of their worlds
being under threat, and expressing this experience and
its ravages to non-Indigenous Australians in myriad
ways. The problem has been one of listening.
We know that by talking about resilience and depoliticising
the fires, some people, like the Prime Minister, are still
trying to keep any genuine action at bay. At the same time,
a lot of other people realise that at the very least, action
has to involve a transition out of a fossil-fuelled economy.
The problem is that for the most part, that conversation is
still taking place within the imaginary space of colonialism
and capitalism. In other words, the imagined or even hoped
for future is one where the current economic and social
hierarchies will stay in place, only adjusted to investments
from fossil fuels to renewables. Andrew Forest is already
doing that with his Sun Cable for Tenant Creek to Singapore.
Not only is that going to perpetuate the social injustices
we need to be working on, but as the artists in this
exhibition know all too well, the logic of discrimination,
marginalisation and exploitation of people is the same as
the logic of extraction and earth exploitation.

The transformation it calls us to is difficult for people
encultured into human exceptionalism to grasp. As Anne
Poelina, a traditional custodian in the Martuwarra (Fitzroy
River) Country taught me, it means learning to see the
astonishing aliveness, vibrancy and agency everywhere.
And yes, we cannot romanticise this view in a way that
continues to veil the real destruction of Country and
Indigenous peoples’ worlds. We need to see both—the
destruction and the possibility. Again, the work of these
artists opens this doubleness to us.
It also provides a poignant vision of the futures before
us—futures that make room for fewer and fewer beings, that
persist in dividing the world between those who extract
and those who are extracted and where more and more of
us are sacrificed. Futures that are characterised by what I
have called Omnicide—the killing of everything. Or futures
where the possibility of aliveness together, albeit under
conditions that will challenge all of us, become the worlds
we desire and feel responsible to.

Dany Celermajor is a Professor of Sociology and Social
Policy at the University of Sydney, where she leads the
Multi-species Justice Collective.

As I said, for a lot of us, the catastrophe is new—but that
is only because we have been able to look away from the
ravages of extractive capitalism that have been wrought
upon distant others. And I do not mean physically distant
only; I also mean social distant—those we eject from our
felt communities of responsibility and kin.
The only way through to another world on the other side
of this fossil-fuelled one and all its pathologies is one that
understands who we are and who other earth beings are
in a totally different way.
This involves starting to see and experience ourselves
and others otherwise; not as subject and resource, but as
entangled kin. The artworks in this exhibition catalyse this
by inviting us to see Country and to experience Country
both as part of our identity and circle of care, and as in peril.
Above Fiona MacDonald, Mining Jericho, 2013, inkjet print, 62 x 46 cm
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Above Fiona MacDonald, Mining Blackwater, 2013, Inkjet print, 62 x 46 cm
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Jack Green: Artist Statements

‘Glencore, the company that owns McArthur River Mine,
talk about the mine being in the middle of nowhere, at
great distances from the places the whitefellas fly in
from to work there.’

‘But it’s not in the middle of nowhere. McArthur River
Mine sits in our country, right amongst a network of
sacred sites and cultural places that give us life.’

Our Country is Alive and Whitefellas
Don’t Want to Know
2020, acrylic on canvas, 92 x 92 cm
Glencore, the company that owns McArthur
River Mine, talk about the mine being in the
middle of nowhere, at great distances from the
places the whitefellas fly in from to work there.
But it’s not in the middle of nowhere. McArthur
River Mine sits in our Country, right amongst a
network of sacred sites and cultural places that
give us life. Miners are always trying to get up
close to our people, pick them off one by one.
They like to get photos of their people shaking
Aboriginal people’s hands. They are always busy
trying to make things look good while they poison
our land and damage our sacred places.
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Our Dreaming is Our Life
2019, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60 cm

How Whitefellas look after Whitefellas
2020, acrylic on canvas, 55 x 58 cm

This Land is Ours—Four Clans
2019, acrylic on canvas, 50 x 74 cm

Ngarki Yarji (My Country)
2019, acrylic on canvas, 61 x 94 cm

The old man, claps his boomerangs and sings
the song that travels with the Dreaming track
of the Old Snake that travelled from the east to
the west, before turning south-east and going
into the ground. Old Snake went right into the
ground, right where McArthur River Mine is now
trying to dig him up. Nearby are other sacred
sites, the Garbula tree and the Turtle. Not too
far away is the Barramundi Dreaming and the
Jabiru Dreaming. These Dreaming’s are powerful, they give us life, we come from them when
we born and go back to them. Today whitefellas
have trapped them all in the lease of McArthur
River Mine where the mining company keeps
digging and digging down in to the Old Snake
and leaving behind a toxic waste-rock pile.
Once this Country at McArthur River was full
of food, easy for families to go hunting bringing
back wallaby, goanna, good food like that. But
not today because the mine is destroying our
Country, its food and sacred places.

At the top of the painting are two whitefellas. They
represent both sides of politics who direct money
into Aboriginal communities. This money doesn’t
really go to us Blackfellas, it goes to the white
dinosaurs that have captured our organisations.
They like to look after themselves, make sure
they are all good. They like to sit in their offices
and make us have to climb up to them. At the
bottom of the painting are two more whitefellas,
they been hearing from their mates, ‘Good money
to be made in Aboriginal communities’. ‘Beauty,’
they say, ‘get me a job, mate’. All the while we are
watching this, even the spirits in the Country are
watching, and waiting for things to change.

Garrwa, Gudanji, Marra and Yanyuwa been here forever. We all tied in
through ceremony and Dreaming tracks. Marra (top left) are saltwater
people hunting turtle, dugong. They dance the Buffalo dance. Yanyuwa
(top right) are saltwater people too, hunting turtle and dugong out around
the islands. Gudanji (bottom left) and Garrwa (bottom right) tied in to the
Dreaming Track that runs from Garrwa Country in to Gudanji Country.
There are a lot of powerful sacred sites that need to be looked after by us
with song and ceremony. We gotta keep ‘em safe. We all got spirit people
in our Countries. They watching, looking; out, seeing what’s happening.
This land is ours, it’s not for whitefellas to destroy while they tryin’ to make
a buck. Us four clans gotta stand strong together.

My Country used to look beautiful before miners pushed their way in and
started digging it up and leaving their toxic waste behind for our children
to deal with. When we were all living on Country there used to be wallaby
drives, where men would get behind the wallabies and drive them toward
the hunters hiding and waiting for the prey. This was the time before white
people came to shoot our people so they could take our land. After this
terrible time, when things settle down a bit, some old drovers used to come
to Borroloola and pick up some of the old men who could show them where
the water holes were for the cattle on their trip towards Queensland.
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Open
Cut
Jack Green
Sean Kerins
Therese Ritchie

24 February to 31 March 2018

Floortalk with Sean Kerins,
Therese Ritchie and David Morris
(Environmental Defenders Office,
Northern Territory)

Co-curated by the artists

The exhibition Open Cut brought to life
the power imbalance between mining
companies and Aboriginal peoples on
whose Country minerals and natural gas
are extracted while they themselves remain
in poverty. The installation combined
stories, photography, painting and a
timeline history graphic of the south-west
Gulf of Carpentaria, gathered through
multiple consultations in 2017.

National University), Therese Ritchie (Darwin)
and Sean Kerins (CAEPR Fellow at ANU)
created a powerful installation and platform
to reinstate political agency. The Open Cut
collaboration inspires us to look beyond the
jingoistic slogan ‘developing the North’ to truly
view mines, waste dumps, dams and fracking for
what they are. The artists and owners propose a
future working on carbon abatement, Indigenous
Protected Areas and caring for Country.

cultural and social impacts that exploitative
mining has had on their very beings, families
and communities. Bitterly, many of those
pictured are the same people who spoke
out against a zinc mine in 1981 to make the
legendary film Two Laws. Since then they
have been betrayed by McArthur River Mine
and a parade of federal and Northern Territory
governments. Ritchie’s installation brought
together generations of anguish and anger.

Through these means the artists aimed to
present the voices and authority of Garawa,
Gudanji, Marra and Yanyuwa peoples from
the Borroloola area of in the south-west Gulf
region of the Northern Territory—land owners
and managers whose voices are ignored,
cast aside or silenced. Mining developments
continue to harm their lives, contaminate their
food and destroy their ancestral Country.

Jack Green is renowned for his punchy
paintings that carefully document the
dispossession of Indigenous owners by
Australia’s ’good to go’ world of government
agreement and the socially corrosive hard
corruption of money. In 2015, he won the
Australian Conservation Foundation’s Award
for his sustained personal effort to speak
out and to question government legislation
affecting the region. Jack Green and Sean
Kerins have had a long-standing collaboration
on Caring for Country projects.

In video and at the opening of the exhibition,
artist colleagues Stewart Hoosan and Nancy
McDinny explained ‘why they don’t do
“Dreamtime” paintings’, instead refering to
the project’s collaborative timeline to expose
how over the past 140 years, European
development projects have continously resulted
in the killing of their people and the poisoning
of Country—and ask why their Country carries
the name of the man who masterminded the
massacre of their ancestors.

From the first wave of ‘developing the north’
in the 1870s through guns, poison and
intimidation, to the development of an opencut lead and zinc mine beside the McArthur
River, it has been the same story.

Above Therese Ritchie, Jacky Green 2 (detail), 2017, digital print on Ilford Monofibre Silk, 84 x 56cm Opposite Seán Kerins & Therese Ritchie, Developing the North (detail), 2017, installation on photo-tex, 107 x 303 cm

2018
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Artists Jack Green (Garrwa, Gulf of Carpentaria
and Visiting Indigenous Fellow at the Australian

For Therese Ritchie’s dramatic black and white
portrait photographs, her subjects carefully
choose words such as ‘My Country’, ‘Cut
open’ and ‘Sovereignty’ to paint boldly on their
bare chests and arms—literally embodying the

Open Cut joined the Flow of Voices set of
exhibitions at The Cross Art Projects to deliver
a momentous body of contemporary works to
archive, critique and exporse settler colonialism,
mining and social justice in the Gulf of
Carpentaria in the Northern Territory of Australia.
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Above Therese Ritchie, Open Cut portrait series, installation view
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Above Therese Ritchie, Jackie Green, 2017, digital print on Ilford Monofibre Silk, 84 x 56 cm
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‘The miners keep trying to
smash our law and how
we want to organise and
represent ourselves. They
take our people away from
our culture to make it
easier for them to take our
resources from our Country.
They work out who they
think are the main
Traditional Owners for an
area and then they swoop
down, like a clumsy bird
of prey, and grab them,
and take them away to
their nest.

A man with ceremonial paint
can see what’s happening
and tries to spear what
he sees as a whitefella
chicken-bird. At the nest
the miner man, standing up,
starts to give them chicken
food to keep quiet and get
the OK for sacred sites to
be damaged. “You just sing
our song now,” he says
thowin’ them scraps.’
—Jack Green

Right Jack Green, The Whitefella Chicken-bird Dreaming, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 47 x 40 cm
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Jack Green: Artist Statements

‘Year after year, mining trucks keep taking the minerals
from our Country. The miners cut our river and diverted
its waters to dig at the resting place of the Rainbow
Snake. Year after year, hour on hour, the trucks haul the
minerals away. They take all the Spirit from the Country.
They take wealth from our Country, leaving behind a huge
open-cut pit and toxic waste-rock pile for us to clean up.’

The Whitefella Chicken-bird Dreaming #2
2017, acrylic on canvas, 46 x 55 cm

Jerriminni (The Snake Line)
2017, acrylic on canvas, 43 x 54 cm

They might come in their Toyotas, but what them miners are really like is a
big chicken-bird. They swoop in and out of our community picking people
off one by one and carrying them off to their nest. Us ceremony people gotta
chain ourselves together so we don’t get taken and worked on by the miners.
Whitefella miners want us to say it’s OK to poison our Country with their toxic
waste. They just dreamin’—us ceremony people never going to give in to them
poisoning us and our Country.

Powerful song-lines criss-cross our Countries—they tie people to Country and
to each other. Near McArthur River, between two hills, rests a ceremony ground
where people sing. Three sacred trees stand on the song-line, people hunting
on Country know about these places and know how to respect and look after
them. Miners got no idea of our culture or our rights.
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Jack Green: Artist Statements

The Christmas Father
2017, acrylic on canvas, 99 x 92 cm

Red Country
2017, acrylic on canvas, 96 x 88 cm

Yee-haw, Money trucks
2017, acrylic on canvas, 87 x 100 cm (detail)

The blue, green, yellow and red areas represent the
four clan groups of the south-west Gulf Country: the
Garawa, Marra, Gudanji and Yanyuwa. In the middle
sit the Dreaming ancestors, the Rainbow Snake
and the Stinking Turtle. We all tied into this powerful place through our sacred songs, our ceremony
and our law. This place is right where Glencore
have dug their massive open-cut pit at McArthur
River Mine. On the left of the painting, sitting in
the hills looking out are spirit people. They can see
some people tryin’ to stay on their Country, tryin’
to keep their culture and law strong and protect
their Country. But they can also see how the miners
work like the Christmas Father, throwing out Toyota
motorcars, just like lollies, in front of people with the
aim of gettin’ them to agree to damaging our sacred
places and contaminating our Country. Some of
our people run with their arms open wide and their
eyes closed tight shut to get to the shit that the
miners throw down. But while they running to get a
little they can’t see how the miners are ripping our
people apart and contaminating our country with
the toxic waste they make.

Right across the McArthur River region are the
Dreaming tracks of the ancestral beings. The barramundi, the two snakes who travelled together and
the one that come up from the south. The Rainbow
Snake and the Stinking Turtle. They all there. So too
are the places where they coiled or rested, or went
down under the earth like at the place I have marked
in the river. Big name places, important and sacred
places, they are right across the region and they tie
people to places and people together. Right in the
middle of this sacred country is a torn-up place,
right where the Sacred Tree is that forms part of the
Rainbow Snake story. It’s a big name place, right
where the massive open-cut pit now is. The black
represents the hole that keeps getting bigger and
bigger and the brown represents how the mining
company is now talking about stuffing all the toxic
waste rock back in the hole before they take-off with
their money and leave us and generations to come
with their toxic mess.

Year after year, mining trucks keep taking the minerals from our Country. The miners cut our river and
diverted its waters to dig at the resting place of the
Rainbow Snake. Year after year, hour on hour, the
trucks haul the minerals away. They take all the Spirit
from the Country. They take wealth from our Country,
leaving behind a huge open-cut pit and toxic wasterock pile for us to clean up. They cut open the guts of
the Snake and left us with the mess. We hurt when
we see those trucks driving through our Country. Just
like the cowboys scream, ‘Yee-haw’ at the rodeo,
I imagine the miners riding their trucks across our
country screaming, ‘Yee-haw, I’m rich, Fuck you!’

Jack Green: Artist Statements
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Stills
Opening floortalk of Open Cut at
The Cross Art Projects, Sydney, 24 February 2018
Photographs: John Janson-Moore
Speakers
Sean Kerins, Nancy McDinny and David Morris
(Environmental Defenders Office, Northern Territory)
Watch talks online
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BRqjOf3oI4&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etu9XJHpo4A&feature=emb_logo
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Zero Metres
Above Sea Level

Zero Metres Above Sea Level presented
an inter-tidal world of different cultures
and sciences. It brought together artwork
from two sites located at mean sea
level: Blue Mud Bay—a famous place in
North East Arnhem Land, home to the
respected Yolngu clans, and Heron Island—a
respected research station on the Great
Barrier Reef. Both centres are bastions of
cultural, biological and scientific knowledge.
Blue Mud Bay and its outstation estates
represent one of the most pristine and
culturally significant places in Australia. It is
also historically famous for the High Court
decision in 2008 to give Traditional Owners
exclusive rights over tidal waterways
fringing Aboriginal land.

Marrnyula Munungurr
Rerrkirrwana Munungurr
Judy Watson
17 September to 22 October 2016
Conversation by Denise Salvestro:
‘On tradition and change’
15 October

The sisters Marrnyula and Rerrkirrwana
Munungurr assert Indigenous climate
knowledge in the precise cross-hatching grid
pattern of the sacred design on their bark
paintings of the freshwaters of their homeland,
Wandawuy, inland from Blue Mud Bay. The
grid refers to the landscape—a network of
billabongs surrounded by ridges and high
banks that flow to the bay.

Curated by Edwina Circuitt and Jo Holder
Presented in collaboration with
Buku Art Centre, Yirrkala, NT

The grid structure references the woven
fish traps used to scoop up fish that since
ancestral times have fed the Yolngu people
and wildlife. At another level, it references
the spiritual residence for ancestral beings:
Mäna the Shark and Bol’ngu the Thunderman.
Wandawuy literally means ‘place of the
Shark’s head’ in the larger context of the song
cycles of Mäna’s journey.

Above Rerrkirrwana Munungurr, Wandawuy, 2016, natural ochres on bark, 43 x 33 cm
Opposite Marrnyula Mununggurr, Bawu, 2009, etching and chin collé. Courtesy Buku-Larrnggay Mulka centre, Basil Hall
Editions and Nomad Art Projects.
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Judy Watson’s eleven etchings, selected from
her heron island suite, overlay research charts
by scientists Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg,
Dr Bradley Congdon and Dr Kathy Townsend,
used during their talks at Queensland
University’s Research Station on Heron Island,
which Judy attended during a residency
there. They show mass coral bleaching, coral
calcification rates, bleaching relative decrease,
net productivity, seasonal-scale El Niño-

specific effects and top predator declines
(common noddies and sooty terns).1
Judy Watson and Marrnyula Munungurr
have made fine print work from research
residencies; Judy dedicated herself to studying
the Great Barrier Reef in 2011 and both
artists participated in Djalkiri: We are standing
on their names—a cross-cultural project on
environmental and botanical knowledge
researched at Blue Mud Bay and curated by
Darwin’s pioneering Nomad Art—which since
2013 became a national touring exhibition.
The Munungurr sisters’ bark paintings have
strong affinities with Yirrkala Drawings, a
sensational exhibition comprising a selection
from 365 crayon drawings at the Berndt
Museum in Perth. Marrnyula’s Larrakitj (painted
pole) was one of the tributes from the artists’
descendants shown with the exhibition at the
Art Gallery of NSW.
In different ways, these contemporary and
historical projects raised concerns about
climate emergency; tragically about 93 per
cent of the reefs on Australia’s Great Barrier
Reef have been affected by coral bleaching
and almost a quarter of the reef on the 2300
km stretch is now dead. Coral has already
experienced severe bleaching in every major
reef region, from reefs around the Maldives
and Western Australia, to the Pacific, the
Red Sea and the Caribbean. In Arnhem Land,
Yolngu sea rangers have photographed reefs
bleaching and breaking where white coral has
never been seen before.
Coral bleaches when water temperatures are
a couple of degrees above the normal summer
maximum for longer than about two weeks.
Climate change has caused global sea surface
temperatures to rise by approximately one

degree celcius over the past century, pushing
corals closer to their bleaching threshold.
Strong El Niño effects, as well as other
weather phenomena, raise the temperature
further year by year.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are
disproportionately affected by climate change.
Yet it is still difficult for stories of Indigenous
climate knowledge to be heard. The Munungurr
sisters’ thoughtful paintings and Judy Watson’s
prints exist in plain view with this information.

In northern Australia, through
native title and Indigenous land
management programs, Aboriginal
people are potentially responsible
for managing 80 per cent of the
area’s unique environment. All
targeted responses to climate
change in this region must work
with this knowledge, based on
thousands of years of experience,
to find pathways to both
adaptation and mitigation.

1
See Video of the project at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTm_hcqGX30&feature=emb_logo
and Judy Watson’s full heron island suite at https://
grahamegalleries.com.au/judy-watson-exhibition-heron-island-suite/
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Above Rerrkirrwana Munungurr, Wandawuy, 2016, natural ochres on bark, 28.5 x 51.5 cm
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Above Rerrkirrwana Munungurr, Mäna, 2016, natural ochres on bark, 69 x 45 cm
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Above Rerrkirrwana Munungurr, Mäna, 2016, natural ochres on bark, 32.5 x 44.5 cm
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Above Marrnyula Munungurr, Wandawy, 2016, natural ochres on bark, 68 x 31 cm
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Above Marrnyula Munungurr, Djukurr, 2016, natural ochres on bark, 36 x 17 cm
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Above Marrnyula Munungurr, Djapu, 2016, natural ochres on bark, 28 x 23 cm
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Above Judy Watson, Heron Island Suite #14, 2009/2010, etching from zinc plates and screenprint on Hahnemühle paper (plate 1 brown, plate 2 black, screenprint white Top predator declines-Common
noddies and Sooty terns graph courtesy Dr Bradley Congdon), 24.5 x 195 cm, edition a/p. Printer: Basil Hall Editions. Courtesy: Judy Watson and Grahame Galleries + Editions, Brisbane.

Above Judy Watson, Heron Island Suite #10, 2009/2010, etching from zinc plate and screenprint on Hahnemühle paper (plate dark blue, screenprint white Meal mass and Feed frequency graphs courtesy Dr
Bradley Congdon), 24.5 x 195 cm, edition a/p. Printer: Basil Hall Editions. Courtesy: Judy Watson and Grahame Galleries + Editions, Brisbane.
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Above Judy Watson, Heron Island Suite #3, 2009/2010, etching from zinc plate and screenprint on Hahnemühle paper (plate sanguine, screenprint black, Mass Coral Bleaching graph courtesy of Professor Ove
Hoegh-Guldberg), 24.5 x 195 cm, edition a/p. Printer: Basil Hall Editions. Courtesy: Judy Watson and Grahame Galleries + Editions, Brisbane.

Above Judy Watson, Heron Island Suite #5, 2009/2010, etching from zinc plates and screenprint on
Hahnemühle paper (plate 1 brown, plate 2 black and brown à la poupée, screenprint white Seasonalscale El Niño-specific effects graph courtesy of Dr Bradley Congdon), 24.5 x 195 cm, edition a/p.
Printer: Basil Hall Editions. Courtesy: Judy Watson and Grahame Galleries + Editions, Brisbane.
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Above Judy Watson, Heron Island Suite #13, 2009/2010, etching from zinc plates and screenprint on
Hahnemühle paper (plate 1 yellow, plate 2 red and brown à la poupée, screenprint black Feeding frequency
and Seasonal Scale El Niño-specific effects graphs courtesy of Dr Bradley Congdon), 24.5 x 195 cm,
edition a/p. Printer: Basil Hall Editions. Courtesy: Judy Watson and Grahame Galleries + Editions, Brisbane.
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Flow of Voices I & II:
Art & Mining/Frontier History

Colonialism is a thing of the present says
Jack Green: ‘Nothing has really changed
since whitefellas came into our Country. First
time it was horses and now it’s bulldozers.’
Flow of Voices, a two-part collaborative
exhibition by Garawa and Yanyuwa artists Jack
Green, Stewart Hoosan and Nancy McDinny, is
related the ongoing colonialism of large-scale
mining and industrial fracking in the remote
south-west Gulf Country. Their paintings
evidence the pain caused by expanding an
underground zinc and lead mine to open-cut
by diverting a major tropical river 5.5 kilometres
(approved in 2007) while, in the background,
the boosterish ‘build the North’ gas pipeline
and ‘test’ drilling continue relentlessly. As Jack
Green says, ‘Aboriginal people should be at
the top of things. This is our Country.’

Jack Green
Stewart Hoosan
Nancy McDinny
Art & Mining
11 April to 17 May 2014
Frontier History
22 May to 28 June 2014
Opening talks by Jack Green,
Dr Seán Kerins, Nancy McDinny
and Malarndirri McCarthy

The ‘flow of voices’ concept was created by
Jack Green—a Garawa man who has spent
a lifetime as a cultural authority caring for,
measuring, dreaming about and raising his
voice in support of his Country. The title is
from his brilliant work, Flow of Voices (2013).
The voices address state power in all its
manifestations. The voices are the Traditional
Owners (Minggirringi) and managers
(Junggayi), who maintain the lands travelled
by ancestral beings creating and singing
the song-lines (kujka) and environment. They
are the voices of kin relations—the Garawa,
Gudanji, Mara and Yanyuwa—and their
representative organisations.

Co-produced by Waralungku Arts
and The Cross Art Projects

The flow refers to the landscape and songs
of the McArthur River; one of the largest river
systems in northern Australia. Image and voice
travel together: Jack Green’s paintings are
always accompanied by his careful words as
told to anthropologist Seán Kerins.1

1
Green and Kerins collaborated on an article
on the Garwa Waanyii ranger unit, ‘No more yarding’
us like cattle’ (with Jimmy Morrison), in Altman and
Kerins, People on Country: Healthy Landscapes and
Indigenous Economic Futures, 2012

Above Jack Green, Flow of Voices, 2013, acrylic on linen, 108 x 75 cm

2014
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Jack Green analyses the systems and laws
operating to suppress Indigenous rights and
voices. Despite the victorious overturning of
the concept of terra nullius by the Aboriginal
Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976
and the subsequent win by the Yanyuwa
people in the Borroloola Land Claim (1977),
justice is a disproportionate struggle against
big mining, political influence and economic
determinism. Denial, secrecy and racial
vilification are significant barriers.
Green’s conceptual works show the timeless
and temporal, the good and bad. The good—
landmarks, custodians and ceremonies,
hunting, fishing and gathering and travelling
through Country under the watchful gaze of the
creators—is juxtaposed with the effects of bad
decisions. The bad includes land degradation,
desecration of sacred sites, ceremony grounds
and song-line journey paths. Meanwhile, the
grog truck’s regular visits intensify problems for
a depressed and isolated community.
Green fearlessly employs formal devices such as
multiple narrative frames, split screen, overlaid
or radiating colour, charting and mapping. Titles
and text are often brutally witty: Like a Rusty
Nail, You Can Never Hold Us Blackfellas Down.
Related artworks document the poor and Black
being hammered by governments and mining
corporations that shrug off responsibility for
contamination, cultural destruction and cultural
and economic endowment (rent for land). Pithy
summaries such as ‘Like a Rusty Nail’, point
to the work of regained ownership and, over
a period of decades, the slow restoration of
lands, waters and other natural resources.
The history paintings in Flow of Voices II
present the brave but unequal resistance
to armed native police, prospectors and
pastoralists. Stewart Hoosan and Nancy
McDinny’s majestic works challenge the myth
of terra nullius and associated propaganda.
Both are consummate colourists whose
dazzling paintings tell the story from the
perspective of their parents, grandparents,

uncles and aunts who witnessed key events
first hand. We do not formally recognise a
war against First Nations people, yet on the
unrecognised Gulf frontier alone, approximately
600 men, women and children (one-sixth
of the population) lost their lives in lawless
massacres and violence. Like camouflage, the
story is embedded within the landscape.
The artists’ ancestral Country is something far
greater than a collection of natural resources
to be dug up and sold. They demand that
their lands and seas be valued as a sentient
place, a cultural landscape imbued with the
powers of ancestral beings that rest within
it. Their truth-telling has a crushing emotional
resonance and stark intellectual intensity.
Nancy McDinny states, ‘The mining company
is ruining our land and our bush tucker and
causes argument amongst families. They come
into our community promising this and that,
making deals where we have to wait for years
and years to get our royalty; some of our people
have died just waiting. There are Traditional
Owners who negotiate with the directors of
the mining company without involving other
Traditional Owners and they start up arguments
between family groups. They promise them
money if they agree to their deal. We are
worried about our bush tucker and animals.’2
Jack Green says, ‘I want the government and
mining companies to know that we are still
here. We aren’t going anywhere. We aren’t
dead yet. We are still here, feeling the country.’
____
Thank you to Waralungku Arts (Madeleine Challender,
Miriam Charlie and Peter Callinan); Jack Green and
family; Ceinwen Hall and Jessie Boylan; historians
Seán Kerins, John Bradley with Yanyuwa families and
Tony Roberts; St Ignatius College’s First Nations Unit;
Miriam Charlie; Sabina Kacha and Hans Mauve of
STICS Collective.

2

TogArt, exhibition catalogue, 2013
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Above Jack Green, Map of Borroloola: Our land and things over the top of it, 2013, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 84 cm
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Above Jack Green, Heart of Country, 2013, acrylic on canvas, 84 x 66 cm
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Above Jack Green, Redbank Mine, 2012, acrylic on linen, 120 x 87.5 cm
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Above Jack Green, Good to Bad, 2013, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 84 cm
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Above Nancy McDinny, Destruction of our Bush Tucker, 2013, acrylic on linen, 108 x 122 cm
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Above Nancy McDinny, War at Blackfella Spring, 2014, acrylic on linen, 51 x 51 cm
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Above Stewart Hoosan, Story of Mayawagu, 2013, acrylic on Linen, 125 x 120 cm
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Above Nancy McDinny, Story of Mayawagu, 2013, acrylic on linen, 108 x 122 cm
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Stills
Flow of Voices I: Art & Mining
The Cross Art Projects, 12 April 2014
Opening talk
Jack Green and Dr Seán Kerins with introduction by Jo Holder
Filmed and edited by Sabina Kacha and Hans Mauve
Watch online
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mYqwvMv6FwQ&feature=emb_logo
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Novel
Ecologies
Tori Benz
George Egerton-Warburton
Perdita Phillips
Robert Zhao Renhui/
The Institute of Critical
Zoologists
28 September to 26 October 2013
Curated by Jasmin Stephens
Conversation with Jasmin Stephens and
Ann Finnegan (art writer and theorist)
19 October
Novel Ecologies included work
produced through artist Perdita Phillips’
Cross Art Projects residency with Sydney
Harbour’s Little Penguins

The exhibition Novel Ecologies presented a
group of artists who contemplate a relationship with a more vital world. Whether looking
for greater attunement to the continuities
of the earth or to the solace and joys of
an unruly embodied life, they consistently
seek to cultivate the natural in all its guises.
Working across performative registers and
through processes that reflect humour and
uncertainty, they often interrogate their place
in the scheme of things.

Above Perdita Phillips, Icebergs (part of .–. / .- / .- (penguin anticipatory archive)), 2013, mixed media, drawings and digital prints
(work in progress), 31.5 x 31.5 cm (box), edition of 7 Opposite Perdita Phillips, Algues (part of .–. / .- / .- (penguin anticipatory
archive)), 2013, mixed media, drawings and digital prints (work in progress), 31.5 x 31.5 cm (box), edition of 7. Images: Perdita Phillips.
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These artists deploy shifting speaking
positions and are attracted to the ties
between the drawn, the written and the
uttered. Their activities are characterised by

a complicating of the relationship between
the visual and truth and, although working in
ways that acknowledge broader political and
philosophical questions, their approach is
more poetic than didactic.
The term ‘novel ecology’ refers to ecological
systems that have only recently come into
being and that consist of previously unseen
combinations of species and interactions.
These novel systems, which now comprise
the majority of the world’s ecosystems,
profoundly challenge traditional philosophical
and disciplinary distinctions. While two of the
artists have taken these emerging systems
as their subject, novel ecosystems arguably

provide a metaphor for the practices of all
the artists in the exhibition. With their hybrid
nature and contested status, such systems
offer connotations of not only newness but
also strangeness and discomfort. As an
exhibition title, the phrase ‘novel ecologies’
also brings to mind the role of fiction and
narrative in the processes of the artists.
— Jasmin Stephens
____
Jasmin Stephens would like to thank Director Judy
Reizes and colleagues at Manly Environment Centre,
Northern Beaches Council, Manly NSW
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Above Robert Zhao Renhui/The Institute of Critical Zoologists, Expedition #10, from the series The Glacier Study Group, 2012, archival piezographic print, 84 x 121 cm
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Above Robert Zhao Renhui/The Institute of Critical Zoologists, Expedition #25, 2009, archival piezographic print, 74 x 111 cm (image), 84 x 121 cm (paper), edition 1/5 + AP
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Above Tori Benz, Birthing Totem I, 2013, lead pencil on gesso on marine ply, 30 x 20 x 4.5 cm
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Above Tori Benz, Birthing Totem II, 2013, lead pencil on gesso on marine ply, 30 x 20 x 4.5 cm

novel ecologies

Above (L) Perdita Phillips (R) Robert Zhao Renhui/The Institute of Critical Zoologists. Installation image. Below Perdita Phillips, doing so that (tie a knot in it, the world is a handkerchief, a pile of promises)
2013, individual embroidered handkerchiefs exchanged for ‘covenant’ with Little Penguins. Photos: Oscar Brooks-Luscombe.

novel ecologies
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Jadagen Warnkan Barnden:
Changing Climate in Gija Country

The Gija artists who founded Warmun Art
Centre had a vision of an overarching bilingual
cultural centre that united a small community.
Mabel Juli, who was encouraged by her
close friend and art centre founder Queenie
McKenzie, is an expert Gija speaker and her
paintings articulate complex Ngarranggarni
stories. Linguist Frances Kofod, who works
with the artists on the translations, observes
that, ‘Gija culture is not static but has evolved
to take account of the changing world. Today
painting lies at its heart.’ The artists worked
in collaboration with environmental scientist
Sonia Leonard, and linguist and cultural
consultant Frances Kofod at the Warmun
Art Centre in 2012 and 2013. They chose
painting to express their views.

Gordon Barney
Churchill Cann
Betty Carrington
Mabel Juli
Nancy Nodea
Lena Nyadbi
Shirley Purdie
Rusty Peters
Mary Thomas
29 August to 21 September 2013
Opening talk in the presence of
artist Lena Nyadbi

In a contemporary art gallery context,
language that accompanies a visual object
is a meaningful art historical bridge between
cultures. Using Gija as the primary language
in a bilingual frame helps with a deeper art
historical understanding of each painting’s
content. In the climate project Jadagen
Warnkan Barnden: Changing Climate in Gija
Country, senior Gija artists Gordon Barney,
Churchill Cann, Betty Carrington, Mabel Juli,
Nancy Nodea, Lena Nyadbi, Rusty Peters,
Shirley Purdie and Mary Thomas considered
in their paintings and words the ways in which
the interactions of spirits and humans with
the plants and animals of East Kimberley
indicate typical and atypical seasonal change.
They showed how seasons directly link to
observed indicators—including the increase in
atypical weather and climate—not to Western
calendars. The exhibition, climate language lists
and exhibition catalogue, record Gija culture to
pass on to younger generations and the world.

Co-presented with What Lies Beneath?
at Goulburn Region Art Gallery
Symposium with guest speaker
Kirsty Ruddock (Director of Enforcement
Group NSW and the Southern Highlands
Coal Action Group)
23 November
Presented in association with Warmun Art
Centre and the National Climate Change
Adaptation Research Facility (NCCARF)

Above Betty Carrington, Goonjal (Kapok Bush), 2013, natural ochre and pigments on plywood, 80 x 60 cm
Opposite Lena Nyadbi, Dayiwool (Barramundi), 2013, natural ochre and pigments on Belgian linen, 80 x 60 cm

2013
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The three primary seasons in the north of the
Kimberley region in the top end of Western
Australia are Wet Time, Cold Time and Hot
Time or Jadagen, Warnkan and Barnden.

Indigenous peoples increasingly face extreme
weather events. Churchill Cann’s painting

Ord River Flood (2012) recalls an earlier
flood event as a reminder and precursor of
the March 2011 flood event, at which time,
waters from Turkey Creek raged through
Warmun Aboriginal Community (200 km south
of Kununurra in the Kimberley) and flooded
the art centre and other buildings. Fortunately
some of the historic artworks displayed in the
gallery were saved and conserved.

‘Gija culture is not static but has
evolved to take account of the
changing world. Today painting
lies at its heart.’
Other post-flood triumphs included Lena
Nyadbi’s Daiwul Lirlmim (Barramundi Scales)
(2013), an extension of her Dayiwool (The
Barramundi) (2013) painting, which was
commossioned and transposed onto the
rooftop of Musée du Quai Branly at the base
of the Eiffel Tower—thus indelibly etched into
the Paris city skyline. As demonstrated further
by Mabel Juli and Churchill Cann’s major
awards,1 Jadagen Warnkan Barnden’s artist
continue to shape the face of contemporary
art despite all setbacks.
This exhibition was part of a wider Kimberley
project, Indigenous Perceptions of Climate
Change by the National Climate Change
Adaptation Research Facility (NCCARF) and
Melbourne University. On the night of the
opening at The Cross Art Projects, Prime
Minister John Howard announced the NCCARF
and many other climate research organisations
and projects had lost their funding.

In Mabel Juli’s later exhibition, Jiregewoorrarrem
/All Kinds of Birds (2015), for the first time, a
sound installation of Mabel Juli speaking in Gija
and giving bird cries was audible inside the
gallery, an amplified symbol of resilience.
Additionally in 2013, Goulburn Region Art
Gallery jointly presented Jadagen Warnkan
Barnden: Changing Climate in Gija Country
and What Lies Beneath?, joining issues in
East Kimberly with the activists and artists
from the Southern Highlands. Farmers
around from the area understood how
Jadagen Warnkan Barnden wove together
the three disciplines of art, climate change
and linguistics. Their immediate landscape
faces the possibility of coal-seam gas mining.
Already groundwater and aquifers have been
damaged by longwall coal mining. Indigenous
peoples and local communities are rarely
invited to participate in the global dialogue,
but here, it took place in outstanding force:
leaving a lasting and insightful imprint.

1
The awards recognise Mabel Juli’s remarkable reputation as an artist and storyteller and her
talents as an advocate against community closures
and mining without permission of Traditional Owners.
In 2013, Mabel Juli was awarded the prestigious Kate
Challis RAKA Award. She has also been a finalist in the
Fleurieu Art Prize for landscape painting, the National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Awards and
the Western Australian Indigenous Art Awards.
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Above Shirley Purdie, Linyjil Ningi Binkany (Cabbage Gum with Sugar Leaf), 2013, natural ochre and pigments on Belgian linen, 80 x 60 cm

Above Nancy Nodea, Mayawarnji Jalawoonany Marlinyji (Willy-Willy And Cane Grass), 2013, natural ochre and pigments on Belgian linen, 80 x 60 cm
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Undermining Rivers: Sydney’s
Drinking Water Endangered
by Longwall Coal Mining
Deborah Vaughan
Toni Warburton
w/ Patrice Newell +
Julie Sheppard of Rivers SOS

Rivers in Sydney’s sacrosanct water
catchment areas have been cracked, drained
and polluted: undermined by underground
coal mining. Sydney Catchment Authority
has no power to stop mining directly
under and beside the rivers and dams of
the Upper Nepean catchment area. Until
recently it was fundamental that protection
zones applied to essential drinking water
catchments. Then the NSW Government
approved longwall leases for the world’s
largest resources company BHP Billiton
(Illawarra Coal), and the world’s largest coal
company, Peabody Energy (Metropolitan
Mine), under Sydney’s water catchments.
The Upper Nepean and Upper Georges River
Catchment areas include the dams Nepean,
Avon, Cordeaux and Cataract that supply 20
per cent of Sydney’s drinking water. Although
these special catchments are normally
hidden from view, dramatic photographs by
environmentalist Julie Sheppard showed
subsidence damage caused by longwall
mining: vanished rivers and creeks, poisoned
water and barren ground. Once the gargantuan
longwall machine has made its cut of up to 2
km long and passed, the roof is allowed to fall.

18 July to 11 August 2007
Curated by Jasmin Stephens
Conversation with Patrice Newell and Julie
Sheppard of Rivers SOS and screening of
the short film Rivers of Shame
18 July
Associated exhibition:
Grounded: Art, Environment, Activism
Campbelltown Art Centre, 2007

The Illawarra escarpment meets the sea at the
historic Bulli coal seam. The Appin longwall
colliery has a dubious history of unsuitable
technology, inadequate regulation and resultant
devastation of the Avon and Nepean river
systems. In their installations, artists Deborah
Vaughan and Toni Warburton raised moral
questions. As Deborah Vaughan’s work Train
Schizzes (2007) underscored, coal supplies
are no abstract issue but one close to our heart.
Her looped footage of empty and full coal trains
eternally running up and down the Illawarra
Line to the Kembla Grange BHP steelworks
suggest the conflict: computers, stoves and
heating run on cheap coal-fired electricity.
Above Water is pumped from the upper Nepean River through the Nepean Tunnel to Broughton’s Pass Weir on the lower Cataract
River, and on to the city’s Prospect Reservoir. Two dams also supply drinking water to the Illawarra region. Image courtesy of
Sydney Water and Water NSW Archives. Photo: Sydney Water Photographic Department.
Right Deborah Vaughan, Train Schizzes, 2007, installation, variable dimensions. Photo: Deborah Vaughan.
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In Toni Warburton’s Wall Chronology:
Transactions to Catchment (1990-2007), a
sculptural figure of a boy in 18th century dress

drank a beaker of water. He seemed to read a
poetic wall-text describing the sheer sensual
pleasure of his drink. Alongside, an elegant
wall installation of ceramic, glass and artists’
books connected the ancient beaker form and
purification rituals to the natural science of
water filtration. Saint Hedwig (d.1243), queen
and patron saint of Silesia, was assisted
by her moulded and cut glass beaker. The
Hedwig beaker had the miraculous property
of making ordinary water taste so pure that it
seemed like an exquisite wine.
Rivers SOS, a coalition of environment and
community groups formed as a result of the
wrecking of rivers in NSW by mining operations,
campaigns for a safety zone of at least 1 km
around all rivers to protect them from ongoing
damage. The short documentary film Rivers of
Shame (2006) showed the wider impacts of
this greed for coal to six river systems by linking
the southern coalfields with similar collapse
of riverbeds in the Upper Hunter. The damage

involves multiple cracking of river bedrock
causing water loss and pollution as ecotoxic
chemicals are leached from the fractured
rocks. Aquifers may often be breached.
Satisfactory remediation is not possible.
The associated exhibition Grounded: Art,
Activism, Environment (Campbelltown Art
Gallery, 2007, curated by Lisa Havilah and
Jo Holder), brought together artists and
community activists from south-west Sydney to
reflect on the compromised state and reckless
development of their local environment. The
eclectic installation wove historical connections
between fine arts, crafts and resident actions
to highlight the Iemma government’s poor
performance on over-development, water and
energy resources management in the lead-up
to the 2007 state election. Expanded for the
increased scale of Campbelltown Art Centre,
the exhibition traced Sydney’s fast-sprawling
growth corridor upstream to the Nepean
headwaters, the Wingecarribee wetlands in
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the Southern Tablelands of NSW and related
Sydney water catchments extending down to
Sandon Point in the Illawarra.
The sculptural figure of the ‘wild boy’ In Toni
Warburton’s Wall Chronology: Transactions to
Catchment now faced a vast wall. Behind the
drinker an elegant wall installation of largely
ceramic and glass, related the beaker form to
sedge, wetlands and the natural science of
water filtration. Toni Warburton studies peat,
an ancient and essential purifying filter for
wetlands, as a component of her ceramics
practice. She showed how the dredging of
Wingecarribee Swamp by a mining leaseholder and the removal of part of its structural
fabric weakened the entire peat land and in
1998, after heavy rains, most of the swamp
collapsed. This ecological disaster also
compromised the local drinking water.

Once the gargantuan longwall
machine has made its cut of up
to 2 km long and passed, the
roof is allowed to fall.
Further west at St Marys, local conservationists/
amateur artists painted exquisite botanical
illustrations to sell as cards to help fund the
protest against the Australian Defence site
sell-off: a significant remnant of urban bush with
high levels of biodiversity, including roaming
mobs of emu. The exhibition was accompanied
by aerial maps, historic photographs (from Lend
Lease, a massive corporate developer longactive in the region, and William Blandowski’s
natural history loaned from Campbelltown
Historical Society), a taxonomy of endangered
local birds and the sound of an increasing
volume of water trickling, burbling then running
and crashing out to sea.
Strong curatorial strategies are particularly
important when blurring the traditional
distinction between practical and discursive
arts—as when art, community and economic
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development combine with landcare and
employment or education programs. In NSW,
23 new coal projects are proposed with
total production capacity equivalent to 15
Adani-sized mines. Ten Adanis’ worth of these
projects are proposed for the Upper Hunter.
Calls for a moratorium on new coal approvals
is growing louder—an essential step if we are
to meet our obligations to a world with net
zero emissions in 2050. Instead schizophrenic
governments make one step forward while
taking two steps backwards.

Above Four tributary rivers—the Cataract, Bargo, Cordeaux and
Avon rivers, flow into the Upper Nepean River. Image courtesy
of Sydney Water and Water NSW Archives. Photo: Sydney Water
Photographic Department.

____

For further information:
POWA (Protect our Water Alliance)
www.protectourwateralliance.org/damage-to-thecatchment

Undermining Rivers: Sydney’s Drinking Water Endangered by Longwall Coal Mining

Above Toni Warbuton, The Wild boy of Aveyron, 2007, ceramic and mixed media installation,
dimensions variable. Installation image. Photo: Sue Blackburn.

Undermining Rivers: Sydney’s Drinking Water Endangered by Longwall Coal Mining

Above Toni Warbuton, Seven volume studies for Catchment, a field of beakers for St Hedwig of
Silesia and Wingecarribee Swamp (detail), 2007, 6 Bound artist books, one canvas beaker on wooden
shelf, dimensions variable. Installation image. Photo: Sue Blackburn.
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Exchanges
Across the
Archipelago
Jo Holder with
Jasmin Stephens

‘Yolngu invited the Makassan people to
their camp and explained to them who they
were. Makassans explained who they were
and why they came. In their heart they were
Yolngu people. The Makassan taught the
Yolngu their song and traditions and the
Yolngu taught the Makassan their culture and
law and tradition.’ —Dhuwarrwarr Marika1
The open archipelago has passed from living
memory but a long and rich history of crosscultural contact remains between northern
Australia’s monsoon coast and the archipelago
it faces. There are memories of extended
families and reminders of grave sites, rock art
and ceremonies. Contemporary artists and
storytellers weave complex narratives about the
seafaring history. Curator Jasmin Stephens has
characterised it as ‘Composing Archipelagos’.2
Why is the open archipelago so persistent?
By 1650, Australia’s northern coastline
was reliably charted and at the onset of the
north-west winds in December,3 fleets of
prahus with multi-cultural crews4 sailed the
coastline from Melville Island to Arnhem Land
and into the Gulf of Carpentaria, or tacked
to the Kimberley—lands and waters owned
and occupied by Aboriginal nations.5 The
last voyage took place during the 1906–07
wet season when Australia declared a 200
nautical mile territorial limit and evicted people
who had sailed in the waters for generations.6
The lucrative trepang trade came to an abrupt
end and northern Australia became, and

Previous page Cornelia
Tipuamantumirri, Tidal Movement
(detail), 2013, ochre on linen,
120 x 80 cm
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1
Artist statement, By the Stars, Wind &
Ocean Currents, 2019 at The Cross Art Projects.
2
Composing Archipelagos, exhibition catalogue, Contemporary Art Tasmania, 2021.
3
Date sourced from Charles Macknight, ‘A
useless discovery? Australia and its people in the eyes
of others from Tasman to Cook’, The Globe: Journal of
the Australian Map Circle, 2008. Other scholars differ.
McMillan, for example, says the major maritime route
was operating from the late 16th century, Asia Pacific
Journal of Anthropology, 2012.
4
The trepang fishers came from different
maritime trade islands but are all commonly labelled
‘Macassans’. The financial backers, who remained
behind in Makassar, might be Chinese, Dutch or Malay.
In most cases the captain was Makasar or Bugis.
5
Ian Crawford, We won the victory. Aborigines and Outsiders on the North-West Coast of the
Kimberley, 2001.
6
Bruce Campbell, ‘The expulsion of Indonesian fishermen from the north-west coast’ in Asian
Orientations: Studies on Western Australian History,
UWA, 1995.

remains, a colony of exploitation.7 The histories
are fragmented by shifting colonial empires
and 20th century nationalism.
The curatorial team for the 2019 Biennale Jogja
XV has remarked, ‘The term “southeast” Asia
itself is not a generic term born by the awareness
of society to be seen as one region, but mostly
shaped as the effect of the end of Cold War.
There is evidence to prove that the relationship
of societies in the region had developed way
before the birth of nation state, including the
establishment of borders between those states.’8
Across the archipelago, artists have built
their own infrastructure, successful biennales
and art fairs as models capable of rejecting
nationalist capture. This section gathers
artists and researchers who work across art
mediums, with weaving and other traditions,
to create counter-histories. The Indonesian
culture of gotong royong (communal work
and ceremonies of welcome and farewell),
such as Marayarr Murrukundja—a three day
dance ceremony of diplomacy and friendship—
point towards curatorial approaches that are
reciprocal and evidence a truth.9
This ‘Archipelagos’ chapter includes By
The Stars, Wind & Ocean Currents (2020)
and Elastic/Borracha/Elástico (2012-2014),
exhibitions and projects that document how
culture can embody resistance. Cultural
historian Regina Gantner notes that for
some, ‘The telling of the Macassan stories
has become an act of resistance. It refuses
to allow a government decision to sever
the link to Macassar, Timor and Sama Bajo
places.’ Ganter observes, ‘A revival of the
Yolngu-Macassan contact history emerged in
the 1980s in the wake of the 1976 Northern
Territory Land Rights Act, which led the
way in Australia to a national recognition
7
Ann Curthoys, ‘Liberalism and Exclusionism:
A Prehistory of the White Australia Policy’ in
L Jayasuriya, D Walker & J Gothard (eds.), Legacies of
White Australia: Race Culture and Nation, University of
Western Australia Press, 2003, pp. 9–10.
8
Biennale Jogja XV, 2019. Curators: Akiq
AW (Indonesia), Arham Rahman (Indonesia) and Penwadee NM (Thailand).
9
This concept was likewise embedded in the
exhibition title Termasuk (including/belong) at Darren
Knight Gallery, Sydney, 2019. Artist-activist collectives such as Taring Padi also apply such Indigenous
concepts such as ‘Together, we help each other’ or
Hamutuk Ita Ajuda Malu (Bexley: 2007, 2009).
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of Indigenous rights over country and the
statutory recognition of land councils.’10
Exhibitions that have come via Buku-Larrngay
Mulku Centre, such as Saltwater: Yirrkala Bark
Paintings of the Sea Country (1999) and Dalkiri:
Standing on their names (2010), demonstrate
how ancestral coastal estates extend well out
into the sea and make trade history relevant to
mounting legal arguments about native title.11

A visit to Yogyakarta was compelling and
enabled an introduction to the large, intergenerational artist collective Taring Padi—socially
committed artists renowned for their precise
linocut posters dealing with complex issues.
As a result, The Cross Art Projects started to
formally consider contemporary artistic and
curatorial connections in the region within
long-standing trade and cultural exchanges that
predated British colonial invasion.

International seasonal trading networks through
these archipelagos linked communities, and
these links were documented through not only
through the highly varied material items traded,
but also through innovations in philosophy and
arts practic (such as weaving and painting—
where such connections were represented
visually), and language. Marcia Langton has
speculated that geometric batik designs may
have influenced distinctive Yolngu designs,
becoming an expression of connection to family,
Country, ancestral creativity and also deeds to
Country.12 Even more remarkably, early exchanges
of language are still used actively in the dialects
of Makassan and Yolngu people today.

At the same time, curator Jasmin Stephens
enjoyed formative professional experiences
with the Singapore Biennale (2011),
later undertaking a residency at the The
Reading Room in Bangkok. Her exhibitions
at The Cross Art Projects have aimed to
foster conversations focused on alternative
histories. Artists Genevieve Chua and Robert
Renhui Zhao (Singapore), and Imhathai
Suwatthanasilp and Bussaraporn Thongchai
(Thailand), have participated in Stephen’s
exhibitions. Womanifesto (co-curated with
Phaptawan Suwanakudit et al., 2019) in
partnership with Sydney University, is to
appear in the Connections 2 publication.

Research into the history of exhibitions at the
Museum and Art Gallery Northern Territory and
the Northern Centre for Contemporary Art, as
well as the archives at the Northern Territory
Library in Darwin, led The Cross Art Projects
to discover a series of rich art exchanges over
four decades that had largely been forgotten.13

Elastic/Borracha/Elástico: Dili/Darwin/
Sydney was a mobile residency in Timor-Leste
initiated by two Australian and two Timorese
artists, followed by an exhibition and public
programs event in Darwin, which included
talks by Free East-Timor activists, a maritime
boundary expert and arts collegues active
in reconstruction. In Sydney, the focus was
on film and TV documentary investigations
vital to the struggle. An accompanying
publication, Elastic/Borracha/Elástico (2016),
included the first Timor-Leste contemporary
art and architecture bibliography, and was
launched at Northern Territory Library with kind
assistance from Gordon Darling Foundation.
The exhibition also critiqued Australian arts
organisations for their failure to support
Timorese contemporary art and reconstruction.
Textiles are more likely to feature in static

10
Regina Gantner, ‘Muslim Histories of Australia’, The La Trobe Journal, no 89, May 2012 and Mixed
Relations: Asian/Aboriginal contact in north Australia,
University of Western Australia Press, 2006.
11
In 2008, the High Court’s Blue Mud Bay
decision granted Yolngu exclusive native title rights to
the intertidal zone.
12
Marcia Langton, Trepang: China and the
story of Macassan–Aboriginal trade. Exhibition catalogue, Museum Victoria, 2011.
13
Exchanges and exhibitions from Ramingining
and Maningrida began in 1993 when artist John Bulunbulun led Maningrida dancers in a performance of the
Marayarr Murrukundja in Makassar and Kupang, West
Timor. A ceremony of diplomacy and friendship documented by Mervyn Bishop in Djomi Museum, Maningrida, works from Bulunbulun’s series are in the National
Maritime Museum, Sydney and Balla Lompoa Museum,
Makassar. The Hati Marege (Heart of Arnhem Land) is
a prahu padekakang commissioned by Peter Spillett in
1988 for Australia’s Bicentennial in Darwin’s Museum
and Art Gallery. Early in 2020 another replica perahu
padewakang, Before 1770 Project (2020), voyaged
from Makassar to Darwin then to Yirkalla. Initiated by
Sheikh Wessam Charwaki, Sydney-based educationExchanges
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alist, with Horst Liebner, anthropologist and linguist,
Ridwan Alimuddin, writer and photographer and Cam
Feast documentary filmmaker.. Exchange projects
initiated by Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre encompass
painted Bugis ceramics and an exhibition by three
Yolngu and three Makassan artists in Makassar. Darwin
Festival has incubated links in music and theatre performance: Garry Lee, Keep him in my heart: a Larrakia–Filipino Love Story (1993) and Trepang (1987),
an opera produced in Makassar and Darwin in 2000,
dedicated to the people of Timor.

cabinet displays, however recent exhibitions,
research and workshop initiatives, such as
ANKA’s Community Fabric and Indigenous
Industry project and the spectacular Darwin
Aboriginal Art Fair, have stoked the fire and
expanded their reception.14 Woven textiles use
notational and conceptual processes to evoke
the ongoing power of tradition, as evidenced
by Margaret Rarru’s stunning woven black or
monochrome Dhomala Dhäwu (Makassan
sail story, 2021) from Milingimbi. Ghost net
weavings by Numbulwar artists working in
the Gulf of Carpentaria and Paula Savage
working from Moa Island, Torres Strait, are
made to foreground the distressing impact of
nets discarded from illegal industrial fishing in
Indigenous saltwater on food and custom. The
limitless scope of batik continues to present
intermingled patterns and histories.
Antariksa, co-founder of KUNCI study forum in
Yogyakarta, has observed ‘the tensions between
Indonesia’s traumatic past and the chaotic
festivity of democracy under construction’.15
Aniariksa’s observation mirrors Australian
silence on many human rights fronts.16
Truth-telling and self-determination on this
continent are an ongoing struggle, yet
despite the militarisation and fierce guarding
of borders and waters, Australia’s polyethnic past embraces cultural pride and long
historical presence—forging an inevitable
trajectory towards a closer relationship. We
continue to look towards this future.
____

14
See also: James Bennett, ‘Tiki Ikat in Indonesian and Australian textile art’, Art and Asia Pacific,
vol 1, no 3, 1994. History of Ernabella textiles in A
celebration of fifty years of Ernabella Arts, Tandanya
National Aboriginal Cultural Institute, Adelaide, 1998.
Textiles of Timor, Island in the Woven Sea, exhibition
catalogue, 2014, Fowler Museum at UCLA, co-curated
by Roy W. Hamilton and Joanna Barrkman.
15
Contemporary Worlds: Indonesia (exhibition
catalogue National Gallery of Australia, 2019)
16
Australia was silent when Indonesia installed
General Wiranto to co-ordinate security in West Papua
(which since early September 2019 has been closed
to foreigners)—the same Wiranto who was indicted in
2004 for war crimes for his role in facilitating severe
human rights violations during Indonesia’s withdrawal
from the occupied territory of Timor-Leste in 1999.
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By the Stars, Wind
& Ocean Currents
Dhuwarrwarr Marika
Bulthirrirri Wunungmurra
Nawurapu Wunungmurra

30
					
November to 8 February 2020
Opened in the presence of Iltja Ntjarra artists
Talks by Mervyn Rubuntja and Marisa Maher

Presented in collaboration with
Iltja Ntjarra Art Centre (Alice Springs)
& Waralungku Arts (Borroloola)

By the Stars, Wind & Ocean Currents
garnered the notion of reciprocity inherent
in the term ‘exchange’ or trade between
the monsoon coast of northern Australia
and the Indonesian archipelago. The
‘open archipelago’ has passed from living
memory but extended families, grave sites,
rock art and ceremonies survive.
The exhibition presented powerful bark paintings,
larrakitj, prints and works on paper, stemming
from multiple generations. Dhuwarrwarr Marika,
Nawurapu Wunungmurra and Nawurapu’s
granddaughter Bulthirrirri Wunungmurra (in
her debut exhibition), together drew upon a
fascinating counter-history: the relationship
between Makassan and Yolngu people.

This was the first in a series of
exhibitions by contemporary
artist networks in the region,
presenting a complex reality
involving many world civilisations—
one that defies the singular and
incorrect ‘discovered by Captain
Cook’ mythology of Australia.
To some, including academic Regina Gantner,
‘The telling of the Makassan stories has
become an act of resistance. It refuses to
allow a government decision to sever the
link to Makassar, Timor and Sama Bajo
places’. Scholars working in anthropology and
archaeology, and curators of select museum
and permanent exhibits, have kept the flame
burning. The standout so far is acknowledged
as historian Peter Spillett’s epic counterpoint
to the 1988 Bicentennial of British annexation:
a reconstructed prahu1 titled Hati Marege/
Heart of Arnhem Land, built for a voyage from
Makassar to make landfall at Galiwin’ku and

Above L to R: Nawurapu Wunungmurra, Munurru, 2017, ochres on bark, 217 x 59 cm. Nawurapu Wunungmurra, Garrapara, 2017, larrakitj, 213 cm (h). Nawurapu Wunungmurra, Garrapara, 2017, larrakitj, 185 cm (h) (detail).
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1
A type of sailing boat originating from Malaysia
and Indonesia that may be sailed with either end forward,
typically having a large triangular sail and an outrigger.

Yirrkala. This vessel now sits in the Maritime
Museum: Museum and Art Gallery of the
Northern Territory. Spillett additionally worked
with the Yolngu peoples to re-connect family
lines across the archipelago.
In 1947, senior ceremonial leaders at Yirrkala
produced hundreds of vibrant crayon
drawings compiled by anthropologists Ronald
and Catherine Berndt, which now reside
at the Berndt Museum of Anthropology.2
Dhuwarrwarr Marika draws inspiration from
her father Mawalan Marika’s original work
entitled Makassan Swords and Long Knives
(1947).3 The swords can be seen as a symbol
of the relationship that Yolngu people shared
with the seafaring Makassans. In the 1960s,
Mawalan Marika was also a key informant for
Campbell Macknight, whose doctoral research
on the trepangers is published as The Voyage
to Marege: Macassan trepangers in northern
Australia.4 In this classic work Macknight
presents ‘Australia’s first modern industry’.
Yolngu oral, dance and visual traditions
are emphatically alive today. In 2015,
Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre initiated an
ongoing Makassan/Yolngu history exchange
project. Artist and senior law man Nawurapu
Wunungmurra travelled to Makassar in 2015
and his batik—a collaboration with batik
artisans from Pekalongan in Central Java—was
presented to the Textile Museum in Jakarta
in 2017. Wunungmurra’s bark paintings
and larrakitj show the distinctive glyph-like
monsoon clouds, winds and ocean currents
of the complex monsoon system that powered
the trade. These dynamic sea passages
were sailed by expert captains on prahu with
multi-cultural crews—Makassarese, Butonese,
Bugis, Bajau, Madurese and ‘Koepangers’
from Dutch Timor. They crossed the deep
2
Located at the University of Western Australia.
3
Featured in the exhibition catalogue Yirrkala
Drawings (AGNSW, 2013).
4
C C Macknight, The Voyage to Marege:
Macassan trepangers in northern Australia, 1976,
Melbourne University Press.

Above Dhuwarrwarr Marika, Makassan Swords
& Long Knives, 2019, collograph print on
Hanhemuhle paper, 53 x 78 cm
Overleaf Dhuwarrwarr Marika, Milnurr, 2019,
natural ochres on bark, 77 x 62 cm
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channels of the archipelago via Timor, to the
northern Australian coastline, guided by the
stars or a small compass.
Strategically located between western and
eastern Indonesia, Makassar was the centre
of Gowa Sultanate, which adopted Islam in
1605, with its sword belts and talismanic
discs. The sultanate was then conquered by
the Portuguese. There is much that is alive and
open to interpretation about the trade. Dates
differ, with some researchers citing trade
beginnings through the records of conquest
by the Dutch East India Company (c. 1669).
Others citing the navigators Matthew Flinders
or Nicholas Baudin (1803). Dhuwarrwarr
Marika’s bark work Milnurr (2019), depicts a
‘Malay Road’ as described by Flinders.
At the onset of the north-west winds that
usually arrive in December, a fleet of 50 or
more prahu annually left Makassar in South
Sulawesi. After ten or so days they would make
landfall on Marege—the coast from Melville
Island to Arnhem Land—and venture down into
Yanyuwa Country in the Gulf of Carpentaria,
a distance of over 1000 kms. Alternatively
they would turn towards Kayu Jawa (the
Kimberley). All are lands and waters occupied
by Aboriginal nations. The two groups entered
into a series of reciprocal negotiations for the
right to spend four to five months collecting
and processing trepang.5 Local communities
were thus linked to an international trading
network. At the conclusion of their stay,
trepang fishers returned home again via Timor
with the south-east trade winds.

establish a second Singapore. The last voyage
took place during the 1906–07 wet season,
when people who had sailed the waters for
generations were summarily evicted.
Academic Marcia Langton notes, ‘The trade
was absorbed as innovations in philosophy
and practice in the performing and visual
arts.’6 Material items traded included dugout
canoes, woven fibre sails, steel knives
and other metals, hooks, fishing lines and
beads as well as tobacco, cards, money
and alcohol. Returning prahu added pearl,
tortoise shell and artefacts to their valuable
cargo of smoked trepang. Woven cloth—
another traded item—remains important in
Yolngu and Tiwi welcoming and mortuary
ceremonies. Makassan pidgin became a
lingua franca along the north coast, not just
between Makassan and Aboriginal people,
but also between different Aboriginal groups—
In Yolngu about 500 words are still in use.
Makassan and Malay influences live on today
in language, ceremonies, songs, dances,
artworks and museum objects.

Federation cut 20th century Australia off
from the world with taxes, charges and the
Immigration Restriction Act of 1901, which
formed the basis of the White Australia Policy
and an aggressive nation state. Makassan
trepangers were outlawed at the urging of
missionary groups and through greed to

Along the shore the Makassans left tamarind
trees and lines of stone to enable cooking pots
to boil, smoke and cure the flesh of the trepang,
which was used as a delicacy in soups and
considered by the Chinese an aphrodisiac.
Property rights also developed in some areas
as a way of determining the right to capture
trepang. Ancestral coastal estates extend well
out into the sea and include the near-shore,
making trade history relevant to mounting
legal arguments about native title. In 2008, the
High Court made the Blue Mud Bay decision,
granting traditional Yolngu owners exclusive
native title rights to the inter-tidal zone. First
Nations people once again control access
to the waters of a major fishery. Indigenous
art and exhibitions, such as Saltwater (1999)
and Dalkiri: Standing On Their Names
(2010), have helped non-Indigenous people

5
Trepang is a common name for species of
the holothuroidea (sea cucumber) class of animals.

6
Marcia Langton, Trepang: China and the
story of Macassan–Aboriginal trade. Exhibition catalogue, Museum Victoria, 2011.
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to understand how the law codifies and maps
obligations to the land, sea and sky.
The year 2020 called us to survey the 250th
anniversary of the landing of James Cook
and crew at Botany Bay. The significance
of the Hati Marege/Heart of Arnhem Land
and the prahu’s subversive overturning of the
foundational narrative of Captain Cook, the
Endeavour and the unilateral British land claim
has not been lost: from Johnny Bulunbulun
and Maningrida dancers performing in
Makassar (1993) to the ongoing Makassar–
Yirrkala Artist Exchange begun by Nawurapu
Wunungmurra in 2015, northern Australia
invites a poly-cultural future.
By the Stars, Wind & Ocean Currents
provoked us to look to all the seafaring comings
and goings, from the north through the straits
between the islands of the archipelago, by
representatives of all world civilisations. In
a political region of closed borders and the
parlous state of minorities, can art continue to
open up new routes for dialogue?

Above L to R: Bulthirrirri Wunungmurra, Wanupini, 2019, natural ochres on bark, 54 x 131 cm. Nawurapu Wunungmurra, Wanupini, 2017, natural ochres on bark, 122 x 43 cm. Nawurapu Wunungmurra,
Njarrpiya Octopus at Gurrumuru, 2017, natural ochres on bark, 140 x 58 cm. Bulthirrirri Wunungmurra, Wunupini, 2019, natural ochres on bark, 56 x 112 cm.
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Above Dhuwarrwarr Marika, Swords/Serpents, 2019, natural ochres on bark, 162 X 75 cm
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Above Dhuwarrwarr Marika, Yalanbara, 2019, natural ochres on bark, 138 x 72 cm
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Makassan Exhibition & Exchange Archive

1947: Yirrkala Senior ceremonial
leaders make hundreds of vibrant
crayon drawings (now held at the
Berndt Museum of Anthropology,
UWA). Markika’s Macassan Swords
are illustrated in Yirrkala Drawings,
AGNSW exhibition catalogue, 2013.
1950s–60s: Indonesia: International
exchange of woodcuts in news media
(see Blaze: Carved in Darkness).
1960s: Mawalan Marika a key informant
for Campbell Macknight, who publishes
his groundbreaking doctoral research
on the trepangers: The Voyage to
Marege: Macassan Trepangers in
Northern Australia (1976).
1971: Batik production begins at
Ernabella, a Pitjantjatjara community
(SA) with a decades long history of
making hooked rugs.
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1975: Ernabella artists travel to
Yogyakarta. See Winifred Hilliard in A
celebration of fifty years of Ernabella
Arts, Tandanya National Aboriginal
Cultural Institute, Adelaide, 1998.
1988: Hati Marege / Heart of Arnhem
Land. A replica prahu padekakang
sailed to Galiwin’ku, Yirrkala, then
Darwin for Australia’s Bicentennial.
Now a permanent exhibit in the
Maritime Gallery, MAGNT.
1993: A series of exchanges and
exhibitions from Ramingining and
Maningrida (Murray Garde), followed
by a joint exhibition for Johnny
Bulunbulun (1946–2010) with Zhou
Xiaoping (China/Aus). See Trepang:
China & the Story of Macassan Aboriginal Trade, 2008.
1993: Asia Pacific Triennial of

Contemporary Art (APT), Queensland
Art Gallery’s flagship contemporary
art series. Australia, under the
leadership of Prime Minister Paul
Keating, brought in a cultural policy
that tended to lean toward Asia and
begins to exhibit and collect modern
Indonesian and other Asian art.
1993: The Marayarr Murrukundja
ceremony goes to Makassar: a
report of the Bawinanga Aboriginal
Corporation/Maningrida Arts and
Culture cultural exchange visit to
Kupang NTT, and South Sulawesi,
Indonesia, October 1993. (M Garde).
See also: John Bulunbulun titled
‘Marayarr Murrukundja’, a welcoming
ceremony of the Ganalbingu people of
Arnhem Land, northern Australia. Part
of the Marayarr diplomatic ceremony
to reaffirm friendly relationships with
different groups. The Murrukundja
pole appears at the centre and is
held and swayed by a man. The pole
represents the mast of a Macassan
prau. Strings representing the rigging
of the prau sprout from the top of the
pole and fall to the ground as women
clutch the strings on either side as
they dance. Collection: Australian
National Maritime Museum. Part of
the ceremony was conducted over
three days in Macassar in 1993.
1993: For Those Who Have Been
Killed, by Dadang Christanto, a
performance from the first Asia
Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art.
1995: Indonesian batik artists Agus
Ismoyo and Nia Fliam travelled for
several months around Central
Australia giving workshops at Utopia,
Kintore, Haasts Bluff. Funded by NT
Department of Education.
1995: Hot Wax: An exhibition of
Australian Aboriginal Indonesian
Batik. Curator James Bennett, MAGNT.

This exhibition then went on a national
and international tour. Indonesian
title: Sekar Setaman: Pameran batik
Indonesia Aborijin Australia.
1995: Weavers of Biboki/Weavers
of Maningrida: exchange of weavers
from Yayasan Tafean Pah, Biboki, West
Timor to Maningrida and surrounding
outstations, Central Arnhem Land;
weavers Ibu Yasinta Meta and
Ibu Maria Abuk. See associated
report writted by Rachael Morgan,
Barwinanga Aboriginal Corporation.
1995: Kuda Binal (1995), 24 HR Art, Heri
Dono, performance, Northern Territory
Centre for Contemporary Art, Darwin.
1998: Raiki Wara: Long Cloth from
Aboriginal Australia and the Torres
Strait, National Gallery of Victoria.
Exhibition catalogue edited Judith Ryan.
1999: AWAS! Recent Art from
Indonesia, 14 artists, curated by
Cemeti Art Foundation. Exhibition
catalogue contributions from art
critics, curators and art historians for
international tour. Cemeti Art House,
which began as an artist-run space
(artists Nindityo Adipurnomo and
Mella Jaarsma), has influenced and
educated a national and international
art community in its artistic practices.
1999: Count Project, Northern
Territory University Gallery.
2004: Unwrapped, collaborative
work of Brahma Tirta Sari and
Utopia Urapuntja, traveling exhibition
of Australian textiles by Asialink
(Bendigo Gallery, National Gallery,
Kuala Lumpur, National Gallery,
Bangkok, Metropolitan Museum of
Manila, La Salle, Singapore.)
2006: Crescent Moon, National
Gallery of Australia and AGSA
2006: MANIKAY Song Cycle, The
Holmes á Court Gallery. Works by John
Bulunbulun and Jack Wunuwun from

the Janet Holmes á Court Collection.
2008: Thresholds of Tolerance,
Caroline Turner and David Williams
(eds), catalogue of three human
rights exhibitions and conferences
in Canberra, ANU and National
Museum of Australia. Includes large
collaborative lino print by Culture
Kitchen, Canberra artists Jon Priadi
(Taring Padi), Julian Laffan, Bernie
Slater, Angie Bexley and Natasha Fijn
with Osme Gonsalves (East Timor)
and Deni Pancatriana (Taring Padi).
2011: Yalangbara: Art of the
Djang’kawu, National Museum
of Australia, Canberra, 2011.
Yalangbara showcased artworks by
the Marika family from north-east
Arnhem Land, depicting the journey
of the Djang’kawu ancestors.
2011: Trepang: China & the story
of Macassan–Aboriginal trade,
Melbourne Museum, Marcia Langton
(ed.). The exhibition combined
historical artefacts, paintings,
maps and photographs with new
works of art by Chinese artist Zhou
Xiaoping (an artist-in-residence at
Maningrida) and John Bulunbulun.
Contributing essay by Dr Aaron
Corn and Emeritus Professor Allan
Marett with Djangirrawuy Garawirrtja;
artist, John Bulunbulun; artist and
project coordinator, Zhou Xiaoping;
curator and exhibition coordinator,
Sarah Morris; photographer, Mark
Ashkanasy; photographer, George
Chaloupka. English and Chinese.
2013: Yirrkala Drawings (1946–47)
at the Art Gallery of NSW, the first
major exhibition to focus specifically
on the collection of drawings held by
the Berndt Museum at the University
of Western Australia in Perth. In 1947
Yolngu Elders were sharing their
knowledge as part of their ongoing
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task of renewing and enlivening the
Law. Their children, grandchildren
and great grandchildren inherit that
Law and the task of celebrating it.
2013: Yirrkala After Berndt, 1947–
2013 at The Cross Art Projects
presented by Buku-Larrnggay Mulka,
Yirrkala, the art centre through which
the descendants of the artists continue
to work, envisaged as a contemporary
tribute comprising After Berndt,
a unique group of contemporary
etchings made in 2008 re-asserts
customary Indigenous inheritance.
The print set celebrated the opening of
the Mulka Centre at Yirrkala, the digital
media archive and studio that holds
exact replicas of the drawings. The
exhibition included recent paintings by
Marrnyula Mununggurr and Naminapu
Maymuru-White, featured artists in
Yirrkala Drawings (1946-47).
2014: Elastic/Borracha Mobile
Residency: Darwin, Dili and Sydney,
exhibitions at Chan Contemporary
Art Space, Northern Centre for
Contemporary Art, Darwin, The Cross
Art Projects, Sydney, 2014.
2014-2016: Kerjasama/‘collaborate’,
a three-year creative exchange
initiated by Asialink Arts, with Artback
NT, Alice Springs and Cemeti–
Institute for Art and Society, Indonesia.
2015: Indigenous Australia: Enduring
Civilisation, exhibition catalogue,
Gaye Sculthorpe (ed.), National
Museum of Australia Press, Canberra.
2015: NCCA Artists-in-Residence
Dito Yuwono and Mira Asriningtya
undertake Documentary workshop
at Botanical Gardens and examine
the NCCA Archive. Hailing from
Yogyakarta they are co-founders (in
2011) of Lir Space and Dito is part of
Mes56 photography collective.
2015: Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre

initiates a Makassan/Yolngu history
exchange project and to date projects
include Nawurapu Wunungmurra
visit to Makassar (2015) and a
collaborative batik with batik makers
from Pekalongan in Central Java,
presented to the Textile Museum in
Jakarta in (2017); ceramics exchange
and an exhibition by three Yolngu and
three Makassan artists. Makassan
artists: Adi Gunawan, Muhammad
Rais, Nurabdiansyah. Yolngu
artists: Timmy ‘Djawa’ Burarrwanga,
Barayuwa Mununggurr, Arian
Pearson, Ishmael Marika.
2017: Sung into Being: Aboriginal
Masterworks 1984–1994, QAGOMA.
Curated by Dianne Moon. Predominantly
drawing works from Janet Holmes á
Court Collection + NGA.
2018: Pressing Matters, Framer
Framed, Amsterdam.
2018: Kochi Muzuris Biennale, features
woodblocks, Return our land, 2011.
2018: Makassan—Yolngu history
exchange project initiated by BukuLarrnggay Mulka Centre in Yirrkala.
Nawurapu Wunungmurra, Aboriginal
Batik (2015), a partnership between
Buku-Larrnggay Mulka and traditional
batik artisans in Pekalongan, Central
Java. Shown in Encounters with Bali:
A Collector’s Journey (collectors John
Yu and George Soutter), Mosman Art
Gallery and Textile Museum Jakarta.
2019: Blaze: Carved in Darkness.
Woodcut Movements in Asia, Arts
Maebashi/Fukuoka Asian Art Museum.
2019: Termasuk: Contemporary
Art from Indonesia, Darren Knight
Gallery, Sydney. Presented by John
Cruthers and Indo Art Link (Lauren
Parker with Melissa Burnet Rice).
2019: Makassar–Yirrkala Artist
Exchange Program, Art Exhibition,
Rumata’ Artspace, Makassar, March.

2019: Contemporary Worlds,
Indonesia. Curators: Jaklyn Babington
and Carol Cains, NGA
2019: Australia Indonesia Art Forum
Tour. Project 11 Projects and Initiatives.
2020: Taksu: The Art of Bali, The CDU
Art Collection and Gallery. Recent
acquisitions to the collection donated
by Michael Abbott and Christopher Hill.
Compiled by Jo Holder & Freÿa Black

Opposite Dhuwarrwarr Marika, Makassan Prahu
(detail), 2016, etching and aquatint, 40 x 40 cm
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Minstrel Kuik:
Old Wave Brings Empty Shells
Minstrel Kuik
31 January to 17 February 2018

In the exhibition Old Wave Brings Empty
Shells, Minstrel Kuik situated herself as an
artist who feels the necessity to address the
politics of the place where she lives, and
as a voter who is trying to understand how
democracy works in her country.

Conversation with Minstrel Kuik
and Jasmin Stephens
31 January + 3 February
Minstruel Kuik was Artist in Residence
at The Cross Art Projects
15 Jan to 5 Feb 2018

Our initial conversations about Minstrel’s project
gravitated towards her photographic series,
Mer.rily Mer.rily Mer.rily Mer.rily (2008–2012),
begun a year after her return to Malaysia. This
series surveyed an identity proceeding from the
domestic and exemplified Minstrel’s process
of re-assembling and re-assigning images and
objects from her extensive archive. Focusing her
residency at The Cross Art Projects on the idea
of home presented the opportunity to explore
a specifically Malaysian accent on family and
nation. Within this context—for Minstrel, who is
of Chinese descent—relations between family,
nation and race were framed by legislation that
privileges Malays and Indigenous peoples over
Chinese and Indian Malaysians. A competing
vision of the State—secular or Islamic and centrist
or archipelagic—further complicated this dynamic.

Curated by Jasmin Stephens

Above Minstrel Kuik, Old Wave, 2015, installation with digital laser print and red fluorescent light, edition of three archival
pigment prints, 80 x 60 cm Opposite Minstrel Kuik, The Gridded Ghosts (detail), 2016, archival pigment prints, 10 pieces,
60 x 46 cm (each), edition of three (one complete set and two sets available as selection of prints in different multiples)
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Minstrel Kuik is an artist whose
conceptual approach leads her to work
in both two-dimensional and threedimensional form. She lives in Kajang,
Malaysia, and studied painting in Taiwan
before studying photography in Arles,
France. Her work is informed by the
histories of oppositional and feminist
politics in Southeast Asia.

The eventual focus for her residency, however,
became the imminent Malaysian general
election. Held in May 2018, the victory by
the Pakatan Harapan (PH) coalition was
the first change of regime since Malaya’s
independence in 1957. In the previous 2013
elections, Minstrel had photographed protests
and despite media reports to the contrary,
her experience of Malaysians of different
races coming together on the streets of Kuala
Lumpur had engendered hope.

A sense of resignation followed
the opposition’s defeat and
in subsequent work, Minstrel
transposed the paraphernalia
and reportage of the election
cycle. Election collateral was
incised to remove the faces
of candidates whom Minstrel
disdained as gridded ghosts.
In these prints, the similarity of the candidates’
gestures and the spectral nature of their promises
was revealed. The outline of their campaigns
could be attributed to an orchestrating design
rather than traced to any civic aspiration.

Similarly, the flags of Malaysian political parties
were removed from the election realm through
a domesticating process of pleating and
stitching. Fashioned into wall reliefs, swathes of
fabric were compacted into folds and pockets—
reducing ensigns, recognisable from afar—to
patterns apprehended at close quarters. This
collapsing of scale posed the permeability
of the political after all and looked to the
unprecedented election outcome in 2018.
—Jasmin Stephens
____
Minstrel Kuik’s residency and exhibition at The Cross
Art Projects was supported by the independent
platform Contemporary Art and Feminism.
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Above Minstrel Kuik, Vote and Vow, 2015, installation with digital laser print and blue fluorescent light, 80 x 60 cm. Edition of three archival pigment prints.
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Above Minstrel Kuik, Mer.rily Mer.rily Mer.ril Mer.rily (2 works shown of a total of 30), 2008-13, archival pigment prints, each 80 x 60 cm (paper size). Edition of three sets (one complete, two of selected prints).
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Above Minstrel Kuik, Democratic Action Party, The History 1, from the series Concerning the Political Space in Art, 2018, flags, pins and cotton thread, 42 x 59.4 x 4 cm

Above Minstrel Kuik, Old Wave Brings Empty Shells (installation), The Cross Art Projects, 2020
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Tiwi Mamirnikuwi Jilamara/
Tiwi Women Painting
Kaye Brown
Josephine Burak
Dymphna Kerinauia
Raelene Kerinauia
Nicola Miller Mungatopi
Janice Murray
Natalie Puantulura
Nina (Ludwina) Puruntatameri
Cornelia Tipuamantumirri
Susan Wanji Wanji

Tiwi Mamirnikuwi Jilamara/Tiwi Women
Painting brought together three generations
of artists committed to maintaining their
culture and the artistic vibrancy of the
Tiwi Islands. This exhibition considered
their work from a perspective of a feminist
genealogy, tracing matriarchal and
collegiate relationships between women.
Women Elders at Milikapiti say, ‘We want to
look after our strong culture. We are not white
people…now it is our turn for the younger
generation to take over.’1
Women artists were vital to the launch of the
Munupi and Jilamara art centres located in the
Pirlangimpi and Milikapiti villages on Melville
Island—the larger of the two Tiwi islands. One of
the key members was Raelene Kerinauia, who with
collegue Janice Murray, kindly titled this exhibition.
While open to comparisons with Western
abstract and minimalist painting styles, these
paintings resonate to the song and dance of
ceremony. A former Jilamara arts advisor, James
Bennett, calls this the ‘theatrical aspect’ of Tiwi
art, and implies that the link between ceremonial
body-painting as disguise and decoration is
essential to understanding Tiwi aesthetics.2

28 January to 5 March 2016
Opened in the presence
of artists Raelene Kerinauia, Nina
Puruntatameri and Delores Tipuamantumirri
(representing Cornelia Tipuamantumirri)
Presented in collaboration with
Jilamara Arts and Crafts Association and
Munupi Arts (both Melville Island)

Despite their radically different personal styles,
most of the artists in this exhibition adapt
traditional body markings, and use ‘back to
basics’ natural ochres sourced from the cliffs
along the coastlines. These ochres are often
applied using the pwoja (painting comb),
also used to decorate dancers. Collectively,
these significant designs are called Jilamara:
referring to any/all painting or design for
the body, and signal the interaction of the
traditional and the modern.
The rich ochre paint lifts Jilamara designs into
new compositions and bold abstract images.

Above Susan Wanji Wanji, Jilamara Design, 2014, ochre on linen, 152 x 122 cm
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1
In Jennifer Isaacs, Tiwi: Art, History, Culture,
2012, p. 304.
2
NGV, Art Bulletin, 1993.

Variation is rich, from the free-flowing lines
seen in the works of Dymphna Kerinauia, Nina
Puruntatamer and Cornelia Tipuamantumirri,
to the austere grids of Raelene Kerinauia,
Nicola Miller Mungatopi, Natalie Puantulura
and Susan Wanji Wanji. A playful and poised
synthesis between flow and structure is also
visible in the works of Josephine Burak, Janice
Murray and Nina Puruntatameri.
The artists ages and experiences span time,
from the mission school days, to the land
rights and native title movements, to the
current regressive context of The Intervention.
Imagination and invention remain the key
elements at play in the artists’ retelling of their
classical stories. These stories are mostly related
to significant Tiwi ceremonies: the three-day
Kulama (or yam initiation), which celebrates life
and knowledge, and the funeral ritual Pukumani.
The histories of the Jilamara and Munupi Arts
and Crafts centres on Melville Island are key
to understanding the lineage of contemporary
Tiwi painting. The creation of the Aboriginal
Arts Board in 1974 and the passage of the
Northern Territory Land Rights Act in 1976,
led to serious efforts to create viable art
workshops. Tiwi Designs on Bathurst Island
opened in 1970, and in 1990 the Yikikini
Women’s Centre (started in 1978) and
Pirlangimpi Pottery (started in 1986) were
incorporated as Munupi Arts and Crafts
Association at Pirlangimpi (Garden Point), with
women forming the majority of involved artists.
The first artist/art advisers were printmaker
Marie McMahon and ceramicist Susan
Ostling. They encouraged the existing diverse
range of media, which included painting,
tunga, tutini and other carving, weaving,
printmaking, ceramics and other innovative
approaches such as wild murals. Other artists
followed, notably printmaker Annie Franklin
who arrived in 1990, staying for four years
and emphasising works on paper. Munupi
Arts’ first exhibition, Munupi Dreaming, was

held in Darwin in 1990 and then toured by
Community Aid Abroad. It was followed in
1991 by a show in Sydney at the Aboriginal
and Tribal Art Centre featuring five women
artists (with Susan Wanji Wanji attending).
Jilamara Arts and Crafts Association began
as an adult education initiative, incorporated
in 1988 as an Aboriginal arts cooperative
with James Bennett as art coordinator.
Distinguished friends Kitty Kantilla and
Freda Warlapinni led the charge, with their
colleagues (notably Pedro Wonaemirri,
Timothy Cook, Patrick Freddy Puruntatameri
and Raelene Kerinauia) consolidating their
inspired reworkings of jilamara and carving—
further built upon by the next generation. In
2012 Jilamara launched a new gallery and
renovations to house the Muluwurri Museum.
In 1992 two major Tiwi exhibitions
consolidated the achievements of many hands:
Our Country, Our Designs at the Australian
Embassy in Paris and Ngingingawula Jilamara
Kapi Purunguparri (Our Designs on Bark) at
the National Gallery of Victoria. In 1989, artist
Maria Josette Orsto held the first solo show
by a Tiwi woman at Helen Maxwell’s Australian
Girls Own Gallery (aGOG) in Canberra. In
1993, Nina Puruntatameri won the New Media
award at the NATSIA Awards at the Museum
and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory.
After a host of achievements, these now
long-standing community art centres are
committed to strong Indigenous governance
and leadership—against many threats. They
continue to support artists and culture whilst
educating the next generation. Kitty Kantilla and
Freda Warlapini—the matriarchs instrumental in
bringing Jilamara Arts to life in the late 1980s—
have been well honoured by Kitty’s nephew,
artist and art centre chair Pedro Wonaeamirri.
As he opened this exhibition and spoke of the
history of Tiwi culture, traditional skin painting,
Pukumani ceremonies, relationship to land and
death—we had the pleasure of witnessing the
continuation of this inter-generational learning.
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Above Cornelia Tipuamantumirri, Rokini, 2013, natural ochre on linen, 70 x 90 cm
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Above Cornelia Tipuamantumirri, Tidal Movement/Waves, 2012, natural ochre on linen, 80 x 120
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Above Natalie Puantulura, Jilamara Design, 2015, ochre on linen, 122 x 133 cm
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Above Natalie Puantulura, Jilamara Design, 2015, ochre on linen, 100 x 100 cm
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Elastic/Borracha/Elástico:
Dili/Darwin/Sydney
Victor De Sousa
Narelle Jubelin
Fiona MacDonald
Maria Madeira
Veronica Pereira Maia

When five Australian journalists working in
Balibo in mid-October 1975 were murdered
by invading Indonesian troops, the world was
alerted that Timorese people needed support
for their demand for the right to decide their
own future. Some of these smaller stories in the
struggle for self-determination are embossed
in lines and symbols in hand-woven tais cloths
traded at fundraisers or embedded in handprinted or stenciled campaign ephemera and
posters: the material culture that quietly sits
alongside the bigger historical narratives. This
cross-cultural project continued this legacy.

27 September to 18 October 2014
The Cross Art Projects
17 September to 12 October 2014
Chan Contemporary Art Space, Darwin
Mobile Residency
Timor-Leste + Darwin, 2012
Opening talks by Francisco Jose Dos
Remedios Ramos Filipe (Timor-Leste
Consulate General, Darwin), Gary Haslett
(acting Lord Mayor, Darwin), Gary Lee on
Mamilima, Duwun Lee on didgeridoo

The official record of the prosperous and
close neighbour Australia has been clear:
to prioritise its economic interests in the
petroleum resources of the Timor Sea and
a treaty negotiated by disproportionately
resourced nations. The elasticity of such
boundaries are referred to by Narelle Jubelin in
her small MAP: Sydney (2004), petit-point—a
work joining two opposing maps to create a
wickedly fantastical hybrid entity, as poisonous
as a 500-year-old colonial navigator’s drawing.

Public programs: Alistair Wyvill (on Timor
Gap), Louise Partos (on Baucau music
festival) and Angus Cameron (on One
Seed project in Baucau), opened by Maria
Madeira and Veronica Pereira Maia with
Duwun Lee and Nadine Lee (Timorese/
Larrakia ‘Naha Biti’ welcome)
Curated by Jo Holder and the artists
Presented by The Cross Art Projects and
Northern Centre for Contemporary Art

Above Fiona MacDonald, Maria Madeira, Narelle Jubelin and Victor De Sousa, Elastic/Borracha/Elástico (2012 Timor Leste
Mobile Residency Archive) (detail), 2014, offset lithographic, set of 10 prints (4 shown), 62.5 x 567 cm (installed), 62.5 x
46.5 cm (print size). Edition of 30. Printed by the artists with Big Fag Press, Sydney.
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The title of this exhibition, held first in
Darwin and then in Sydney, was borrowed
from the universal collaborative children’s
jumping game of Elastics/Borracha/
Elástico. It suggests in English, Tetum and
Portuguese the ingenious and convoluted
task of rebuilding from scorched earth—from
the ground up—for future generations. It
points to the zigzagging historical records,
contesting geopolitical points of view and
the different generational experiences of
the brutal four decades following Portugal’s
decolonisation of Timor-Leste. Many truths
have been told—many will remain untold.

Over the duration of the exhibition, the new
Timor Gap accords—over the issue of who
owns the oil and gas—were tested for their
equity and fairness, with the small pitted
against giant. In contrast to Jubelin’s careful
stitches, the industrial fencing zigzagging
through the middle of the capacious Chan

Contemporary Art Space set a real-politic
boundary—albeit one hung by cultural tais
woven by the people whose futures depend on
the outcome. Most hold that international law
is clear and Timor-Leste is absolutely entitled
to exploit seabed resources to 200 miles. After
East Timor commenced legal proceedings in
the International Court of Justice and Permanent
Court of Arbitration, the two nations went on to
sign a revised energy treaty in 2018, dividing
the Greater Sunrise oil and gas fields. However
the Australia Government invoked the National
Secrecy Act to punish the whistleblower named
Witness K, and his lawyer Bernard Collaery,
who revealed Australia had spied on TimorLeste while refusing to admit that by holding the
trials in secret. The NSI Act allows the attorneygeneral to invoke the act and determine how
courts handle sensitive information.
Emeritus artist and weaver, Veronica Pereira
Maia, graciously lent to the Darwin exhibition
her legendary Tais Don (1995–99), which
commemorated the name of each of those
killed in the 1991 Santa Cruz Massacre in Dili.
This extraordinary work, made over five years,
comprises five woven ikat textiles or ‘tais’ with
each letter in white on a black ground, each name
separated by a crucifix, and each line divided by
blood red stripes.1 The work was originally made
to accompany the installation Tuba-rai metin:
firmly gripping the earth—an art project and de
facto political embassy installed in State Square,
Darwin, for the 1996 Darwin Fringe Festival.2
Veronica Pereira Maia wove each textile as an
abstract composition, while seated within the
installation at her back-strap loom, outside a
model of a Timorese sacred house (uma lulik).
1
Official estimates of the dead varied from
271 to 273 of those identified.
2
Tuba-rai metin: firmly gripping the earth
was produced by a unique collective of Australian and
Timorese refugee activists, artists and performers from
the now defunct Darwin-based ‘Australians For a Free
East Timor’ (AFFET), active from 1991 to 2003. These
artists were: Antonio Maia, Risto Nousalien, Veronica Pereira Maia and Albertina Viegas. The uma lulik
team was led by Antonio Maia. The uma lulik’s current
whereabouts are unknown.

Above Tuba Rai Metin, site-specific installation
of an uma luik/casa sagrada/sacred house outside
the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 1996.
Image shows Veronica Pereira Maia and guests
Tais Don weaving-in-progress. Photo: Jo Holder.
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These sacred houses are typical of Los Palos
on the Eastern tip of Timor. The uma lulik was
built outside Darwin in an activist’s backyard
in Howard Springs under the supervision of
Antonio Maia—Veronica’s husband.
After the Darwin Fringe Festival, Tuba-rai metin:
firmly gripping the earth traveled: the uma lulik
was dismantled and shipped to Sydney and
assembled on the lawn outside the Museum of
Contemporary Art.3 On 12 November 2000, a
few months after Timor won the Independence
vote and withdrawing Indonesian troops
destroyed Dili’s infrastructure, they held a
commemoration of the massacre in East
Timor, presided over by Bishop Belo and Jose
Xanana Gusmão. The solemn proceedings
included Veronica Pereira Maia’s symbolic
‘theatre’: a re-enactment with local youths on
the ground beside Tais Don, laid in the form of
a cross. It was Veronica Pereira Maia’s vision
for the Tais Don to be part of a permanent
memorial or museum to the massacre.
In Darwin and Sydney, after a welcome to
Country and Catholic Mass, Veronica Pereira
Maia worked at her backstrap loom and was
accompanied by music, poetry readings and film
screenings containing interviews with the artists
and footage of demonstrations commemorating
the massacre. Before the opening, she reminded
Maria Madeira of cultural performances in a
Portuguese refugee camp, when young Maria
Madeira was under her instruction. Now in her
90s, Veronica Pereira Maia has continued her
work as an artist, teacher and innovator.
The Darwin Elastic exhibition commemorated
and extended the achievement of the Tuba-rai
metin project, and the pioneering work of the
local activists in using artistic collaboration,
tradition and culture for political transformation.
Both artist collective and political cell, their
overlapping memberships began in response
to the 1991 Santa Cruz Massacre, and
3
Then at the Casula Powerhouse and Canberra School of Art, Australian National University.

went on to respond through their AFFET
programme with posters, publications, banners,
performances, street theatre, demonstrations,
pickets and the planning of the installation.
Over four days Narelle Jubelin and Fiona
MacDonald transcribed Jude Conway’s
historical account of Darwin-based Australians
For A Free East Timor onto the curtain glass
windows of the Chan Contemporary Art Space—
predominately in white chalk pen, punctuated by
black paragraphs. The politically charged nature
of the project location in the Chan Artspace—as
the site of Tuba Rai Metin and a focal point for
many AFFET demonstrations—was a fortunate
outcome of a late decision by the Northern
Territory Government to accept the proposal.
Conway’s text recounted events and actions that
often took place outside the Federal Department
of Immigration and Foreign Affairs and the
Northern Territory Assembly—both buildings
adjacent to the art space.

Timor-Leste’s 25 year
independance struggle was
given spirit and form through
the silent resilience of traditional
culture. Despite achieving full
independance in May 2002, the
country was a smoking ruin with
80 per cent of its infrastructure
destroyed and communities
obliterated. The Elastic exhibitions
and public programs in Darwin
and Sydney powerfully reignited
the spirit and struggle of
pre-independance activism
while drawing attention to the
independant nation’s ongoing
crisis, including access to
Timor Sea oil and gas.

Via this project, a decade later participating
artists Maria Madiera and Victor De Sousa
from Timor, and Narelle Jubelin and Fiona
MacDonald from Australia, travelled to 11 of
the 13 districts of Timor-Leste to witness its
reconstruction ‘from the scorched earth’. They
also considered the connections between
women’s woven textiles (tais)—such a long
standing form of cultural communication—and
the contemporary art world. Once joined by
Veronica Pereira Maia in Darwin, another
temporary art community was formed,
culminating in a built archive of appreciation
for Timor-Leste contemporary arts.
The artists commited to sustainable artmaking
processes within the stark political and
economic environment of Timor-Leste’s
reconstruction at the time, and sought to
further generate cross-cultural practices where
there was little cultural infrastructure. Their
collaborative Elastic/Borracha/Elástico (2012
Timor-Leste Mobile Residency Archive print
folio went on to win the 2015 Freemantle Arts
Centre Print Award, and remains as a unique
record of everyday moments in the transition of
the world’s poorest country to a new democracy.
The prints salute the role that travelling print
exhibitions (sometimes known as resistance
art) have played in third world democracy
struggles in keeping people informed.
Elastic/Borracha/Elástico: Dili/Darwin/Sydney
gathered evidence of major South-east Asian
political and social transformation from quieter
collaborations sitting alongside the larger
historical narrative: documentary, printmaking,
and the contemporary movement to reinstate
renowned tais weaving and remarkable
Timorese architectural traditions.
____
The artists were assisted by an Asia in Australia Grant
from the Australia Council for the Arts. Thank you to the
Gordon Darling Foundation for support in production of
the Elastic print publication. This project is dedicated
to the memory of Jennifer Phipps.

Above Narelle Jubelin, MAP: Sydney, 2014, cotton on linen petit point, 24 x 23 cm, unframed.
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Above Narelle Jubelin and Fiona MacDonald, Transcription Work (process and detail), 2014, chalk pen on curtain glass windows, 2.76 x 26 m. Chan Contemporary Art Space, Darwin.
Top photograph: Jo Holder. Bottom photograph: Fiona Morrison.

Above Veronica Pereira Maia, Tais Don (detail), 1995-99, hand-dyed tais woven on back-strap loom in five parts, sizes variable. Photo: Jo Holder. Below Antonio Maia and Veronica Pereira
Maia holding completed Tais Don panel. Rob Wesley-Smith’s block, Howard Springs, 1996. Photo: Rob Wesley-Smith.
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Above Fiona MacDonald, Maria Madeira, Narelle Jubelin and Victor De Sousa, Elastic/Borracha/Elástico (2012 Timor Leste Mobile Residency Archive), 2014, offset lithographic, set of 10 prints (1 shown), 62.5
x 567 cm (installed), 62.5 x 46.5 cm (print size). Edition of 30. Printed by the artists with Big Fag Press, Sydney. Print depicts: Terezinhia Da Cruz, Domingas Soares, Alberto De Cruz, Albertina Da Cruz. District:
Bononaro, sub-district: Marobo, village: Atuabe. Celino Pinto (Por Timor) Carmelite Convent. Sub-district: Bononaro, district: Maliana.

Above Fiona MacDonald, Open Archive 1 (detail), 2014, inkjet print on archival paper, 50 x 300 cm
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Stills
Snapshots of the installation and opening of
Elastic/Borracha/Elástico: Dili/Darwin/Sydney
Chan Contemporary Art Space, Darwin
Plus public program talks on 20 September, 2014
Photos: Jo Holder
Performance (bottom right)
‘Naha Biti’ (Stretching of the Mat): Collaborative Painting, 2014,
betel nut, Timor-Leste and Larrakia natural earth pigments
Led by Maria Madeira, Veronica Pereira Maia, Duwun Lee, and Nadine Lee
Watch online
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2h7mhoBIbs
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Adiafa/Diyafa:
Gifts of Exchange
Nicole Barakat
Paula do Prado

15 October to 12 November 2011
Opening talk with Nicole Bakarat and
Paula do Prado

Gifts of welcome and hospitality are
common ground to Nicole Barakat and
Paula do Prado’s Arabic and Spanishspeaking family worlds. Adiafa is a Spanish
word originating from the Arabic word
diyafa, meaning hospitality.
Gift making workshop with the artists
5 November
Curated by the artists and Jo Holder

The collaborative exhibition of contemporary
textile works Adiafa/Diyafa: Gifts of Exchange,
explored the making of textiles and craft
objects as a process and a theme of welcome
or departure in multiple cultures.
Journeys made by the artists to their countries
of heritage were taken as creative starting
points. Over several months they made work
in response to letters, postcards and other
correspondence, including objects of cultural
significance and little gifts carefully packed
and brought back. Here, travel was the
catalyst for change, shared knowledge and a
form of cultural transmission.
Embedded in their exchange was a politics
of experience and an acute awareness of
repercussions, intersections, shifting margins
and borders, decisions made and unmade.

The true gift of exchange
is the ability to initiate a
distinctive dialogue.
On another level, the exhibition referred to
the theatrical locale of Kings Cross, a place
simultaneously centre and periphery, a historic,
social and cultural hub, and a crossover point
of demographic extremes.
Nicole Barakat’s practice embodies the love
and patience that characterises traditional and
contemporary textile processes, combined with
an instinct for manipulating the familiar. Her works
and performances draw on writing, storytelling
and collaboration. She states, ‘I see creativity and
imagination at the forefront of my practice and
commitment to positive social change’.

Above Textile demonstration, Adiafa/Diyafa: Gifts of Exchange, The Cross Art Projects

2011
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Paula do Prado’s art practice combines
painting, bannermaking, photography, textiles
and artist books, exploring themes of race,
gender and cultural identity by drawing on family
folklore. Do Prado migrated to Australia in 1986
as a young child from Uruguay, and one of her
earliest memories is of her mother, aunts and
cousins gathering to knit and crochet together.

Above L to R: Paula do Prado, Camo/Cambio I, 2011,
acrylic and beading on found material, 45 x 44 cm
Paula do Prado, Camo/Cambio II, 2011, acrylic and
beading on found material, 46 x 44 cm

Adiafa/Diyafa: Gifts of Exchange saw the
artist’s own gifts travel beyond the gallery
walls via an in-person workshop, in which
techniques, conversations and objects were
collectively shared and furthered. This allowed
for an ethics of care and mutual resiliance to
echo long after the exhibition’s close, passing it
on to a new circle of participants-made-friends.
____
Nicole Barakat thanks Paula do Prado, Chadi Sankary,
Gemma Yared, Gillian Christie and Barbara Barakat.
Paula do Prado thanks Mama, Papa, Anthony,
Nicole Barakat, Abuela Elsa, Tia Miriam, Tia Tere, Tia
Nilda, Gabriela Martirena-Grima. Paula do Prado is
represented by Gallerysmith, Melbourne. The artists
acknowledge and pay their respects to the Elders both
past and present.
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Above Nicole Barakat and Paula do Prado, Process Wall, 2011, featuring various samples, experiments, objects and gifts by, collected during or in relation to the artist’s travels, dimensions variable

Above Nicole Barakat and Paula do Prado, Process Wall (two details), 2011, photographic collages, 21 x 29.5 cm (each)
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Above Nicole Barakat, Ahlan Wa Sahlan (Welcome), 2011, hand-cut found plastic tablecloth, 110 x 45 cm Below Nicole Barakat, Affirmation/Azeema (Determination/Invitation), 2011, found
domestic cloth, glass, plastic, metal beads, cotton thread and acrylic, 120 x 72 cm. Photography: Andy Stevens.

Above Gift making workshop with the artists, 5 November, Adiafa/Diyafa: Gifts of Exchange, The Cross Art Projects
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Collaborating
Art Centres +
Organisations
Source: official websites

ANKA
www.anka.org.au
‘ANKA serves Aboriginal artists and 47 Aboriginal-owned
art centres and artist groups across one million square
kilometres of northern Australia. It supports over 5000
Aboriginal artists, many of whom are internationally
acclaimed and respected cultural leaders. Aboriginal Art
Centres provide economic, cultural and social benefits
for some of Australia’s most disadvantaged communities,
they lead the way in caring for the nation’s intangible
cultural heritage for all Australians.’
Babbarra Women’s Centre
www.babbarra.com
‘Bábbarra Women’s Centre is our place, on our country.
We women are from more than 12 language groups in
the Maningrida region. We come together at Bábbarra
Women’s Centre to share our knowledge and ideas.
That’s what led us to set up our main social enterprise:
Bábbarra Designs. It’s been going strong since 1989.
We design and hand-print exquisite textiles that we sell
around the world. Each length of fabric is unique and
tells the ancestral stories of our Arnhem Land country
and cultures. People tell us our designs are bold and
elegant, but for us they are more than designs: these
designs tell the stories of our lives. They bring a lot of joy
to everyone—to us, our families and our customers alike.
Working creatively with Bábbarra Designs is a way for us
to achieve financial independence, for our community and
the next generations.’
Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre
www.yirrkala.com
‘Buku-Larrnggay translates to “the feeling on your face as
it is struck by the first rays of the sun” (i.e. facing East).
Mulka to “a sacred but public ceremony”. Buku-Larrnggay
Mulka Centre is the Indigenous community controlled art
centre of Northeast Arnhem Land. Located in Yirrkala, a
small Aboriginal community on the northeastern tip of the
Top End of the Northern Territory, approximately 700km
east of Darwin. Our primarily Yolngu (Aboriginal) staff of
around twenty services Yirrkala and the approximately
twenty-five homeland centres in the radius of 200km. In
the 1960s, Narritjin Maymuru set up his own beachfront
gallery from which he sold art that now graces many major
museums and private collections. He is counted among
the art centre’s main inspirations and founders, and his
picture hangs in the museum. His vision of Yolngu-owned
business to sell Yolngu art that started with a shelter on a
beach has now grown into a thriving business that exhibits
and sells globally. In 1976, the Yolngu artists established
Buku-Larrnggay Arts in the old Mission health centre as an
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act of self-determination coinciding with the withdrawal of
the Methodist Overseas Mission and the Land Rights and
Homeland movements. In 1988, a new museum was built
with a Bicentennary grant and this houses a collection
of works put together in the 1970s illustrating clan law
and also the Message Sticks from 1935 and the Yirrkala
Church Panels from 1963. In 1996, a screen-print workshop and extra gallery spaces were added to the space to
provide a range of different mediums to explore. In 2007,
The Mulka Project was added, which houses and displays
a collection of tens of thousands of historical images
and films as well as creating new digital product. Still on
the same site but in a greatly expanded premises, BukuLarrnggay Mulka Centre now consists of two divisions:
the Yirrkala Art Centre, which represents Yolngu artists
exhibiting and selling contemporary art; and The Mulka
Project, which acts as a digital production studio and
archiving centre incorporating the museum.’
Iltja Ntjarra Many Hands Art Centre
www.manyhandsart.com.au
‘Iltja Ntjarra (Many Hands) is a not-for-profit art centre,
proudly Aboriginal owned and directed. It is home of
the Namatjira watercolour artists. The art centre was
established by Ngurratjuta/Pmara Ntjarra Aboriginal
Corporation in 2004 and incorporated as a separate entity
in 2016. The centre is strongly committed to improving
economic participation of Aboriginal people and maintaining cultural heritage. It was established for Western
Aranda artists to come together to paint, share and learn
new techniques and ideas. Iltja Ntjarra has a special focus
on supporting the “Hermannsburg School” style watercolour artists, who continue to paint in the tradition of
their grandfather and relative, Albert Namatjira, arguably
one of Australia’s most famous artists of the 20th century.
Albert Namatjira taught his children to follow in his unique
style. They have since passed this knowledge on to their
children, which has resonated in a legacy of watercolour
artists in the Central Desert region. By continuing his
legacy, these artists sustain an important piece of living
history. Iltja Ntjarra is proud of its ethical work practices
and aims to return the greatest possible percentage of
sales to the artist. Iltja Ntjarra acknowledges the role of
Ngurratjuta/Pmara Ntjarra Aboriginal Corporation to the
establishment and development of the art centre and
thanks it for its ongoing support.’
Intervention Rollback Action Group
www.rollbacktheintervention.wordpress.com
‘The Intervention Rollback Action Group (IRAG) is based
in Alice Springs and campaigns against the injustices of
racist legislation such as The Intervention. We are made
up of volunteers from community groups and organisations who meet regularly to discuss issues that arise from
such impacts. The group supports individuals and community groups to deal with those issues and take appropriate
action. The group meets regularly and consistently works
to increase Aboriginal involvement in the meetings and to
raise awareness amongst prescribed area people of how
their rights are being infringed. IRAG networks with other
support groups around the country and together we work
to increase awareness throughout the wider community
of the true impacts of the racist Intervention.’

Jilamara Arts & Crafts Association
www.jilamara.com
‘Jilamara Arts & Crafts Association is the creative and
cultural hub of the Milikapiti community. The art centre
represents the artwork of around 60 active artists and
employs nine regular arts workers. Jilamara provides
access to employment, education and training and is
open to all Tiwi people living in Milikapiti. The Kutuwulumi
Gallery, named after the late Kitty Kantilla, houses artworks for sale. This state of the art building was designed
by internationally acclaimed Troppo Architects. It opened
in 2012 along with the Murrunungumirri Carvers Shed,
named after the late Paddy Freddy Puruntatameri, and
the newly renovated location for the Muluwurri Museum
Collection. The women’s shed, named after acclaimed
artist Nancy Henry Ripijingimpi, plays host to a revived
textile screen-printing and painting studio. Jilamara artists are nationally and internationally renowned for their
unique, traditional Tiwi style. They produce contemporary
works based on ceremonial body painting designs, clan
totems and Tiwi creation stories.’
Kira Kiro Artists
www.waringarriarts.com.au/kira-kiro-artists/about-us
‘Kira Kiro or Kirri Kirri are Kwini spiritual figures featured in
the rock art galleries around Kalumburu and believed to be
painted by the beak of the Sandstone Strike Thrush with
blood from the tips of its wings. The name was adopted
by important senior artist Mary Punchi Clement known
for her intricate depiction of the region’s flora, fauna and
associated stories. Artistic practice has always played a
cultural and economic role in Kalumburu, and in 2009,
Kira Kiro Artists was established with ongoing assistance
from Waringarri Aboriginal Arts. Kira Kiro Artists is managed by both Waringarri Aboriginal Arts and Kalumburu
arts workers, providing enterprise opportunities for artists
to develop arts practice skills and cultural traditions while
promoting ethical sales to collectors and national and
international visual art spaces. The art centre places an
emphasis on supporting traditional skills such as bark harvesting and painting, the collection of local olmal (white
ochre), the production of cultural artefacts and storytelling
through contemporary works.’
Maningrida Arts & Culture
www.maningrida.com
‘Maningrida Arts & Culture is a pre-eminent site of contemporary cultural expression and art-making, abundant
with highly collectable art and emerging talent. Through
their homelands resource organisation, Bawinanga
Aboriginal Corporation, artists turned an art trade that
began just over 50 years ago into a multi-million dollar
arts and cultural enterprise. Maningrida Arts & Culture
supported hundreds of artists on their homelands, more
than 20 artworkers, held 20 exhibitions annually, won
prestigious awards, and enjoyed the international fame
and success that the boom in the Aboriginal art market
of the 1990s and 2000s enabled. Acclaimed senior artists including John Mawurndjul, brothers Owen Yalandja
and Crusoe Kurddal, Bob Burruwal, Lena Yarinkura
and Laurie Marbaduk continue to expand their mediums and narratives. Artists such as Paul Nabulumo,
Samson Bonson, Anniebelle Marrngamarrnga, Samuel
Collaborating Art Centres + organisations

Namundja, Kay Lindjuwanga and Fiona Jin-majinggal
have emerged to become a formidable force in the
national and international landscape. They sit alongside
the leading proponents of a fibre sculpture movement.
Frewa Bardaluna, Helen Stewart, Vera Cameron, Lorna
Jin-gubarrangunyja, Freda Wayartja Ali, Bonnie Burarn.
garra and Doreen Jinggarrabarra are a group of mostly
female artists who reinterpret functional forms using natural fibres to create highly sought-after pieces across the
fine art and interior design sectors. We protect the place
in history for those artists who have come before, among
them: Yirawala, Wally Mardarrk, John Bulunbulun, Peter
Marralwanga, England Banggala, Elizabeth Mipilangurr,
Lena Djamarrayku, Mary Marabamba and Jack Wunuwun.
Their legacy can be experienced in current and forthcoming exhibitions across Australia and internationally,
showcasing the collectable artwork of today’s artists.’

Northern Centre for Contemporary Art
www.nccart.com.au
‘Northern Centre for Contemporary Art (NCCA) is the
leading center for contemporary visual art in the Northern
Territory—bringing together diverse communities of artists
and audiences to engage with contemporary ideas and
practices. NCCA brokers opportunities for artists locally,
nationally, and internationally and connects communities
through its dynamic programs. NCCA’s vision is to cultivate contemporary visual arts, artists, and audiences.’

Munupi Arts & Crafts Association
www.munupiart.com
‘Munupi Arts & Crafts Association is located along Melville
Island’s north-western coastline at Pirlangimpi (Garden
Point) and is the most recently formed art centre on the
Tiwi Islands. In 1990 the Yikikini Women’s Centre and
Pirlangimpi Pottery were incorporated under the name
Munupi Arts and Crafts Association, giving local artists an
opportunity to proudly celebrate Tiwi culture through both
traditional and contemporary mediums. For 25 years Munupi
Arts has been a vital meeting place for the Tiwi people of
the Pirlangimpi community for employment, cultural pride
and well being. Munupi Art is wholly Indigenous owned and
governed. Generated income supports the artists’ families
and therefore the whole Tiwi community. Every Munupi artwork is sold with a Certificate of Provenance & Authenticity.’

Tangentyere Artists
www.tangentyereartists.org.au
‘Around 400 Artists make up Tangentyere Artists—an
Alice Springs based, Aboriginal owned art centre providing arts training and workshops as well as marketing
and sales support for the artists. The unique quality of
Tangentyere Artists is that it represents the breadth and
depth of Central Australian cultural diversity. Hence
there is a huge diversity in style and story, as well as
medium, ranging from acrylic painting on canvas through
to paintings on recycled metal objects and wooden surfaces. Seed jewellery and recycled metal jewellery are
also made and sold from the art centre; the paintings
range from the very traditional motifs to highly contemporary modern depictions of life. Our art centre provides
a platform from which artists can express themselves,
their lives and cultural values, while enriching their community well being and family livelihoods. Increasingly
Tangentyere Artists is becoming known for figurative
paintings on canvas and metal, some with textual references ranging from the purely descriptive to the political.
Many wonderful stories arise out of the sometimes difficult conditions of the Town Camps for those who take
the time to look and listen. And we are very pleased to
be able to share them with you to show that Town Camp
homes are important places in which real people live
their lives, positive places, worthy of the respect that any
person and their home deserves. By purchasing Town
Camp art from Tangentyere Artists you can be assured
that you are supporting members of every community
throughout Central Australia. The benefits flow from artists to their extended families and beyond.’

National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility
www.nccarf.edu.au
‘Between 2008 and 2019 the National Climate Change
Adaptation Research Facility (NCCARF) worked to support
decision makers throughout Australia as they prepared for
and managed the risks of climate change and sea-level rise.
In 2020 NCCARF partnered with Griffith’s Climate Action
Beacon under the Directorship of Professor Brendan Mackey.
NCCARF was a unique venture established by the Australian
Government to harness and coordinate the capabilities of
Australia’s researchers, to generate and communicate the
knowledge decision-makers need for successful adaptation to climate change. It saw communication, consultation
and network building as critical to effective adaptation, and
worked to bring together a community of practice to build a
robust and resilient Australia. NCCARF created numerous
resources for climate-change adaptation, including over
150 research reports, more than 80 case studies, 17 policy
information and guidance briefs as well as webinars, synthesis summaries, sector-specific briefing notes, and many
others. In addition to publications, we also set up and supported national climate change adaptation networks, built
a nation-wide website with countless resources of its own
and held six national and international conferences. Most of
the valuable research completed since 2008 is available at
the NCCARF website in the form of reports and summaries.
You are encouraged to use it and share it, since adaptation
to climate change is more critical now than ever.’
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STICS
www.stoptheintervention.org
‘STICS (Stop the Intervention Collective Sydney) is an
open collective of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
committed to the repeal of the NT Intervention and the
struggle for Aboriginal self-determination.’

Waralungku Arts
www.waralungku.com
‘Waralungku Arts is an Indigenous art centre located in
the remote town of Borroloola, Northern Territory. It is
not-for-profit, and fully owned and governed by Aboriginal
peoples of the region. Waralungku Arts represents artists
the from four main language groups—Yanyuwa, Garrawa,
Marra and Gurdanji. Waralungku artists are producing
vibrant contemporary work that reflects history and tradition, but also speaks of current issues and concerns
for Aboriginal people of today. The leading Borroloola
artists explore a range of themes in their work including

the life and the history of the community, wider political views, environmental concerns and also (very often)
simply the distinctive beauty of the surrounding landscape. Waralungku Arts ensures Fair Trade practices for
all their artists. Waralungku artists work in a wide range of
mediums—contemporary painting, printmaking, sculpture,
jewellery and traditional craft items.’
Waringarri Aboriginal Arts
www.waringarriarts.com.au
‘Waringarri Aboriginal Arts is a living, growing art centre
celebrating the uniqueness of Miriwoong cultural identity. Established in the 1980s, in the heart of Miriwoong
country at Kununurra in the Kimberley region of northern
Australia. Waringarri artists share the importance of
their Country and culture. Waringarri is the first wholly
Indigenous owned art centre established in Western
Australia and one of the oldest continuously operating art
centres in Australia, supporting economic independence
for artists and their community. The centre operates
artists studios and galleries and supports more than
100 artists as painters, printmakers, wood carvers, boab
engravers, sculptors and textile artists. Cultural tours
and performances complement the visitor experience
with a rich insight into Miriwoong culture. All proceeds
from art sales, art commissions and cultural tourism are
returned to the community to support our ongoing program of arts and cultural projects. Refurbished in 2011,
the distinctive quality about Waringarri Aboriginal Arts
is the sense of an authentically creative and collaborative environment. Artist studios extend into landscaped
gardens areas. Verandas are supported with individually
painted poles and pathways of sandblasted pavers present a range of artist designs. The Dawang Gallery is a
unique cultural information space presenting selected
works from the Waringarri collection complemented
with multi-media presentations to share the richness
of Miriwoong cultural identity with both community and
visitors. There are more than 100 artists supported
through the centre, which also includes artists from the
remote Kira Kiro Artists in Kalumburu on the northern
Kimberley coast. All artists are supported by a team of
local Aboriginal arts-workers.’
Warmun Art Centre
www.warmunart.com.au
‘Warmun Art Centre is owned and governed by Gija
people with 100 per cent of income returning to the
community. The centre was established in 1998 by the
late founding members of the contemporary painting
movement in Warmun, such as Rover Thomas, Queenie
McKenzie, Madigan Thomas and Hector Jandany. These
Elders recognised and responded to the need for a community owned and controlled centre through which they
could support, maintain and promote Gija art, language
and culture. Warmun Art is here to celebrate and encourage the expression of Gija culture through the arts, and
to support the continued development of innovative contemporary art by both established and emerging Warmun
artists. We strive to facilitate this through developing and
maintaining a commercially viable arts enterprise, which
provides a diverse range of cultural and economic opportunities for both individuals and the community as a whole.’
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The Cross Art Projects
Resident Curators

Jo Holder
Jo Holder founded The Cross Art Projects, Sydney in
2003 to advance equity and social justice issues. She
is co-convenor of Contemporary Art and Feminism in
collaboration with Jacqueline Millner and Catriona
Moore and Future Feminist Archive (across regional
NSW, 2015–16 and Future Feminist Archive Live! at
Wollongong City Gallery, 2019). At The Cross Art Projects
she has contributed Witnessing the Intervention, a series
of exhibitions on the Federal Intervention into Indigenous
communities and the counter argument for ‘Voice Treaty
Truth’ (co-curated with Djon Mundine); mining and
climate projects, including Particulate Matter: A fossil
fuelled future? (2020); and the exchange project Elastic/
Borracha/Elástico: Dili/Darwin/Sydney (2014, Darwin
and Sydney). Her social history projects include Re/
construction (2020, with Sydney Trades Hall), a rereading
of Jack Mundey and the 1970s Green Bans Movement
and the Green Bans Art Walk (2011, Performance Space,
Sydney). Jo Holder has held key curatorial roles in the
public and independent sectors including as director of
S.H. Ervin Gallery, Sydney, and published several books
on contemporary visual art and visual culture.
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Djon Mundine OAM is a proud Bandjalung man from
the Northern Rivers of New South Wales. Mundine is
a curator, writer, artist and activist and is celebrated as
a foundational figure in the criticism and exhibition of
contemporary Aboriginal art. He has held many senior
curatorial positions in both national and international
institutions, some of which include the National Museum
of Australia, the Museum of Contemporary Art, Art Gallery
of New South Wales and Campbelltown Art Centre.
Between the years 1979 and 1995, Mundine was the
art advisor at Milingimbi, and curator at Bula-bula Arts
in Ramingining, Arnhem Land, for sixteen years. He
was also the concept artist/producer of the Aboriginal
Memorial, comprising 200 painted poles by 43 artists
from Ramingining, each symbolising a year since the 1788
British invasion. The Memorial was central to the 1988
Biennale of Sydney and remains on permanent display
at the National Gallery of Australia in the main entrance
hall. In 1993, Mundine received the Medal of the Order
of Australia for service to the promotion and development
of Aboriginal arts, crafts and culture. Between 2005 and
2006, Mundine was resident at the National Museum
of Ethnology (Minpaku) in Osaka, Japan, as a Research
Professor in the Department of Social Research. He is
a PhD candidate at National College of Art and Design,
University of NSW and also won The Australia Council’s
2020 Red Ochre Award for Lifetime Achievement. He
is currently an independent curator of contemporary
Indigenous art and a cultural mentor.

Jasmin Stephens
Jasmin Stephens is an independent curator and lecturer
in curatorial studies and contemporary art in Asia.
Following senior positions with Artbank, the Museum of
Contemporary Art Australia and Fremantle Arts Centre,
Jasmin has pursued a context-responsive practice since
2011. In this capacity she has facilitated programming
by institutions and led by artists across Australia and
in Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand. Recent exhibitions
include Composing Archipelagos (2021, Contemporary
Art Tasmania, Hobart); The essayist (2019, The Cross Art
Projects, Sydney); Diagrammatic: Works by Lucas Ihlein
and Collaborators (2018, Deakin University, Melbourne);
Our Studio Selves (2017, Artspace, Sydney); and Artists
as Cartoonists or Extended Black and White: Raquel
Ormella (2016, The Cross Art Projects, Sydney). Living
in Sydney, Stephens is a sessional academic at UNSW
Art & Design where she is a Scientia PhD researcher. She
also works with artists and curators as a researcher and
a strategist. She has been an associate of The Cross Art
Projects since 2013.
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Jadagen Warnkan Barnden: Changing Climate in Gija Country

Thank you to the artists and to co-curators (Angelina Karadada, Leana Collier

Thank you to the artists and to Alana Hunt, Frances Kofod, Sonia Leonard,

with Betty Bundamurra, with assistance from Madeleine Challender and Kate

National Climate Change Adaption Research Facility (NCCARF) and

Croll at Waringarri Arts), The Cross Art Projects team (Belle Blau, Simon Blau,

Warmun Art Centre.

Phillip Boulten, Susan Gilligan and Kim Scott), Emilia Galatis, Laura Webster,

Undermining Rivers: Sydney’s Drinking Water

Robert Roberts, Jo McDonald, Dr Sven Ouzman, CRAR+M at the University

Endangered by Longwall Coal Mining

of Western Australia and all members of the Kimberley Rock Art project.

Thank you to the artists and to Patrice Newell (Climate Change Coalition),

A Widening Gap: The Intervention, 10 Years On I & II

Julie Sheppard, (secretary of Rivers SOS), Dave Burgess (Total Environment

Thank you to the artists and to Murray Mclaughlin, Desart (Phillip Watkins),

Centre), Bob Percival (Woolloomooloo Film Society), Lisa Havilah

ltja Ntjarra/Many Hands Art Centre (Iris Bender), Mimili Maku Arts (Heath

(Campbelltown Art Centre) and Vivian Vidulich (Wollongong City Gallery)

Aarons), Tangentyere Artists (Sue O’Connor), Alcaston Gallery, Black Art

and the Black Diamond Heritage Centre, Bulli.

Projects (Andrea Candiani), Phillip Boulten, Chloe Gibbon, Jumbunna Institute

By the Stars, Wind & Ocean Currents

for Indigenous Education and Research, UTS (Paddy Gibson), Tony McAvoy

Thank you to the artists and to Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre (Will Stubbs,

SC, Damian Minton, Red Hand Press Archive (Franck Gohier), UNSW Gallery

Dave Wickens and Andrew Blake), Yirrkala Print Space (Ruth Pearson),

(Lucy Ainsworth), UNSW Law (Gemma McKinnon), Intervention Rollback

The Cross Art Projects team (Belle Blau, Simon Blau, Susan Gilligan) and

Action Group (Meret McDonald, Barbara Shaw) and Stop the Intervention

Freÿa Black. Special thanks to Professor Elaine Baker, Dr C.C. Macknight,

Collective (Cathy Gill, Sabine Kacha, Hans Marwe and Emily Valentine).

Stan Floreck (Australian Museum, Pacific Collections) and Jane Johnston

Karrang Kunred/Mother-Land

and Dr Catriona Moore (Sydney University).

Thank you to the artists and to Kate O’Hara, Ingrid Johanson, Claire

Minstrel Kuik: Old Wave Brings Empty Shells

Summers (CEO Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair), Fiona MacDonald, Bawinanga

Thank you to the artists, Jasmin Stephens and Contemporary Art and Feminism.

Aboriginal Corporation, Dr Catriona Moore (Department of Art History,

Tiwi Mamirnikuwi Jilamara/Tiwi Women Painting

Sydney University and Contemporary Art and Feminism).

Thank you to the artists, Delores Tipuamantumirri, Jilamara Arts and Crafts

Mother to Daughter: On Art & Caring for Homelands

Association and Munupi Arts.

Thank you to the artists and to the artists’ representative galleries, Buku-

Elastic/Borracha/Elástico: Dili/Darwin/Sydney

Larrnggay Mulka Centre (Will Stubbs, Kade McDonald and Andrew Blake).

Thank you to the artists and to Francisco Jose Dos Remedios Ramos Filipe

One Lore, Two Law, Outlaw: Dhakiyarr vs The King

(Consul-General of the Democratic Republic of East Timor, Darwin), Gary

Thank you to the artists and to Will Stubbs (Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre),

Haslett (acting Lord Mayor, Darwin), Gary Lee, Duwun Lee, Alistair Wyvill,

Andrew Blake, Marion Scrymgour, Sarah Pritchard, Chips MacKinolty,

Louise Partos, Angus Cameron, Maria Madeira, Veronica Pereira Maia, Duwun

Howard Morphy and Wukun Wanambi.

Lee, Nadine Lee, Eric Bridgeman, Simon Cooper, Michelle Culpitt, Jo Holder,

Particulate Matter: A Fossil-fuelled Future?

Winsome Jobling, Narelle Jubelin, Talitha Kennedy, Duwun Lee, Nadine Lee,

Thank you to the artists and to Dany Celermajor, Bimblebox Art Project (Beth

Bartholomew Lockwood, Fiona MacDonald, Amina McConvell, Karen Mills,

Jackson and Jill Simpson), Iltja Ntjarra Art Centre (Iris Bendor, Marisa Maher,

Maurice O’Riordan, Victor De Sousa Pereira, Sarah Pirrie, Skye Raabe,

Koren Wheatley and Tony Albert), Waralungku Arts (Katrina Langdon), Dr

Jonathan Saunders, Darwin activists and Friends of Timor Leste, AFFET

Seán Kerins, The Cross Art Projects team (Belle Blau, Simon Blau, Phillip

activists in Darwin and elsewhere (Illana Eldridge, Dulcie Munn, Rob Wesley

Boulten and Susan Gilligan), Stop the Intervention Collective/STICS (Sabine

Smith, Vaughan Williams), Big Fag Press (Louise Anderson, Pat Armstrong,

Kacha), and the Watercolour Masterclass artists (Mervyn Rubuntja, Hubert

Diego Bonetto, Lucas Ihlien), Phillip Boulten, Eleanor Bosler, José Casimiro,

Pareroultja, Dellina Inkamala and Marisa Maher).

Gloriade Casto, Jude Conway, Chan Contemporary Art Space (Simon

Open Cut

Cooper), Marcos Corrales, Nelson Corrales Jubelin, Michelle Culpit, Darkstar

Thank you to the artists and to Stuart Hoosan and Nancy McDinny.

Digital (Richard Crampton), NCCA (Maurice O’Riordan, Matty van Roden,

Zero Metres Above Sea Level

Cora Diviny, Regis Martin, Amina McConvell), Farrell Printers (Rob Farrell),

Thank you to the artists and to Denise Salvestro, Edwina Circuitt, Buku-

Herculano Gutteres, Maria Madalena Gutteres, Virginia Hyam, Phillip Irwin,

Larrnggay Mulka Centre and Noreen Grahame (Grahame Galleries +

Mary Jane Jacob, Jasco Art Supplies (Marcia Collins), Patricia Leal, Mattias

Editions, Brisbane).

Madeira, Terezinha Madeira, João Mártires, Karen Mills, Moon Cube Design

Flow of Voices 1 & 2: Art & Mining/Frontier History

(Kim Scott), Fiona Morrison, Filipa Oliviera, David Palazón, Skye Raabe,

Thank you to the artists and to Waralungku Arts (Madeleine Challender,

Vitorino Dos Santos, Jasmin Stephens, Timor Aid (Rosalia Soares, Anne

Miriam Charlie and Peter Callinan), Jacky Green and family, Dr Seán Kerins,

Finch, Jo Barrkman), Buzz Sanderson, Meret MacDonald, Parkers Sydney Fine

Jessie Boylan, Ceinwen Hall, Arena Magazine and Sabina Kacha and Hans

Art Supplies, Sarah Pirrie, Penelope Seidler, Petronila De Sousa, Filosmena

Mauve (STICS Collective).

Ximenes, José Ximenes, Timor Aid (Dili), Jennifer Phipps. The artists were

Novel Ecologies

assisted by an Asia in Australia Grant from the Australia Council for the Arts.

Jasmin Stephens wishes to thank the artists and Lee Liski and colleagues

Adiafa/Diyafa: Gifts of Exchange

(dLux media arts), Michael Moran (Sherman Contemporary Art Foundation),

Thank you to the artists. Nicole Barakat thanks Paula do Prado, Chadi

Tania Creighton and Holly Williams (UTS Art Gallery), Katie Dyer, Anneke

Sankary, Gemma Yared, Gillian Christie and Barbara Barakat. Paula do Prado

Jaspers, Genevieve O’Callaghan, Jo Holder and Perdita Phillips. Perdita

thanks Mama, Papa, Anthony, Nicole Barakat, Abuela Elsa, Tia Miriam, Tia

Phillips thanks Jasmin Stephens, Jo Holder, Phillip Boulten, Thom van

Tere, Tia Nilda, Gabriela Martirena-Grima.

Dooren, John MacRitchie, John Stockfeld, Belinda Cannell, Lincoln Johnson,
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The Cross Art Projects Resident Curators

Jim Boyce, Director Judy Reizes and staff at the Manly Environment Centre

We recognise the unceded land of the Gadigal people of the

and Cali Andersen (Andersen’s Bindery). The Cross Art Projects thanks the

Eora Nation within which we live and create. We pay respects

artists and Jasmin Stephens.

to the traditional custodians, promising to listen and learn.

Extended project acknowledgments + ABOUT the cross art projects

Manifesto
The Cross Art Projects foregrounds contemporary
work that reflects the multiple relationships between
art, life and the public sphere, exploring the boundaries
of this context. We are attentive to the local without
sacrificing the scope of an international view. The Cross
Art Projects presents curated exhibitions and work by
artists who create critical projects that question and
reflect our present circumstances and whose work has
a rigorous conceptual foundation. Projects are enhanced
with conversations and round-tables by local activist,
architectural and heritage groups.
About Connectedness1
This book is about the ideas of curators and artists and
the inspiration and thoughtfulness they offer to us all. It
was not possible to include all exhibitions and projects,
but Connectedness1 and Connectedness2 offer a
cross-section. There are too many friends, collaborators,
colleagues, collectors and supporters to acknowledge
by name. The splendid gallery team—Fiona MacDonald,
Belle Blau, Simon Blau, Susan Gilligan and Phillip Boulten
(my partner, advisor and landlord extraordinaire)—keep
the machine running. Special thanks to Jane Johnson
(Sydney University Masters of Curatorial and Museums
Studies student supervisor) and art historians Catriona
Moore and Jacqueline Millner. This is a glimpse of
how a small art space in a back-lane can contribute to
some defining conversations of our times. — Jo Holder.
People
Director: Jo Holder
Administration: Susan Gilligan
Assistant Director: Belle Blau
Curators in Residence: Djon Mundine, Jasmin Stephens
Curatorium: Fiona MacDonald, Jasmin Stephens,
Deborah Vaughan
Artists in Residence: Maria Cruz (2011),
Perdita Phillips (2013), Alex Martinis Roe (2015),
Wendy Murray (2017), Minstrel Kuik (2018)
Artwork installation: Simon Blau
Publication design: Belle Blau Design
Website & digital: Kim Scott, Moon Cube Design
Photography: Jennifer Leahy, Silversalt Photography
IT technician: Lee Rystrand
www.crossart.com.au
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Connectedness1

The Cross Art Projects is a contemporary art project space
situated in a busy laneway in Sydney’s Kings Cross. Its location,
exhibition program and stage-like shopfront help to foreground
the multiple relationships between art, life and the public
sphere. The audience is primarily local and informed: from the
homeless to epidemiologists and, of course artists, writers and
other creators—all despite the gentrification that is common to
large cities. The area is not a shy place. Over the years Kings
Cross has fostered innovations in queer and feminist culture,
counter-culture, music culture, food culture and art culture.
Connectedness1 covers selected projects from The Cross Art
Projects’ eighteen year history, spanning themes of Voice, Treaty
& Truth-telling, Climate & Mining, and Archipelagos. The curatorial
work within its pages has been selected to reveal expanded ideas
of art, archives and history. The exhibitions foreground artwork using
archival material—from natural and ecological archives such as rock
art, to archives of Indigenous art centres, feminist archives and those
relating to Australia’s geographic context.
Like the exhibition space it documents, Connectedness1 is itself an
archive that reflects upon successive moments, each highlighting the
necessity for criticality and the questioning of prevailing powers.

The Cross Art Projects 2003–2021
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